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The world, resurrected during a new season, flashes by I 
ment o» this energetic Uniyersity student swings swiftly 
SSStttoooppp ttthhheee SSSwwwiiinnnggg 
in a pendulum move* 
into spring obviously 
savoring the brisk light-headed 
desires amidst a current 
joy of being, prompted by releasing xany 
attack or spring fever.-
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By CINDY HORN 
Texan Staff Writer 
- • Organization of the ne\y women's inter­
collegiate athletics program will be decid­
ed ,by University President Stephen H. 
Spurr before preregistration begins April 
29, a member of his staff said Wednesday. 
' -"The president is working hard to get 
the whole optional fee package finished," 
Bob Mettlen, assistant to the president, 
said. 
ALTHOUGH Mettlen would not say 
when the decison might be "expected he 
added, "We're running out of time. 
"I hope we can finally get a decision on 
how to handle the optional fee on athletics 
and then the organizational decision will 
follow from that," he said, referring to 
plans for women's athletics. 
) Several proposals for organizing the 
'.program have been presented to Spurr. 
' Mettlen said, however, "There are no dis­
crete options with which he is concerned." 
1 vil - V •:>.:' <s-~;: - ' ' 
• The .University Athletics Council has 
recommended the president set up a 
women's department separate from the 
present athletic department headed by 
Athletic Director Darrell Royal. > 
jj. Neils Thompson, professor of civil 
engineering and chairman of the council, 
said Wednesday* "Women would haxe'nK 
.adequate funding under procedures now 
used" if men's and women's 'athletics 
were combined in one department. 
THECOUNCIL'S recommendations call 
for appropriations from University funds 
for women's athletics, although men's 
athletics are funded solely by ticket sales, 
Thompson said. 
on campus," she said, adding the cooncil 
also is concerned with unequal funding of 
some men's athletic programs. 
She expressed hope that whatever plan 
is approved will be long-term enough to. 
"nurture women's athletics." 
Fra ud Role Denied 
s 'JSZki 
Betty Thompson, director of in-
tramurals, said she sent a letter outlining 
a third recommendation to Spurr, but she 
would not reveal its contents. 
"I'd have to categorize it as an interim 
proposal," she said. 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Republicans on 
the House Judiciary Committee sent word 
to the White House Wednesday that a sub­
poena is virtually certain if President Nix­
on doesn't agree to comply immediately 
with the panel's request for more 
presidential tapes and documents. 
The majority Democrats and the 
Republicans caucused separately Wednes­
day to discuss a White House proposal that 
they wait two more weeks for a final deci­
sion on what material the President feels 
.is relevant to the impeachment inquiry."; 
CHAIRMAN°Peter W. Rodino Jr., D-
N.J., scheduled a meeting of the full com­
mittee for Thursday with the question of a 
subpoena the only item on the agenda. 
But it was the Republicans who voiced 
the strongest reaction to the letter receiv­
ed late Tuesday from James D. St. Clair, 
the President's Watergate lawyer. -
Sfe Clair wrote to' committee counsel 
.John Doar that he was pleased that the 
committee has made its original request 
for tapes of 42 presidential conversations 
more specific in subsequent cor­
respondence. 
"ALTHOUGH further Specifications 
might be desirable to assist the President 
in determining what he should provide the 
committee, he has directed me to advise 
you that a review of the materials in ques­
tion is under way," St. Clair wrote. 
The White House lawyer said he hoped 
the review would be completed by the end 
of the upcoming Easter congressional 
recess on April 22. 
Rep. Edward Hutchinson of Michigan, 
senior Republican on the committee, saidu 
"I am hot satisfied with the response."' 
HE ADDED, "I think it was offensive to 
the House, I'm sorry to say." Hutchinson 
^aid the 17 Republicans on the 38-member 
committee -were divided among three-
positions. He described them as follows; 
• Those w"ho are ready to vote "very 
reluctantly" to subpoena all the material 
requested from the JjVhite House. 
• Those who are ready to vote to sub­
poena the most specific items in the com­
mittee's request. • 
Ifrmmp--
~ "* Those who ate willing tb Wit & sfei' 
what the ,1,U14~ " u ^ 
mittee on Aflril 22. m 
: "ISIl Hutchir 
mind. 
on said he has not made up his? 
we I# Hutchinson indicated that fie and 
other Republicans would support a com-^5 
promise under which committee counsel 
and Rodino and Hutchinson would review?, 
the requested material with St. Clair to * 
determine if it is needed for the impeach-




"Women need some other system. The 
best indication is that they operate as 
separate department," he added. 
• Dr. RoseAnn Shorey, chairperson of the 
Council on the Status of Women and 
Minorities, said* "The Council feels any 
kind of just and reasonable solution cannot 
have separate but equal aspects." 
Men's and women's programs should 




- Much of the data gathered so far by tht ; 
House Judiciary Committee in its im-" 
peachment probe of President Nixon willri 
have to go undiscussed at a University lec- % ^ 
ture Thursday by the committee's chiefn*J"- " 
minority counsel because of confidential!-^ 
ty rules adopted by the House. .rp 
"We're not. going into into 'any of the ^ 1 
evidence," GOP Counsel Albert E. Jenn$r' f 
Jr. said Wednesday night. Jenner's lecture-4 
will be at 1 p.m.- in the Charles I. Francis / 
Auditorium in Townes Hail and will be 
open to the public free. 
Jenner said his talk, entitled "And Other' 
High Crimes and Misdemeanors,'* wilt 
concern impeachable offenses, the\^ 
process of impeachment/ the subpoena; ^ 
power of the House and participation b^icl" -
the president's counsel in committee, J 
proceedings as w?lVjS,WgllcrinpiM and,, 
misdemeanors. , 
"I'll submit to qUesU6hin^," he said, f 
"but I will only answer those questions X i 
am permitted to answer." > ' -
Jenner also will discuss the" role 6t staff, 
counsel with "the young men and women 
in law school interested in this extraor­
dinary process." 
The counsel said the impeachment: * 
process is "true to the traditions of this 
great nation: all the world is looking on."1 
Jenner also has served as chief counsel.' 
to the Warren Commission in its investiga-^ 
tion of the assiassination of former Presi­
dent John F. Kennedy. He also was-
counsel to the Eisenhower Commission on] 
Causes and Prevention of Violence in the\ 
United States. 
"I'M NOT saying we ought to take gate 
receipts from football and give them to 
w.wnen. I think women ought to have the 
opportunity to raise their own funds," she 
added. . 
Dr. Shorey said she believes people-
would pay to see women's athletic events 
such as tennis, swimming and golf, and 
women's athletics could raise its own 
funds. 
Sex is relevant to the educational 
reasons underlying the existence of sports: 
By LARRY SMITH 
Texan Staff Writer 
Lawyers for former Texas House 
Speaker Gus Mutscher said Wednesday he 
and two others did not engage in a stock 
fraud conspiracy with Houston financier 
Frank Sharp but were interested only in 
making a profitable business deal: , 
The attorneys urged the Texas Court of 
Criminal Appeals to overturn the fjve-year 
probated sentences given Mutscher, 
former speaker's aide Rush McGinty and 
ex-State Rep. Tommy Shannon of Fort 
Worth on grounds of insufficient evidence. 
MUTSCHER and the other two were 
convicted March 15, 1972, for conspiring 
with Sharp. A lower court jury ruled that 
the three sponsored legislation benefiting 
the financially troubled Sharpstown Bank 
in return for loans from Sharp. The loans 
were used to purchase stock in National 
Bankers Life Insurance Co. 
"The principal witness to the conspiracy 
Was Frank Sharp," Defense Attorney 
Frank Maloney said. "When he was en the 
witness stand he was not asked if he had 
any understanding with the participants 
that the loans for stock purchases would 
be made in return for the passage of the 
legislation. " • 
"Frank Sharp had nothing to lose if ask­
ed that question having been blessed by 
immunity from the federal and state 
government. The fact that he was not ask­
ed is a strong circumstance that he would 
not testify and that there was no con­
spiracy," Maloney told the eight-judge 
court. 
MALONEY pointed to Norris v. State 
(1957) as precedent. In that case, charges 
were reversed by an appeals court 
because the state..failed to ask the prin­
cipal defendant in a conspiracy case if an 
agreement had been made. 
Dist. Atty. Bob Smith, however, said 
NOrris v. State did not apply to this case 
because Sharp was not a defendant. 
Smith also said Mutscher had owned the 
stocks Sharp helped him acquire for less 
than 45 days and was able to sell a majori­
ty of the shares for approximately twice 
what he paid. 
'"The legislation (providing for state in­
surance on deposits) was passed on Sept. 9 
and on Sept., 10 Mutscher said he wanted to 
sell his stocks," Smith said. 
Maloney, however, said the three men 
originally paid different amounts for the 
stocks and sold varying amounts of them. 
"THERE IS no evidence to show that 
the speed of the legislation was anything 
unusual," Jim Kronzer, the defendants'-
other lawyer, said. 
Because of the length of the trial 
transcript, more than 3,000 pages, a deci­
sion from the appellate court is not ex­
pected for at least two weeks. 
Cloudy . . .  
Winds will be south­
erly 15 to 25 m.p.h. be-
comi ng northwester­
ly Thursday night. 
The high Thursday 
should be in the rpid-
8 0 s  w i t h  t h e  l o w  







By KATHY KELLY 
Texan Staff Writer 
Fprmer Gov. and University System 
Regent Allan Shivers' original investment 
in the Wilding development stands to in­
crease 10,000 percent, a candidate for 
county commissioner said Wednesday. 
A public hearing on the 3,500-acre tract 
will be held at Thursday's City Council-
meeting. 
A fact sheet released by Dave Dorsett, 
candidate for Precinct 2 county com­
missioner. charges that Shivers' initial in­
vestment of $100 could be worth $960,000. 
Shivers, along with several other 
original limited partners, including State 
'; Sen. John Traeger of Seguin and attorney 
Walter Caven, general counsel for the 
I s Texas Railroad Association, made the in-
records concerning the Wilding develop* 
ment show the name of the applicant for 
assistance from the city as East Ranch, 
Ltd. 
State of Texas records show East 
Ranch, Ltd. to be a limited partnership, 
formed in May, 1973, with two general 
partners and several limited partners, ^ i 
Shivers was listed as holding the biggest 
share in the Wilding development in the 
fact sheet, compiled from records in the 
secretary of state's office. 
DORSETT RAISED questions Unking 
Shivers' contributions to Prefcinct 2 county 
commissioner candidate Bob Honts' re­
election campaign to efforts by Wilding 
developers to win political favor for the 
development. 
Shivers contributed $500 to Honts' cam€, 
paign. :: ̂  M 
Hdnts^lalled^Dorsett's 
such as Wilding," Honts added. example of the need for the county to hold 
public hearings before a County Planning 
Commission, K 
Shivers said Dorsett's statements are 
"absolutely silly" and that "I haven't talk­
ed to anyone on the Commissioners Court 
about the development, and I don't intend 
•to.. 
' 'THE WILDING development will be a 
great asset to the city one of these days," 
Shivers added. 
Three candidates for county judge 
issued statements Wednesday concerning 
the Wilding development. 
The primary impact Wilding will have 
on Travis County will not be on its 3,500-
acre site; but on the thousands of more 'J&^TERRY WEEKS said that City Council 
" C % ' - r' A' * 
'', "v '• V % Lire' r>M 
Renfro said land use planning controls 
must be'-given to counties if they are to, 
deal with growth and if they are to insure 
a high quality of life for their residents. 
~ "County • residents must know all the 
facts about how their land is to be used 
before any permit is granted for 
development," Renfro said.. 
hWPMi mtmp 
fm •: v - '  
itial investment in May, 1973 
pit THE RELEASE states the amounts of 
ownership of the company "awarded" to ̂ ridiculous implications," saying that 
|farf each of these original limited partners some of his main campaign workers are 
varies from less than I percent to almost 
iit^irlO percent although each originally and to development. Wmm ' '  '  " '  "  
Acres'between Wilding and the city, said 
Hubert Gill in a statement released Tues­
day. * 
.... "It will be open season on this acreage 
•^once Wilding has started and the sewers, 
questions'"-lift stations, and power lines qre strung 
through the hills. And it is highly probably 
--m 
leaders in the opposiUon to the WUding' 
date posted the same amount of $100 to 
itial capital. 
- .rt, I am now speaking out for land con* 
tirols and for the county's right to exercise 
City, of Austin Planning Department any controls necessary in developments 
other developments will not even attempt 
to plan in a careful and reasonable 
fashion," he continued. ' 
Mike Renfro called the controversy over 
the Wilding development project a prime 
could make a grave and irreversible error 
of judgment in clearing the way for the 
Wilding development. 
"It strikes me as very ill-advised for the 
city to approve the building of a town 
twice the size of San Marcos within 
Austin's five-mile extraterritorial 
jurisdiction without an intensive study of 
the environmental rod economic impact 
of impact of such a town on Austin and the 
county aixt without Waiting for the results 
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Spea k 
|p£:iThree - candidates seekingiment, -and a _ question and 
!:fe,ithe Democratic nominationV^answer period will follow, 
for the 10th Congressional X- The program, sponsored by 
District seat will speak on the Student Committee for 
^jcampus Thursday. Public Debate, a nonpartisan-
|i>t Incumbent U.S. Rep. group, is designed to promote 
-' •"Jake" J.J; Pickle and interest in the congressional 
" challengers Larry Bales and xace. The public is invited. 
,\ E,H. Meadows will discuss^ 
Issues and answer questions. 
from 3 to 4; 30 p.m. in the East -, LOU fV»C\»reary 
Campus Library Auditorium^ State representative can-
in Sid Richardson Hall. didate Lou McCtreary will host 
ij Each candidate will make a a luncheon at noon Thursday 
five-minute opening state- in the Union Commons to hear 
studpntft* irtpflfi and 1 rOiUUCIIM lllvUU w a • 
questions. \ 
McCreary planned the 
luncheon so he could learn 
what students feel is needed in 
the Legislature, Shirl. Scott, 
McCreary's secretary, said 
Wednesday. 
• McCreary is running for 
i Austin 0district, Place 4, 
against Gonzalo Barrientos, 
incumbent Wilson Foreman 
and Gerald L. Weiss. 
F •» I , 
SENIORS-April 12 
Is the Deadline For Purchasing 
Your Cap & Gown 
Goods 
Street Floor 
Om how fra« parking with jbrdws* of $2 or 
mora. 
„ BanfcAimrkard & Mastorcharge Wolcomo 
SUM HA 
jtlitll 
Ki Northeast Austin 
Democrats (NEAD) endorsed 
11 candidates for the 
Democratic primary May 4 at 
a Wednesday press con­
ference. ; £: 
% The group, which requires a 
three-fifths majority for1 en­
dorsement, voted to support 
Frances Farenthold for gover­
nor and Lloyd Doggett for the 
State Senate. Larry Bales 
received endorsement for 
U.S. Congress. 
, Sarah Weddington and Ron­
nie Earle were endorsed for 
the Texas House, Places 2 and 
3 respectively. Gonzalo 
Barrientos received support 
for Place 4, but no endorse-;!: 
ment was given for either 
Place 1 candidate Wilhelmina 
Delco or Jace Minor. 
Hubert Gill received the en­
dorsement for county judge. I 
In addition, support for dis­
trict judge, 201st district, 
went to Jerry Dellana. County 
Court at-Law Nos. 1 and 3 
judgeship endorsements were 
given to Brock Jones and Jim 
Dear. 
Richard Scott was endorsed 
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also went 
record asking the city to post­
pone the controversial 
Wilding development until 
further investigation can be 
ma.de.. , 
Bales 
" Congressional candidate 
Larry,Bales; said Wednesday 
the United States is at a 
crucial period in dealing with 
environmental standards. 
"I feel that the Congress, in 
the midst of the energy crisis, 
may allow the environment to 
be raped," Bales told a 
special University class on en­
vironment. 
Bales is challenging incum­
bent U.S. Rep. J.J. "Jake" 
Pickle for the Democratic 
nomination from the 10th -
Congressional District. 
"The federal government is 
the proper place to attack the 
problems of pollution because -
they cut across all state 
lines." Bales said; 
"State administration of 
some protection programs 
would be possible, but the 
federal government must es­
tablish all minimum stan­
dards," Bales commented. 
Utilities Study 
U.S. Water Usage 
By Zodiac News Service 
The average American uses 
about 60 gallons of water a • 
day. 
...... A study, by water utilities 
lias found that a shower uses 
about 25 gallons of water; 
each flush of the toilet sends 
another 6 gallons down the 
drain; and a man's shaving 
can use as much as 15 gallons. 
Add on swimming pools, car 
washing and lawn watering, 
and the final total is 60 gallons 




Over somi? "Objections, 
the new Student Senate 
voted  to  inc lude  a  
minimum workload section 




Vice  -  P  res ident  Bi l l  
Parrish said he felt a 
positive statement on a 
senator's workload was 
necessary to show the 
University student body 
"the Senate had made a 
real commitment to work 
for them." 
The amendment requires 
each senator to work 10 
hours during each 14-day 
period on Student Govern­
ment activities. ) 
The amendment, needing 
i two-thirds majority to 
Decome part of the by-, 
laws, passed 25-9. 
In other action/ the 
Senate: 
• Unanimously approved 
a resolution requesting the 
removal of an Indian grave 
from the Texas Memorial 
Museum, the grave is less 
than 100 years old and is 
displayed as a novelty for 
children, Communication 
Sen. Burke Armstrong 
said. 
• Confirmed the appoint­
ment of Jamie Black as 
Student Government finan­
cial director. 
• Voted to send a letter 
to  Un ivers i ty  ad­
ministrators v requesting 
facilities for women in the 
proposed Special Events 
Center. Sen. at-large Carol 
Crabt ree  sa id  cur ren t  
plans do not-include locker 
rooms for women which 
automatically excludes the 
women's .basketball team 
from using the facility. 
J COME A ND ENJOY 
a A Free Lecture 
WE 
MUST" 
* •- by [3 
Harvey Wood, X.S.B. 
J FRIDAY, APRIL 12 
J 7:30 P.M. 
* Room 4.102 RIM (P.M.A.) 
^ Sponsored by 
* Christian Science (College Organization _ 
Spock, Crew 
April 19 will be a sorrowful day for "SfiaVTrfek" fans, tor that 
date will be the last scheduled broadcast of tte$sriesM^ustin 
television. * : 
KVUE-TV started carrying "Star Trek in November, 1972. 
The show is in its sixth consecutive run. A recent ratings survey 
has shown that the viewers have decrease^ in number since 
1972."So, we're going to let it rest and then bring it back later," 
said A1 Helton, programming director of KVUE. 
KVUE will replace the long-running show with "The Wild, 
Wild West." ' . V 
Iir November, 1972,22,000 homes watched' 'Star Trek" and in 
February, 1974, only 15,000 homes tuned in. The biggest drop in 
viewers was among the 17 to 21 and 6- to 11-year-old groups, :• 
Helton said. A factor in this drop may be that youngsters were 
getting out of school 30 minutes later than before the Daylight 
Savings Time change at the time the survey was taken.: 
Stoff Photo by Joy MilWr 




What do you think about KVUE-TV taking "Star Trek" off the 
air? 
• Steven Bires, law student: "I'll be sorry to see it go. It is 
one of the best shows I've ever seen." 
• Gary Patterson, nonstudent: "I wish that they .wouldn't 
teke it off. I've been watching it about two years." 
• Dennis Pretzer, ex-faculty/staff member: "That's non­
sense. If they want to take off something, take off the soap 
operas. Soap operas show man fighting his inconsistencies, his 
failures ... Star Trek lets us see ... lets ufe explore ourselves." 
• Sarah (Munchkyn) Stegall, freshman drama major: "I 
think it's rotten. It is one of the few reasons I watch TV, and I'm 
going to miss it." . '. 




•  Er ic  
geography 
was inevitable. Not that 
I approve, but until they 
get some new blood into 
the show, it can be ex­
pected. I think they 
should revive it. After 
rerunning it for four or 
five years, with all the 
new technology, they 
could really improve 
it." 
• John -Caldcleugh, 
account ing  sen ior :  
"That's too'bad. I just 
recent ly j  s ta r ted  
watchinfe  i t .  My 
philosophy, te&cher talk­
ed about" a ^university 
which had started to 
teach a course on it. I 
figured there must be' 
something to it." 
Ihrtee 
Drug Sj 
April J 1 
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• •^Awikwl t *«Nttl̂ , wilnwtt. -
ideas and Issues Committee 
presents 
W Wild Gardening 
with 
Mr; James Hershberger, 
a local expert in locating edible plants 
// 





Looking For Our New Numbers? 
The Texas Union has changed some of its phone numbers. 
0ur numbers ars now: 
Business A Director's Office 
Reservations Office 
Program Office 
Cultural Entertainment Committee 
Dining Service 
Information, Arts ft. Crafts, Games, 
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A program to grant $3,000 
awards to at least 10 minority 
graduate students was an­
nounced Wednesday by the 
University Office of Graduate 
Studies. 
The. University Minority 
Graduate Studies Awards will 
be available to any American 
Indian, black, chicano, or 
Puerto Rican graduate stu­
dent who is a U.S. citizen. 
The deadline for filing was 
Monday,  bu t  some 
applications are still being 
accepted because of the late 
announcement, Catherine Ft,' 
Cooper, assistant dean of 
.g raduate  s tudies ,  sa id .  - - •  
The awards will be for the 
nine months jof the long ses­
sion. Recipients will be asked 
to pay their own tuition from 
the grants, Dr. Cooper said, 
adding that fellowship holders 
pay Texas resident tuition. 
"Each University graduate 
program may nominate one 
candidate plus one additional 
UT Team 
Six University students gar­
nered prizes at the fifth an­
nual Southwest Regional 
(computer )  Programing 
Contest held recently at Texas 
A&M University in College 
Station. * 
•  C l ive  Dawson,  Pa t  
McGehear ty  and  Char l ie  
Sauer took first place in the-
contest which pitted the three-
man teams against three 
problems and gave them four 
hours to solve them. 
Bill Pance, John Strohm 
and Robert Wells, the Univer­
s i ty ' s  second team,  took  f i f th  




The Austin chapter of 
the Red Cross is seek­
ing volunteer drivers 
to transport disabled 
persons. Drivers may 





.. us*/*? y 
candidate for every 10 minori^* 
ty graduate students wh<J^ 
were enrolled in its program 
in the fall of 197$," she saidr ^ 
"Since approximately 
awards  wi l l  be  madei  
programs are asked to send 
the credentials of thei^ 
strongest candidates." f 
Graduate ..advisers of the 
nominees were asked to supp­
ly three current letters of 
recommendation, up-to-date 
transcripts of all graduate and 
upper-division undergraduate 
work through the fall, 1973;' 
and a fully completed applica- ' 
tion for . financial aid on the 
Office of Graduate Studies 
form. 
Dr. Cooper stressed the. 
fact that letters of recommen­
dation would be the most im­
por tan t  i t ems  for  the  
nominees, even though grade-
point averages will be con­
sidered and an assessment of 
Graduate Record Examina­
tion (GRE) scores will be 
made by the review com­
mit tee  cons ider ing  the  
applications. 
She said the GPA and GRE 
sometimes do not give a full 
p ic ture  of  the  s tudent ' s  
promise in graduate school; 
whereas  a  l e t te r  of  
recommendation from a per­
son who has known the student 
in a professional capacity 
might. 
"We've been working on the 
idea for some time now, but 
we've just now been able to 
obtain the funds for it," Dr. 
Cooper said:—--- ---
"We have been concerned 
about the number of minority 
students in graduate school 
and this is a way to help 
recruit them," she said. 
"Because the announce­
ment was made just before 
spring break, we've been flex­
ible. We wanted to make' the 
awards early to try to recruit 
minority students who were 
th inking  of  a t tending  the  
University Graduate ,School 
but had not made up their 
minds," she said. 
Dr. Cooper said the final 
dec is ions  on  the  award  
recipients will be made by 
April 22. ,/ 
EARN CASH WEEKLY 
Blood Plasma Donors Needed : 
Men & Women: 
EARN $10 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Austin 
Blood Components, Inc. 
OPEN: MON. & THURS. 8 AM to 7 P.M. 
TUES. & FRI. 8 A.M. to 3 P.M. 
CLOSED WED. & SAT. 
409 W. 6th 477-3735 
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"THE" TOLL" it one of the motf thoroughgoing 
strippings-away of man's pretensions to humanity 
since "Last Exit to Brooklyn." 
• New York Times Book Review 
ALSO BY MICHAEL MEWSHAW 




21st & Guadalupe 
DOBIE MAUysp**#*^? 
, p 477-5951 
By STEVE RUSSELL 
' A friend and I were having some 
Mexican food in a local eatery that 
features mariachis. About 20 young 
men, anglos like ourselves, in the room 
were more or less listening to a singer. 
That is, they were hooting and stom­
ping and making an obscene spectacle 
of themselves while he played. They 
requested a song based on a poem by 
Jose Marti that was popular a few ; 
years back. Just as I was thinking that < 
,>was probably the "only sofag in Spanish 
those clods knew outside of "Celito Lin-
do," one of them piped up a drunken 
sounding request for "Feliz Navidad," v 
but the guitar player had already begun 
the Marti song. 
JOSE MARTI was a Cuban poet. He > 
wrote about poor people, about his 
country, about revolution. And now this ; 
chicano minstrel, smile firmly fixed, 
sang Marti's words of anger and pain 
and hope to this coterie of uncom- ^ 
prehending anglo vultures. 
y Suppose a group of chicanos talked 
loudly in Spanish, with periodic peals of : 
laughter, while Jphnny Cash was sing­
ing "The Ballad of Ira Hayes" or Dylan 
was singing fOne Too Many Mor­
nings." We would call them bar­
barians. 
v *  I  RECALLED a  Uni ted  Farm 
Workers benefit held at Armadillo 
World Headquarters last year. Alfonso 
Ramos and his orchestra were on the 
bill, and when I talked to Ramos before 
he went on he was quite apprehensive 
about entertaining at Armadillo. 
He  s ta r ted  wi th  pol i shed  
' arrangements of hits by Chicago and 
Blood, Sweat and Tears, but when he 
had the audience eating out of his hand 
he swung into some of his Spanish 




He moved -easily from English to 
Spanish and ba&k- agtiin for $he rest of ' 
his set, and the audience was with him 
every step. I' also remembered how 
easily the chicanos in the audience gqt s. 
into Willie Nelson's mtisiev fei*' 
WHY DO WE dnglos cut ourselves 
off from all the cultural riches 
available to us because we are lucky 
enough to live where two worlds meet? 
Are we too lazy to put out the minimal! 
effort involved? Or do we have such a 
deep need to continue feeling superior, 
that we limit ourselves just to preserve 
the illusion? 
Steve Russell is a white University: 
law student who has worked with the 
United Farm Workers off and on since 
1968. \ J V c'V < 'V 1 
it 
.  MINORITY MISCELLANY^'  
Although Texas Memorial Museum dis-. 
plays no similar graves of whites, 
director William Newcomb refuses to 
remove a recent American Indian -
grave from its glass case. Other 
museum directors, who regard live as 
well as dead Indians with respect, 
retired such "hokey" exhibits several 
years ago.... A recent Minority Report 
column mentioning Travis County 
Legal Aid and Defender Society failed 
to say that the group offers immediate 
legal counsel. In contrast, the Universi- 4 -
ty students' attorney's office has a 
week-long waiting time for an appoint­
ment. Students pay over $50,000 of man­
datory fees a year for this service. 
— Burke Armstrong 
Viewpoints expressed in Minority 
Report are-not necessarily shared by 
The Daily Texan. The column offers a 
free and open access to all minority 
students. Those wishing to contribute 
should contact Burke Armstrong, 
Minority Report Box, Dailjf Texan Of­
fice (471-4591). 
Statewide 
To Explore Utility1 Rates 
A statement from Gov. 
Dolph Briscoe Wednesday 
urged a §enate subcommittee 
on consumer affairs to ex­
plore increases in intrastate 
long distance telephone rates. 
The  subcommit tee ,  i s  
holding public hearings all 
over the state to determine 
how Texans,feel about utility, 
rate increases;> 
; The governor said ne"did not" 
favor  reg  u  1  a t  ion  for  
regulation's sake because of 
the cost to the taxpayer, but 
he felt "there may be a need 
for regulation of intrastate 
long distance calls and (utili-
ty) regulation in cities and 
rtiral areas where no regula­
tion exists. 
The hearin^ ^W scli^dul-
ed by Sen. Ron Clower of 
Garland, subcommittee chair­
man, in response to the recent 
number of utility rate hike1 
proposa ls  throughout  the '  
state. ' 
• At Wednesday's hearing 
Austin City Atty, Don Butler 
d iscussed  the  prac t ica l  
problems of regulating utility 5 
rates in a medium-sized city. 
"It's a tough task to analyze 
rate requests, almq§t im­
possible," Butler said.f ,5 
Utility commissions,' such 
as  those  in  Hous ton  and  
Dallas/or a city staff member 
must be appointed to examine 
utility rate requests, he said. 
In Austin, no analysis is be­
ing made of rate requests, the 
.lawyer said. 
Butler said he was in favor 
state utility regulation, 
' since "'small cities have no 
earthly way of handling these, 
problems." 
s? Joe Riordon, Austin division 
public relations supervisor for 
Southwestern Bell Telephone^ 
Co.. said of all the states in|\ 
which the company operates,-' 
Texas is the only one without^ 
a utility rate commission 
City Council To Tour 
Coal-Fired Generator 
Aust in  Ci ty  Counci l  
members will tour a coal-
fired electric generating plant 
at Page, Ariz. April 22, with 
members  of  the  ad­
ministrative staff and news 
media representatives. 
The Navajo plant at Page is 
a three-unit coal-fired electric 
generating plant. The first 
unit has recently been com­
pleted and is operating. 
The second and third units 
of the plant will be completed 
in  t ime to  f i l l  increased  fu ture  
power needs for the Page 
area. . 
The City of Austin and the 
Lower  Colorado  River  
Authority (LCRA) are plan­
ning a similar plant to be built 
in Fayette County east of 
Austin. 
"Engineering plans, pro­
jected fuel needs and en­
vironmental studies are being 
done now", Charles Herring, 
general manager of LCRA 
said Wednesday. 
The first unit of the Fayette 
County plant is expected to be 
completed by 1978. The unit, 
will supply between 65 and 75. 
percent of the energy needs 
projected for that year. 
The plant's second unit is 
expected to be completed by 
1980 and is expected to supply 





9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Use Daily Texan^lassifled Ads 
"The Jean Thing 
The look is blue denim^ 
but the fabric is cotton 
seersucker. AmMt's all 
embroidered in strategic 
places. The short jacket, 
$20. The . pants, 
(embroidered on the 
back pockets), $16. 
The button-front halter; 
$7. All in blue or 
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he City of Austin owes these 
developers, bankers, and in­
vestors the following amounts on 
utility refund contracts. 
- y^sc Lvi - *s ( 
Nash Phillips —; Clyde Copus, Jr. 
61 contracts 
$1,816,233.94 
Capital National Bank 
34 contracts 
$873,339.32 































Lumberman's Investment Corp. 





Austin Savings and Loan 
, 9 contracts 
. r ;' v '. $252,367.70 > 
i t  WO 
vjyy'~ 
For slightly over 20 years Austin's city government has A ' 
retained a highly questionable policy once common to most-
major cities in Texas, but abandoned with time. This practice 
is the awarding of refund contracts for utility construction to ' 
developers — and it has cost the city dearly. At present the city 
holds an outstanding debt of about $13,853,000 to developers, 
banks and investors — funds which are often used as collateral 
in local business agreements. ' 
Since initiation in the 1950s with the specific end of 
"stimulating economic growth," city payment of utilities con­
struction has been abandoned in other Texas cities — but not in 
Austin. In the River City rich developers like Clyde Copus, 
David Barrow and Walter Carrington receive contracts total-. , 
ing in the millions ; simultaneously City Manager Dan David­
son calls for city department heads to cut back on their 
budgets. For obvious reasons, the City Council is under con­
siderable citizen pressure tb discontinue the antiquated prac-
tice altogether. Only two weeks ago the council appointed a 
special committee to review the rebate practice. 
NOW, IN THE MIDST of that review, the City Council is fac­
ed with a proposal similar in many ways to the refund practice , 
— a proposal which would implicitly commit the city to un­
derwrite the utility costs of a gigantic lakeside development. 
Partially due to the size of the proposed Wilding development, 
the city-Wilding agreement could cost taxpayers up to $24 
million. The Wilding case differs from most traditional 
developments because of its special demands on the city. 
Located within the city's five-mile extra-territorial jurisdic­
tion, the Wilding project needs council approval on two critical 
items. First the developers — who are, as Steve Russell shows ' 
below, more speculators than developers—need the city and 
county governments to approve creation of a fresh "water supp: 
ly district — a rarely used legal device used to endow a 
developer with bonding authority. Without the city's permis­
sion for that status, numerous sources at City Hall privately 
concede the developers would be unable to capitalize the utility 
improvements, thus killing the venture. Southern Living and 
Leisure, Inc. also needs a special city cost sharing agistment _ 
to construct a five-mile Special linkage with the city's 
crosstown sewer. Operating on the highly questionable 
assumption that Wilding would be built regardless of water dis­
trict approval, the city manager's office has outlined a high . 
price to pay for control of Southern Living and Leisure. 
UNDER THE PROPOSED city-Wilding agreement the 
developer would pay one-third of the sewer connection cost, 
while the city would pay two-thirds — $742,000. The Wilding 
speculators would also put up one-third of the money for actual 
on-site utility construction, with two-thirds of the payment to 
be footed by the special water district. What the city -
manager's council memo does not note explicitoy is that 
Council will almost surely annex Wilding within five to ten 
years ^*\this a prediction by Deputy City Manager Hometi<> 
'Reed. Upon annexation, the city would assume the district's 
bonded indebtedness. Water district approval would result in 
the city's paying a minimum of $14 million for Wilding's 
utilities — equivalent to the entire total presently owed on 
utility rebates — and potentially as much as $24 million. In 
effect the council would be presenting Wilding with a negative 
utility subsidy — and a license to develop on Lpke Austin, the 
city's water supply. 
Though the city's proposed subsidy is of great concern, the 
potential impact of Wilding upon the Hill Country, Lake Austin 
and Austin's planning are even more critical. If the Wilding 
speculators are allowed to proceed with development on Lake 
Austin, other land owners would also be legally entitled to 
develop in the Hill Country. Sources within the city's planning 
and engineering bureacracy indicate approval of Wilding could 
attract a population of 70,000 in the area by 1984 — a growth 
which would have an inevitable ecological impact upon the 
fragile Hill Country. Because the city has not undertaken its 
own formal study of the potential impact — relying upon 
Wilding instead, Austin's citizens have no real notion of its 
effects on the Highland Lakes. It is clear that Wilding's loca­
tion alone violates the city's stated intent to encourage 
development "closer to the city limits — thus encouraging a 
well planned city." The Austin Tomorrow program is well on 
the; way to redefining the Master Plan; Wilding would perhaps 
fatally undermine thjjt^ffprt. 
At 1 p.m. Thursday Austin's City Council considtfs a 
proposal with potentially disastrous effects on the public 
coffers, the integrity of Lake Austin and the Highland Lakes 
area and the quality of city planning. If the City Council is 
genuinely to protect Austin's quality of life it must reject 
Southern Living and Leisure's proposed water district and im-
mmediately explore the legal means to proteci_QUE fragile Hill 
Country. 
' f —M.E. 
|;buy into East Ranch at the bargain basement price of $100, for ' 
-Which i 
The recipe for making vast profits from the public till hasn't 
changed since the days of the robber barons, though it may 
have become a bit more subtle. First, you rope yourself a stud 
hoss politico. Allan Shivers, for example: governor of Texas 
1949-59, longtime crony of Congressperson J.J. Pickle, in­
terests in Texas Gulf Sulphur, Austin National Bank — enough 
heavy corporate stuff to make more than a column inch of 
Who's Who small print. Shivers' financial pedigree is unimpor­
tant except in that it explains his political connections. 
EAST RANCH, LTD., was formed in May, 1973, for purposes 
yet to be fully discerned. According to county commissioer 
candidate David Dorsett, several lucky folks were allowed to 
^almost 14 percent. As of March 22, 1974, East 
v>were being sold at $100,000 for 1 percent ownership. Shiversj 
one of the luckj few who got in for $100, has made a $950,000 
paper profit|^y|^^y^^#|l||g|||^^^|i:: 
East Ranch, Ltd., is the outfit behind the Wilding develop-
" merit west of Austin. There are two salient points to remember 
about Wilding: 1) Wilding will radically alter the ecology of the 
Hill Country west of Austin, especially Lake Austin. 2) Wilding 
cannot happen without substantial cooperation from city and 
county governments and what will in the end amount to a sub­
sidy by Austin taxpayers. Therefore, it's no surprise to find 
Allan Shivers is the largest contributor to the campaign of 
county commissioner precinct 2 candidate Bob Honts. Nor is it 
surprising to find all except two members of the City Council 
getting campaign contributions from growth-boosters. What 
will be surprising is if the taxpayers sit still for it. 
IT'S HARD TO UNDERSTAND why men like Shivers who 
have more money than any person could ever need are willing 
to participate in further tampering with the good earth. 
Perhaps he wants leave a legacy for his children. ;v 
The developers' own guess.of 30,000 residents is as many people' 
ps if you. transplanted the whole population of Georgetown, 
Bastrop, Giddings, Lockhart, Llano, Burnet and Marble Falls to 
one spot, overnight, right at the edge of the city of Austin. 
—David Dorsett 
But there is a more important legacy endangered by the in­
sane grasping that allows a Wilding. People who must live.in 
Texas, including those who will never buy 'a" power boat or 
register a deed at the courthouse, owe their children a legacy 
of cold, sweet water, clear. morning air knifed by Texas 
sunlight, unpoisoned fish and unfenced green. 
Before you call us doomsaying eco-freaks who can't park our 
bicycles straight, look where the developers have had their 
way. California. Florida. Smell the Houston Ship Channel; take 
..a deep breath Qf the:PlaUas rush hours The few who profited 
from devastating these areas made enough money to move to 
the edge and build aother development. What happens when 
there's no more edge? 
WILDING, IF ALLOWED, will house 30,000 people in all-
electric homes, meaning either less power to go around in 
Travis County or we float some more bonds for power plants 
very soon. Voters in Oregon and parts of California have 
already begun to oppose such madness, and the "ecolbgy vote" 
grows strongerin Austin every year. If we aire not yet in a posi­
tion to demand stringent environmental laws, we can at least 
ask that public funds not be spent on senseless waste for the 





By CHARLES E. WATKINS 
Perhaps the only encouraging aspect of 
the administration's highhanded attempt 
to render The Texan and Student Govern­
ment impotent is the illumination of the 
plight of the teaching assistant or TA. The 
justification given for undermining the 
financial stability of these student in­
stitutions is the financial plight of students 
registered for less than the full load, to wit 
the TAs. 
Clearly there is a need for financial 
relief, but the administration's financial 
break of voluntary exemption from Texan 
and Student Government fees might pile 
up to a whopping $20 in a graduate 
student's career. Gee, thanks mister, can 
I have another "peanut for my monkey 
here? 
If the prevailing powers werie truly con­
cerned with the financial welfare of 
teaching assistants they might give us 
consideration to hacking a bit off the ex: 
horbitant building use fee, or perhaps 
offering tuition supplements to the finan­
cial aid package, or even (gasp) raising 
TA pay. They might think of placing the 
teacher retirement payments on a check­
off basis, so that TAs could opt out of this 
fringe "benefit" which grabs 6 percent 
(before taxes) of their meager salaries 
each month. Only after leaving the 
University and swearing never to teach in 
Texas can these funds be recouped and 
then with only 2Vz percent interest, 
something less than the prevailing rates. 
Elimination of this negative fringe benefit 
To the editor: 
Dear TSP Board aird' Student 
Government:' 
Maybe this idea will solve your problem. 
Consider that the administrators want to 
spend more for intramural athletics than 
for what you do. Regard this fact as a hint 
as to their priorities. Possibly you could 
persuade them to restore funding if you 
offered something they really want. If Stu­
dent Government would organize as in­
tramural teams instead of committees 
and would agree to pass a resolution at 
each meeting honoring a different football 
player, you might win the regents' good 
will. 
The Daily Texan has an even easier solu­
tion. You could agree to print the sports 
page in orange. Further, you could include 
redshirt athletics as voting members of 
the TSP Board. 
These simple athletic changes and one 
other thing, eliminate the editorial page, 
could win all the support you „need. You 
bright not have to entirely eliminate the 
editorial page. Possibly just instituting a 
voluntary checkoff for the part of the fee 
which supports the'editorial comment. 5 
- • v 
s D. Lynn "Pulford 
Graduate 
Pa§e 4 Thursday, April 11, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN 
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firing line 
Beware of flying frogs 
would make that money available while 
the TA is in school instead of after 
"retirement" upon graduation. More 
would be saved on the interest differential 
than is paid for The Texan or Student 
Government. 
A real financial break 
Again, holding to the presumption that 
the administration has the pocketbook of 
the TA at heart, there is another alter­
native which would maintain a free and 
vigorous'campus press and government. 
Simply eliminate the requirement that a 
TA register for .at least nine hours in addi­
tion to teaching responsibilities. Graduate 
advisors prevent TAs from unwisely 
registering for too few courses. Budgetary 
councils refuse appointments to TAs fail­
ing to make adequate progress toward 
their degrees. About the only change 
would be a sharp decline in the number of 
registrations for "dummy" or "phony" 
courses, which are available in most 
departments and exist solely for TAs with 
heavy research or teaching loads to meet 
the minimum hours requirement. This 
might mean a reduction in faculty hours 
spent teaching the dummy courses, but 
presumably the situation is sufficiently 
widespread as to prevent an inequitable 
reallocation of faculty funds. 
And while they're at it something might 
be done about the less than sumptuous 
working conditions in most departments, 
overcrowding, split appointments, right to 
select texts, out-of-state tuition during the 
summer term, access to teaching 
resources, assignment uncertainty and 
summer employment. TAs might be given 
faculty voting rights or the power to strike 
More on Wilding 
To the editor: 
An issue with possible major future im­
plications for the citizens of Austin has 
arisen quietly and quickly this past week. 
Southern Living and Leisure, Inc., plans to"1: 
build the largest residential development 
in or near the city. Included in this 3,500-
acre area are 11,500 all-electric homes and 
over two miles of frontage along; Lake 
Austin just above City Park, it is expected 
that more than 30,000 indivfduals will live 
in this area called Wilding. V 
This past Thursday the city fathers 
voted to postpone until this Thursday their 
vote on the creation of a fresh water supp­
ly district and the shared cost for the ex­
tension of the "supersewer" to the propos­
ed Wilding- 'development. Although it is 
rumored • that this is a well-planned 
development, there are a number of 
serious questions that must be answered 
bfefore it be allowed to proceed: 
. 1) What is going to be the impact on 
Lake Austin both in terms of the pollution 
of our water supply and in terms of in­
creased traffic on an already congested 
; lake? 
2) How is the enormous increase in 
automobile traffic going to be handled? 
3) What future indebtedness, ^ill this 
development cause the City of Austin? 
4) Who is going tojproyide ̂ he city ser­
vices (schools, fire and police, garbage, 
etc.) to this development? 
5) Why are the houses in Wilding going' 
to be all-electric in a time when this area 
already experiences electricity shor­
tages? 
6) What is going to happen to the area 
between Wilding and the city considering 
the possible availability of the sewer and 
that this area is outside the city limits? 
7) What happens to Wilding and this 
area if the City. Council votes the two 
proposals (or even one) down? [ 
These are only a few of the many 
quiestions that need answers. Considering 
' that Austin continues to have numerous 
developments starting every year, the city 
badly neds to institute ordinances and" 
procedures to insure that all are adequate­
ly planned in terms of the "total" Austin* 
environment and that they wll not further 
erode the features of the city which we all" 
love. I encourage all reading this letter to 
attend the City Council meeting today, 
April 11, at 1 p.m. to ask out councilmen to 
postpone this issue until all of these major 
questions have been answered and the. city 
has carried out some type of thorough en­
vironmental and other impact study on the 
Wilding area and all surrounding areas, in­
cluding Lake 'Austin and adjoining^ Hill 
Country. „ 
Al Giles 
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It's for my monkey, mister 
without academic reprisal. Credit might 
be offered for development of teaching 
skills or participation in professional ac­
tivities. A vigorous placement service 
fcould help graduates explore both 
academic and nonacademic job oppor­
tunities. 
A proposal has been sent to President 
Spurr requesting immediate action to cor­
rect some of these inequities. I will be in­
terested to see if this resolution receives 
the same speedy dispatch as the moves 
which threatened The Texan and Student 
Government. I will be further interested 
to see whether TAs are consulted prior to 
action in this area.'And I will be most in­
terested to see if the administration's ac­
tions reflect the preferences of the majori­
ty of TAs at the University. 
Charles E. Watkins is an editorial assis­
tant for the Texan, the assistant debate 
coach and a TA in speech communication. 
Letters to the editor 
Firing Una letter* should: 
• Be typed triple-spaced. 
• Be 25 lines or less. The Texan 
reserves the right to edit letters for 
length.. • 
Mail letters to The Firing Line, The 
Daily Texan, "Drawer D, UT Station, 
Austin, Tex.; or bring letters to the Tex­
an offices, basement, Texas Student 
Publications Building. 
sfer- -







donated $9)0,000 to the 1068 Nixon election campaign."' 
the security head of the paradise bridge company, Seymour 
;Alter — identified in The New York Times as a. "bag roan" 
has been seen after hours in Rebozo's bank handling money in 
large denominations in a safety deposit box. Alter claims the 
... . . ...  ̂ JipiL. 
By LOWELL BEftGMAffl 
® 1974 Pacific News Service' 
WASHINGTON — The Senate Watergate committee is ilk 
Instigating Cosmos, a Swiss bank suspected of being involved in 
the personal and campaign fiances of President Nixon, Pacific 
.News Service has learned. funds came from his gift shop at Paradise Island 
• Committee investigators have questioned William G. Dillo^' 
a Cosmos director and prominent New York attorney, and othSr 
Cosmos New York branch personnel, a committee source has 
.told Pacific News. „ t -
•yf '  - :  J  Columnis t  Jack  ATrtersor i  fepor ted  March  2Othat r1a s }0in t to i f - -~ 1 '  
gressional committee also is investigating the President's-
finances as well as looking for a Swiss connection. ,;*> V 
'gSft 
>r 
Up until 1968, Nixon is known to have often been in the com­
pany of both Alter and Crosby. 1 * 
dicate that the loan to Kahn from Cosmos was never paid bade: 
V«t Cosmos has failed to Ale on Kahn's probate^;?, 
.% Investigator dismissed ' " 
^Cosmos is also linked to numerous high-risk, unsecured loans 
to U.Si companies which have lead to bankruptcies and fraud in-
' difetm< t̂̂ ^^wg^^^g^»a^^ssi'' #im' M& 
pfjp 
Extensive investigation by Pacific News has shown that 
Cosmos Bank has been involved in questionable financial 
operations in the United States and abroad since its founding in 
1959. 
Bridge to Paradise 
Cosmos loaned money to a company which built a bridge link­
ing Paradise Island, site of Paradise Island Casino, to Nassau. 
It became a minority stockholder in the bridge company. The 
majority stockholder, James Crosby, is also chairman of the 
board of Resorts, International (owner of Paradise Island 
Casino), to which Bebe Rebozo and his Key Biscayne bank are 
reputedly linked through fund transfers. Crosby reportedly 
pglp||p TiestoPenasgultos 
Cosmos lias afso loaned money to Penasquitos Corporation. 
The founder and owner-operator of Penasquitos, Irvin J. Kahn, 
who died in September, 1973, borrowed three and a half million 
Swiss Francs (US $800,000) from Cosmos in 1963, securing the 
loan.with a million-dollar life insurance policy. The principals' not just in organized crime, 
in the transaction were all related to financial circles of 
organized crime in the. United States. 
Penasquitos has also received over 
the Teamsters union Central States Pension Fund, making it the 
largest recipient of such loans in the country. This year alone, 
In December, 1969, the New York Post reported that a bank 
which it called Dosmos, now kiiown to be Cosmos, was one of 
?several Swiss banks under investigation by then-U.S. Atty. 
Robert Morgenthauas part of his ongoing investigation of the 
laundering of U.S. mob-linked money-in Swiss banks. Watergate^®® 
has now revealed that massive transfers of unreported cash arerM| 
made at the highest levels of political and corporate circles and$4#' 
Morgenlhau, a Republican kept in office under Johnsdti, was-* -to financial circles ot orgenlhau a epublican kept ln offlce onder Johnson; asir'-f) ! 
'.'-V-'1 '* f fired by Nixon when he became President in 1969, thereby en-
$100 million in loans fnm ding the investigation. - ' - vV/' Vc "H>j\\ 'fV i 
the Pension Fund has been indicted twice as a major sinirce oi 
mob-linked money . — 
Informed sources indicate tht the Cosmos loan and the in­
surance policy came under investigation by the California 
Department of Insurance in the 1960s. Files from this investiga­
tion have been destroyed. Documents on file in San Diego in-
Cosmos* board of directors at the time also included Robert • 
_ B- Anderson, former secretary of the Treasury and secretary of ; 
...the Navy, and a director of numerous major corporate boards.^-
t '' 
Nixon replaced Morgenthau with attorney Whitney North 
Seymour, a partner in the law firm of Simpson, Thatcher and 
Bartlett. Another. partner in the firm is William G. Dillon,"*; 
longtime U.S. director of Cosmos. a, . * > 
A question of context — a question of motive 
. h -  ,  , . .  . j 1 .* \  ̂  . : -T' 
By I.D. BEEBE , 
Once we recognize that the 
• regents' justification for op­
tional funding of The Daily 
Texan and Student -Govern­
ment is a fraud, both because 
the principle of "pay only for 
what you receive" is ar­
bitrarily applied, and because 
it in fact doesn't apply to The 
Daily Texan and Student 
Government, which both 
benefit the entire University 
community, the motivation 
and context of the regents' 
"war" against the University 
displays its political content. 
This is to say neither that the. 
regents' motivation is simply 
personal animosity toward 
those who caught theitf with 
with their "hands in the till" 
nor simply a polificization of a 
basically nonpolitical institu­
tion. For neither is this "war" 
a uniquely Texas phenomena 
nor is the University basically 
nonpolitical. In fact, univer­
sities are essentially political. 
because of their role in the 
secondary socialization of the 
vast majority of middle and 
upper class citizens. Univer­
sities train. the owners and 
managers ̂  of industry and 
society (as well as the new 
work force). Universities are 
essential (though not the.only) 
institutions for the^legitimiza­
tion, maintenance and expan-" 
s ion  of  advanced  U.S .  
capitalism. The war against 
the universities .began and 
continues to t^ike pla^e in the 
context of a turn in student 
pol i t ics  ay^ay  f rom the  
political interests of the U.S. 
business community. 
First through participation 
in the civil rights struggles 
(later to become the bl.ack 
liberation struggle) and then 
through participation in the 
antiwar movement and the 
variety of struggles against 
racism, capitalism and im­
per ia l i sm tha t  were  in­
terwoven with the antiwar 
movement, student political 
consc iousness  changed and  
generated the activities in the 
university which threatened 
to disrupt (and in some- cases 
succeeded) the process of 
l eg i t imiza t ion  and  
main tenance  of  U.S .  
capitalism. This occurred 
tand continues to oceuf) inthe 
context of extraordinary in­
ternal and external strains on 
U.S. capitalism; loss of the 
war in Indochina, runaway in­
flation, attack on the dollar, 
intense and successful com­
petition from Europe and 
Japan, the productivity crisis 
and  d iscontent  of  U.S .  
-workers. There is not as much 
distance as some people 
might  th ink  be tween the  
regents' war on the University 
and the Rockefeller Commis­
sion on Critical Choices. The_ 
re t renchment  of  U.S .  
capitalism on all fronts direct­
ly affects the University. 
David Deitch writes in the 
"New Capitalist Strategy" 
"(The Nation, No. 12, 1973); "a 
society unable to invest rapid­
ly enough in real production 
and advanced technology 
doesn't require a dynamic and 
expanding  educa t iona l  
system. What it does require 
is an educational machine to 
train people to accept jobs 
below their capabilities and in 
increasing competition with 
other workers for a piece of a 
declining standard of living." 
He continues by reporting two 
suggested policies: the Com­
mittee for Economic Develop­
ment  recomme.nds  tha t  
"public colleges afid univer­
sities double their tuition." 
The Carnagie Commission 
"wants the colleges to be 
more diligent about weeding 
our reluctant attenders.." 
— • The restructuring of the' 
educational system is going 
hand-in-hand with changing 
labor requirements, the cor-
I 
porate need to modify the 
character and capability of 
the work force under the new 
'managed '  capi ta l i sm . . .  
S ta ted  another  way,  a  
depression-oriented. economy 
is employing a -revamped 
* W  ̂ f rt 
and product ive  wdrVln^  
class." And we might add, to 
retard the development of 
criticism that exposes and 
delegitimizes these policies 
and makes the domination and 
manipulation of college train-
educational system to retard fd workers more difficult, 
the development, of a dynamic kJfThe early signs of the new sity in 1970 
fascism are . "the various • 
plans to enlarge the laborv; 
force and regulate its'V-
movements in the interest of ? 
corporate. efficiency and f 
profit ' ' * •> 
I.D. Beebe received his BA8I 
in philosophy from theUniy^-:.. y 
IP tw® 
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27 River island 
28 Make lace 































2 Guido's high 
note 
3 Deflect : 
4 Suspend 
5 Bitter.vetch 
6 Paid notice' 
7 Lassoed 
8 Fall in drops 
9 Fight 
10 Time gone by 
11 A state (abbr.) 
16 The self 
18 Floats In air 
20 Speck 
21 Detested 
22 Downy duck 









Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle 
Hsara arses eiuh 
HH) Qrasa H[1H 
BF3 CZiSSCS UDQgl 
E0H0 SHH 
•HEiis!H anfaa ma 
QD BHBE] DitiaBIl 
HBffl BHB0 BHQB 
arana sohei ram 






40 Prefix: bad 
42 Keen 









51 Brother of 
Odin 
II 
YOU KNOUJ, me, THIS 
S7&AKIN6 BUSINESS HAS 
8SAUY OPSNBQ MY BYBS 
TO A LOT OF TUIN6S 
fVS BBBN1M/SS/N6 IN 
/ f&dSNT WARS. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ' 8 9 10 11 
12 13 14 
15 16 \i 18 
19 $§ 20 ' _l: $$ 
21 22 $$ 23 24 25 26 
27 IB 28 $$ 29 
i0 31 32 33 
34 33 IT 37 
38 $$ $9 40 
41 42 43 
. , 
44 45 47 4B 
49 SO 51 52; 
S3 54 55 
Weil, ITHOUGHTWMORROUJ 
l'PGREAS£MYHm,me 
OFF ALL MY CUJTHES EXCePT 
BOBBY SOX ANP LOAf&S, PUT 
ON A STRAW MT, 6RA8 A HULA 
HOOP, AND PERFORM A SUMM&i. 
OF '42, '56, AND 6̂3 F. SCOTT 
FrrZ6AfcW MEMORIAL 
/STREAK! 
NOT THAT IT'S MY FAULT-
. BASICALLY, I'VE BEEN WO BUSY 
TO BE AU COURANT. BUT I FEEL 
fVE 60T A LOT OF FADS, 
NOSTALGIA, AND CHEAP, 
SHABBY SENVMBNTAUSM WHAT 
10 CATCH UP ON! DO YOU 
PROPOSETO 
MOi) NEEP TO EAT A 
BETTER BREAKFAST, SIR, OR 
HAVE W EfE5 CHECKED OI? 
5TART 60INS T0 (JED EARLIER 
YOU'VE NEVER I/NDER5TCDD HAVfc 
HW. MARCIE,THAT WHEN A PERSON 
COMPLAINS, HE DOESNT WANT A 
50LlffiOMUE U1ANT5 5WPATMV.',' 
AFTER, THAT, 
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Say what your love really means wkh.a ring from Carl Mayer's. 
And Carl Mayer's offers a 20% discount to students. 
" (Convenient terms available) 
813 Congress 5517 Balcones 








21 Great Meals per Week 
Maid Service 
Close to Campus 
Private Transportation 
Private Pools 
ALL THIS AND 
EVERYONE GETS 
A PRIVATE ROOM 
H < 
MADISON HOUSE 
IferAO AAf '.OOnrl C*  
478-9891.. 
Last Minute Deadline Extension 
You Must Sign Up For Your 




VIA DELTA AND ICELANDIC JETS ~ 
May 19-August 19(93 days). 
May 25-July 25 (62 days). 
May 29-August IS (75 days). • 
May 30-August 20 (83 days). 
Houston to Luxem- < m 
bourg to Houston !>4U4. vU 
We can also, help^you with 
Student Rail Passes -Euraiipasses if 
Eurailguide • Complete Selection of Maps 
Auto Rental and Purchases • VW Adventun 
lists of Hostels • Foreign Study Programs 
Travel Insurance 
Please inquire about our KLM 747 Group 
Space. s-s 
Call 478-3471 ^ ! 
VIA AMERICAN AND ICELANDIC JETS 
May 19-August 19 (93 days). 
May 25-July 25 (62 days). 
May28-July 11 (45 days). " 
May31-August21(83days). ; . 
Dallas to Luxem-Jt 
bourg to Dallas UU 
Merit T ravel 
y 2200 Guadalupe 
O. Box 7040 
Austin, Texas78712 
To get to Eunqie, simply cross the " 
s t r e e t V '  
All flights offered in conjunction with U.T. Student Government Tours. -
*• 
f-Madison • Bellaire Apts. f*.** n 




UT STUDENT CONFERENCE 
ON LATIN AMERICA 
Conference Schedule 
Friday, 12 April 1974, Main Auditorium, Joe C 
Thompson Conference --Center 
9:30 d.m. THOMAS C. MANN, FORÎ T ASS'T 
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INTER-
AMERICAN AFFAIRS. "DEMOCRATIC 
THOUGHT: THE LATIN AMERICAN 
CASr, , 
10:45 - 11:15 A Lucas, Multinational Corporations and Imperialism in 
Latin America * ̂ , 
11:45 E. Wyatt, Peru, Post-1968: Towards State-Directed 
Capitalism 
1:30 M. Ortiz, Panama-U.S. Relations: New Treaty on the 
Canal 
2K>0 J. McDowell, The Cristero Rfebelliori of Mexico - A 
. Sociological Approach : > , r4", . 
2:30 T. Wheeler, Military Civic Action in Latin America ,; 
3:00 V. Castro; Imperialism and Ideological Penetration 
through the Mass Media 
K. Winkler, U.S.-Brazilian Relations 1961-1964; A <Cliash i»f 






3:15 - 3:45. 
3:45 
m 
4 "**> a 
4:15 D. Davies, Cuban Economic Dependence: "The U.S. in the 
4is45 JR. VMIamizar, AgraHOn lndustrialColonialism: Aspectsoi 
the U.S.Influence' in ̂ Colombia: 
HACKETT MEMORIAL LECTURE 
JULIO COTLER, PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY AT THE C0LE6I0 DE 
MEXICO, FORMER EDITOR OF SOCIEDADYPOUTICA (LIMA, 
PERU) FpRCED INTO EXILE< BY THE PERUVIAN GOVERNMENT, 
"POLITICAL PROSPECTS IN THE LATIN AMERICAN FUTURE' 
1 
V 
Jhursday, April 11, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN -E 
&SS9 
;**. ^ .y ̂ 4*?*:vfftug 
Records on St te 
. . . .  
•«gre  By  l iARRY SMITH 
_j|̂  1 Texan Staff Writer 
Horns Face Southwestern Louisiana Today 
w Ite 
.-J® 
§l§gf The ®... will 
'0g£$%r 
Texas baseball team 
try to extend several 
streaks when it faces 
Southwestern Louisiana 
(SWL) in doubleheaders at' 
Clark Field beginning at 1 
p.m. Thursday and Friday, 
® The Horns have won 47 con-. 
secutive regular season home 
games/ having last lost to Sam 
Houston State University on 
the first day of the 1973 
season. Texas also is 18-0 
against nonconference op­
ponents this year. Its over-all 
record is 33.3. 
To go with the team's ac­
complishments. Rick 
Bradley, catcher,' outfielder 
and first baseman, and 
pitcher Jim Gideon"1will seek 
to extend personal streaks. 
BRADLEY currently has a 
13-game hitting streak, and 
Gideon has won 13 games this 
season without a loss. Gideon 
is scheduled to start against 
the Ragin Cajuns Friday. He 
will be opposed either by Dan­
ny Mclver or Carl Meche. 
SWL's Coach Don Lockwood 
plans to use Mclver (3-5) Tn 
the first game and Meche (7-
3) in the second. Mclver 
began this week with a 2.30 
ERA, while Meche has a 1.92 
ERA. One of Meche's three 
shutouts was over Texas 
A&M, which leads Texas in 
the Southwest 
baseball race. < 
- Meche's victory was part of 
a doubleheader sweep of the 
Aggies. SWL has also lost a 
doubleheader to A&M, split 
two games with Houston and 
lost a three-game series to 
Rice. The Cajuns are 17-18 for 
the year. 
ON THUKSDAY, Ken 
Hensgens (4-2, 3.77 ERA) will 
start the first game for SWL, 
and Steve Guidry (1-1, 0.00 
ERA) will pitch the second. 
Guidry has one shutout to his 
' credit, but was defeated in 
another game on an unearned 
run. 
Texas Baseball Coach Cliff 
Gustafson plans to counter 
Thursday with Richard 
Wortham (5-2) and Martin 
Flores (3-0). This will be 
Flores first start since he suf­
fered a hyper-extended elbow 
March 12 against Texas 
Lutheran. - " Clark Field last year, Burley SWL has only two starting 
"He (Flores) looks better hit three; home runs in one.^..seniors. leftfielder John 
every time he throws," day. - 7 ^JTatout, batting .330, and 
Gustafson said, "He's not as^p Burley. however, may have" shortstop Mike Debaillon 
strong as he was. For him, it's^%nore trouble against the 1974 
like starting the season over. I SWL team. They, have a 
K 
ssasaSSs 
figure five is about as long as 
Conference he can go." 
^LEFTHANDER Rick 
Burley will be the other 
pitcher besides Gideon who. 
will start against the Cajuns 
Friday. SWL probably 
remembers Burley (9-0 j more 
for his hitting than his 
pitching. When Texas swept 
the Cajuns in four games at 
respectable team ERA of 3.23. 
SWL's problem, though, has 
been its hitting as its batting. 
average is only .229. Texas is 
hitting .346. 
"We've been getting- good 
pitching,"' Lockwood said. 
"The thing that's cost us most 
of our ball games has been 
erratic hitting and defense by 
our young players." 
fTat
(.326). They .are the only 
members of team hitting over : '
.300. The next highest average 
on the club is held by thirds 
baseman Gerald Grand (.264)'/'!' 
GUSTAFSON FEARS that the 
SWL batting averages maj^ 
rise aginst the Horns., . rhj 
"Our pitching has been \ 
shaky this year," he said. 
"Wortham and Burley haven't 
been pitching really well of 
Jate.".. 
'Too Tall' Signed p 
Morton Jumps to WFL 
Hi 
Thursday Specials 





HOUSTON (UPI) - Mihe-
year National Football 
League veteran quarterback 
Craig Morton Wednesday 
became the second Dallas 
Cowboy in two days to jump to 
the World Football League by 
announcing his signing with 
the Houston Texans. 
Morton and running back 
Calvin Hill, who signed with 
Honolulu earlier" this week, 
both will play out their options 
with Dallas this season, then 
play with their new teams in 
1975. •• 
The terms of Morton's con­
tract were not disclosed. 
ONLY 
IMAGES FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
by 
Bob Elliott's 
ON THE DRAG - 2426 GUADALUPE 
However, sources in Houston 
indicated he will receive $500,-
000 over a three-year period. 
"I would probably spend 
another career in Dallas for 
the difference in what I signed 
for with Houston," Morton 
said. 
"I'm excited in starting 
something new here. I have 
seven or eight more years of 
good football left and I'm 
looking forward to competing 
against the Houston Oilers." • 
Texans' president Steve Ar­
nold said Morton's contract 
was "a quite sizable sum and 
for a long period." 
RUSTY WEIR 
FREE BEER 
Pease Park April 12 
3-6 p.m. 
Sponsored by: 






you can now subscribe to 
THE DAILY TEXAN 
at the same LOW RATE 















FILL OUT COUPON 
BELOW & RETURN 
TO TSP 




TEXAS STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
TSP BUILDING, ROOM 3.200 
COMMUNICATIONS COMPLEX 
ns, I will .ubscrib. ». Th. Dolly UMui; which I will pick „p Mch day .n 
pus. Enclosed is my check for * • • ' 
iillliil! 
• Spring semester $1.65 
• Summer Semester .60 
SIGNED: • • ' r ' 
• Faculty 
• Staff 
* NON-MAIL, SUBSCRIPTION RATE. PICK UP YOUR TEXANS ON CAMPUS 
W 
But Dallas Wednesday won 
in another bidding war, this 
one against the WFL Detroit 
Wheels for the services of Ed 
•'Too Tall" Jones, a 
Tennessee State defensive 
lineman and the first player, 
drafted in the 1974 collegiate 
draft. 
Morton said he will leav# 
Dallas with no bitterness. 
! "I feel great respect for 
Coach Tom Landry and the 
people of Dallas," he said. 
Morton said he did not know 
what next season with the 
Cowboys would be like. 
"It will probably be about 
as unpredictable as it has 
been in the past," he said. -
"I will do my very best 
again, and if something 
happens, 1, will be ."in there 
-again.." — —-
Morton understudied Don 
Meredith during the early half 
of his career, took over the 
club himself when Meredith 
retired and then dropped back 
to the No. 2 role again with 
Roger Staubach's arrival. 
iiliss 
mmm ..... sports editor _ 
Orals'* drop into used two ineligible swimmers" in artteet 
Roberts' office, sit down and announce , last year. The problem was glossed over 
that he needed to 'borrow' $100. Roberts pf by the conference because Thompson, the 
would say, 'Okay,' and then phone some Texas faculty representative, wrote a 
alumnus." — Giles Tippette,, ij^, "&tur.?ji ^ letter apologizing for Texas and Patter-
day's Children." • son. At its meeting in early December, no 
"The things I put fa the book 'were small ̂  
things; I did not know they were illegal. 
There were some things I left out of the :•& 
book that were really illegal." — Giles 
Tippette, after the Southwest Conference ' 
had dropped charges of rules infractions 
against Rice. 
The Southwest Conference faculty* 
representatives met in Houston Saturday !:? : 
and decided that Giles Tippette's account 
of the 1971 Rice football season is as fac- :• 
tual as a Kurt Vonnegut fantasy. 
Down Played 
"Saturday's Children," which appeared 
in the fall, is a pretty tame book and is cer­
tainly no great work of literature. But it 
had some segments that interested the 
SWC. 
There was Barnes' "salary." The star 
linebacker, who now plays for the Dallas 
Cowboys, also allegedly got nearly 15 
more tickets to each game than the con­
ference allows. He reportedly sold them to 
alumni for several times their face value. 
Another time, Tippette reports that a • 
homesick freshman player- was given 
round-trip airfare home to Amarillo, 
arranged for by a coach and paid for by an . 
alumnus. 
In the name of truth, justice and 
amateurism, the SWC launched an in­
vestigation which ended Saturday. Rice 
and the conference heard what it wanted 
to hear. "I think we dilly-dallied around 
too long, and this thing got blown out of 
proportion;expteirt&rs WC President J. " 
Neils Thompson, speaking for the con­
ference. "The investigation showed 
nothing of substance that could put the 
finger on. Rice." •" -
Of course, the SWC is not famous for its 
detective work, Thompson in particular. 
Texas Swimming Coach Pat Patterson ; 
action was taken against the Texas swim 
/steam. • 
Money was passed around rather 
liberally in the Baylor and SMU football 
programs, and both schools received token 
: slaps on the wrist. SMU Coach Dave Smith 
paid some football players as much as $20 
.• to block punts in practice SMU was put on 
probation without penalty. 
At Baylor, people started asking 
questions when a couple of members of 
the football team suddenly started driving 
new cars. It, was later discovered that 
these same players were paid $5 ah hour to 
perform simple tasks on a ranch during 
the summer in jobs secured for them by 
the school. For this, Baylor... was 
"reprimanded." * 
The conference hired a private in-
• vestigating firm in the Rice case. "I refus­
ed to cooperate in their so-Cjalled in­
vestigation," Tippette, who lives in Kerr-
ville. said Wednesday. "Everything I have 
to say is in the book. What's in the book is 
absolutely true., I stand by my book, and if 
I felt like my honesty was being impugned, 
I could do something about it right quick. 
Amateurism' 
"You can't have an amateur sport 
where the coach gets $40,000 to ^0,000 a 
year and no^. expect this attitude passed on 
to the boys," he said. "As long as the 
coaches pay this kind of money to win, 
there is no such thing as amateur 
= athletics." 
That is true. I am glad Rice Was not 
penalized because it does not make sense 
for one school to be hurt for something 
everybody seems td be doing. Nor does it 
make sense for the conference to hide the 
truth from itself and call it an investiga­
tion. 
Shoe Shop *SALE * 









Beautiful Colors $75C 
• LEATHER SALE • 
Various kinds, colors - 75* per ft. 
ijMitMinicMa mama . Capitol Saddlery 
1614 Lavaca Austin, Texask, a. < 478-9309 
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) -
Jack Nicklaus is favored. 
As usual. 
But the Golden Bear has a 
challenge going into the 
Thursday start of the 38th 
Masters Golf Tournament. A 
host of eager, anxious young 
men are casting hungry 
Do 
rthe Chinese1 





ion the ball! 
glances at his role as the 
games's premier practitioner. 
And that could make Jack 
just that much tougher. 
"He's the only player in the 
world who can turn it on and 
off when he wants to," said . 
Johnny Miller, a four-time 
winner this year and the top 
contender for Nicklaus' 
crown. 
"Competition is what this 
game is all about," Nicklaus 
said. "Competing, winnning, 
beating the other guy, that's 
what it's all about." 
He has a history of rising to 
'the challenge, of playing his 
best when he's threatened. 
When he came on the tour 12 
' years ago, Arnold Palmer was 
the unquestioned king of the 
game. Jack took him on in a 
head-to-head confrontation, 
won a playoff for the 1962 U.S. 
Open titie and Arnold has 
never been the same. 
I We're Not REDNECK 1 
Dear Akadama Mama 
& 
of Wines. 










Information on Demand 
1906 Pearl • Suite 201 
476-9292 
Austin, Texas 78705 
M-F 11-6 • Sat. 12-3 
WE WILL ANSWER ANY 
QUESTION FOR ANYONE 
ANY SUBJECT, LENGTH, LEVEL 
OR AREA 




Dear Akadama Mama: 
1 was at a party where they were 
serving Akadama Plum with Seven-
Up, and I tell you it was fan tastic. 1 
wonder if you know of any other neat 
ways t(vri&> -ve Akadama wines. 
A. Fan 
Dear A. Fan: 1 v 
First off let me thank you for the 
wonderful weekend I had preparing to 
answer your letter. We really had li hall 
experimenting with Akadama Red. 
White and Plum. And the'only reason 
I'm not still partying it up is that I had 
to meet a deadline for this column. 
There are so many ways you can enjo\ 
Akadama. 1 like to think of it as the 
Kama Sutra of wines. Here are some of 
my favorite recipes. Bottoms up, 
OUTRICJCKK PUNCH 
"2 bottles Akadiimji W hite 
1 carl  lroy.cn Concentrated lmu'jido -
I soiall  block of ice • 
Mix together in punch Imwl with 
pineapple ;ind lime-ilin-, SCU<>m 
, upproxrrfiutel.v HI medium siv/.e cups. '•: 
SANGRIA AKADAMA >-* —,.S 
*2 bottle*- Akadiim.t K<-d 
1 i|Uiii t of club <odfi > c 
1 a can fro/.^tvciincentnitcd Irrtiuriftde 
Mis with lemon^iind oi iitinc slices m :  
l.uge pili her Scivemet ice 
..I ••r, : \ ..,. I... -1, 
PLUM DUCK 
l  bottle Akadama l ' lum 
1 <iuart  extra dry champagne 
1 small block of ice 
Sliced oranges and strawberries 
Mix in punch bowl: serves approximately 
10 medium size punch cups. 
AKADAMA KKASILIA 
Ki|ual parts Akadania Red and 
orange juice 
Sprit/ ,  of soda 
Serve with ice. 
AKADAMA SPRITZER 
Pour chilled Akadama Red into tall  glass 
with ice.  Add soda and stir  gently.  
VODKADAMA 
1 part  Vodka 
1 part  Akadama Wed 
ior add to taste '  
"IVist ol leuion 
PLUM AND BRANDY 
1 part  Akadama l ' lum 
1 part  Hranily.  ;  v .  
Serve in a large wine glass 
or brandv xniftciv 
RKL) HALL KXPRKSS 
I  j igger (i in 
Add; Ak atla ma Ri;<|  t  o  t  i ls;  c.  
' IVist ol lemon ^ *'  
Sensational! • '  . 
Listen to Mama, anH 
pasH the Akadama, the wine 









CLASSES: JUNE 17 —JULY 22 
Anthropology • Aft History • Italian 
Clai(ic|l QtYilmtibn.. Pairvlini • Cinema 
Sculpture i 
'y..*'iEtruicar)..Archa*ology Program 
TRINITY COLLEGE/ROME CAMfUt Ot• BatOfn W Painter jr Oi'VCI0r 
Hartloid. Conn. 09106 
;A • (203) 527-3151. Ext. 218 








•% a By Exes 
Texas tennis player Dan 
Nelson won three awards to 
highlight the 11th annual spr­
ing sports banquet of the Ex-
Students' Association Wednes­
day at the Country Dinner 
playhouse. 
Nelson, son of Business Law#; 
Eugene Nelson, won the 
Wilmer Allison Award, the, 
Ex-Students' Associa tio«r| 
Scholarship Award and the 
$500 Clyde Littlefield 
Graduate Fellowship. • J 
The Ex-Students' Associa­
tion Scholarship Award is-f 
presented annually to the 3 
athlete with the. highest 
scholastic record. Nelson has 
an over-all GPA of 3.933. He is 
the tennis team's captain. 
Larry Robinson was named 
Most Valuable Player in 
basketball .and jlso received 
the Jcick Gray Annual Award 
as the best all-around basket­
ball player. 
Harry Larrabee for the se­
cond consecutive year won the 
Longhorn Rebounders' Spirit 
Award, presented annually to 
the basketball player who has 
demonstrated outstanding 
spirit during the past season. 
In swimming, Most 
Valuable Player was Dick 
Worrel, while Bob Rachner 
won the Bob Cone Memorial 
Spirit Award sponsored "by 
swimming team exes. 
" Most Valuable Players in 
track and cross country were. 
Don Sturgal and Mark 
Kloriower. 
Nelson, as he accepted the 
scholarship for his outstan­
ding GPA, jokingly said, 
"Dad, I'll have to talk to you 
tomorrow about raising that 
last quiz grade of mine." 
The award ceremonies 
followed a banquet dinner and 
preceded the play, "The Relu-




SAN ANTONIO (AP) -
Swen Nater and Bird Averitt 
led the San Antonio Spurs to a 
102-86 victory over the Indiana 
Pacers Wednesday night. 
• • • • 
LANDOVER, Md. (AP) -
Guards Archie Clark and Phil 
Chenier scored 12 points 
apiece in the final quarter, 
leading the Capital Bullets to 
a 109-92 victory over the New 
York Knicks Wednesday night 
that tied their National 
Basketball Association 
playoff series;. 
i,1 * r r y ^f t ' 
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—Tmcwi Hwto by Chip Kaufman 
Greg Hackney long jumps in decathlon competition. 
9-1 
SAN DIEGO (UPI) -
Pitcher Dave Roberts and 
Tommy Helms each doubled 
home a pair of runs to cap a 
six-run fifth inning and lead 
the Houston Astros to a 9-1 
victory over San Diego 
Wednesday night and extend 
the Padres' winless streak to 
five. 
Padre owner Ray Kroc, who 
labeled'the play of his club as 
"stupid" over the public ad­
dress system Tuesday night, 
was hot at the game. He 
reportedly was on a business 
trip to the Los Angeles area. 
The win was the first of the 
year for Roberts, who 
dropped his only previous 
start to San Francisco on 
opening day. The lefthander 
spaced seven hits in subduing 
San Diego, which had taken a 
1-0 lead in the third inning. 
Derrel Thomas started the 
San Diego third with a triple 
and scored on Glenn Beckert's 
infield out. But the edge was 
short-lived as the Astros came 
back with two tallies in the top 
of the foiirt to move in front 2-
1 and go oh from there to their 
second win in five games. _ 
. After Roger Metzger 
grounded out to open the 
Houston inning, Cesar Cedeno 
lined a home run over the 
rightfield fence and Bob Wat­
son, Milt and Lee May and 
Doug Rader followed with 
other singles to produce the 
other score. 
Houston then went on a six-
run binge in the fifth to pile up 
an U-J advantage and put the 
game out of reach. 
Successive singles by Greg 
Gross, Metzger and Cedeno 
followed by Beckert's error on 
Watson's ground ball resulted. 
in the first run of the big 
frame and sent starter and 
loser Bill Greif to the 
showers. • 
by BILL TROTT 
Texan Staff Writer 
pair of versatile Swedes 
from Brigham Young Univer- : 
sity took the first-day lead 
Wednesday , in the Texas 
Relays-U.S. Track and Field 
Federation'^ decathlon com­
petition with the final five 
events scheduled for 1 p.m. 
Thursday in Memorial 
Stadium. 
BYU's Christer Lythell and 
Runald Bachman ranked in 
the top four of all five of 
Wednesday's events as 
Lythell totalled" 4,024 points to 
establish himself over his 
teammate Bachman, who 
finished the day with 3,961 
points. 
Olympian Jeff Bennett, last 
year's Te x as Relays 
decathlon winner, ended the 
day in third, two points behind 
Bachman, and Texas' Greg 
Hackney ended up in fifth with 
3,788 points; most Qf them 
coming on his 6-6 high jump, 
the best jump of the day.1 
DECATHLON points are 
awarded according to how the 
athlete's mark compares to 
special standards set by the 
International Track and Field 
Federation. 
Lythell had the second best 
mark in the long jump and 
also in the high jump where 
the 6-4 Swede cleared 6-5. 
,• Lythell also scored heavily in 
the 400-meter dash with a 
time of 50.2 and had the third 
fastest time in the 100-meter 
dash. 
. Bachman picked up 959, 
points in the 100-meter with a' 
10.4 time and also scored with 
a 23-11 long jump. Despite be­
ing only 5-10, the muscular ' 
Baehmarh cleared 6-2 in the-'-" 
high jump and put the .shot 42-
9 Mi, the day's fourth best 
throw. 
BENNETT, WHO said 
"things went pretty much on 
schedule today," did most of 
his scoring in the sprints, tur­
ning in the best time in the 
400-meter, a 48.4, and the 100-. 
meter, where he had the se­
cond best time of 10.5. 
Hackney expressed 
pleasure with his day's perfor­
mance which left him 236 
points behind Lythell. 
, "1 had secretly hoped to 
jump 6-6, but if you set a goal 
and you don't make it you feel 
down," Hackney said, "and in 
the 100,1 really didn't expect 
that." 
HACKNEY'S time of 10.4 
earned him 828 points and was 
.4 of a second better than his 
.career best. 
"I feel good now about the 
way I stand," he said, "but 
hot good enough. Still, my at­
titude is a lot better this 
year." 
Besides his field-leading 
high jump. Hackney also had 
the fourth best jtunp and rarra 
51.5 400-meter, fifth best 
The filial five events will 
begin at 1 p.m. Thursday With 
the UO-meter hurdles follow­
ed by the discus, pole vau|t,, 
javelin and 1,500-meter runA 
Baseball Standings 
New York.. U, * 0 
Milwaukee. I 1 
Baltimore 2 i 
Detroit . 2 3 
Cleveland .... 0 4 
AMRKAN UMHM 








\t% ^ *»• °* 
Minnesota'..;,,v.,-. , 1 .MO 
Oakland 3 2 .400 *3 
California..,,.,..'.,., 3 1 .750 
Kansa*Clty 2 2 . 500 I 
Tex«...„...\.! 2 3 .4001V* 
Chicago,,vt............ 0 4 000 4 
MSUITS 
Mlnnmta 6, CMcag* I J ' 
NUtwaukw 6, CWvaland 4 •" ' 
•chimera at Iwtm. pewpentd 
California 4, T.xat 3 .'"•.v .w.- -
Kamam City 4, Oakland t -\ f 
OtHftf dubi «•» xtmluM ' 
Milwaukee (Colborn 0-0)at Cleveland 
(Botman 04) 
New'York (Stottlemyre t-0) at Detroit 
(Coleman <M» 
Baltimore (Palmer 1-0) at Boston 
(Tlant 0-0) 
Chicago (Kaet 0-0) at Minnesota 
(Decker 0-0) -
Texas (Clyde0-0) at California (Singer 
0-0) N 
Only games scheduled • 
U. IIMUI, 4 • 
JSMST ^ 
C h i c a g o . ' . . 3  0  1 . 000 
Montreal . .WtVpi .,U' 1 0 1.000 VW 
New York.. 1 M7 ^ 
st Louis. i. iS r mi v* 
Phlladelphlali^ii,'.1 » .250 2 
Pittsburgh 0 3 .000 
W I : 
San Francisco 



















& ' v :  
**" knutrsi'' 1 * ' 
Mtntraal 1J. PHHbviah I, 13 lmiMfat '' 'V;^ 
N«w Yaffc 3, St. Uuk J - j,,. J*t>t AKa.s® 
Chkaga 7, HiMadalpWa 6 \ ' 
San FrmkHm 4. QnclnnaH 3 It 
In Angtln 4, Atlanta 0» firi i1 
Hwilw *, San IM««* 1 •<« v 
St. Louis (Gibson 0-0 and Foster 04) at ' ,'<j v'-'U 
New York (Seaver 04 and:Stone 04), 2 
Philadelphia (Carlton 0-0) at .ty&i 
Pittsburgh (Ellis 04), N - Vr W" 
Los Angeles (Messersmith 14)' at. 
Atlanta (Nlekro 14) N 
• Houston (Griffin O-l) at San Diego 
(Jones 04) 
Only games scheduled 
SENIORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
mix#**} 
- .'V m 
CALL 476-6795 
BIG DADDY PIZZA 
DELIVERS (QUICK) 
14 YEARS EXPERIENCE TO 
SERVE YOU... 
HOT PIZZA AT YOUR DOOR 
In Math, Engineering, Computer Science 
If you are interested in computer systems and programming v: 
If you are looking for a career with a leading software development 
company... < « 1 . 
, , If you like the creative challenge of participating with, and eventually 
leading, professional teams in the creation of advanced applications soft­
ware  . . .  _ -  ,  j  
v . And if you like the idea of continuing to live and work in Austin .. 
TCC Insurance Services would like to talk to you. We are a growing 
company of 130 computing professionals who develop software systems for 
the life insurance industry. We offer excellent compensation and benefits 
in an environment of professional growth. ^ 
Send your resume to C. Daywood, TCC, Inc., 1705 Guadalupe Streeit, 
Austin, Texas 78701., _ 
The insurance people in computing ™ 
1 
fill 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
Watch 
Book Now! 
Deadline for applicants April 12? 
GROUP 
AUSTIN/LUXEMBOURG 
via Braniff/Icelandic Jets 
For U.T. Students/Faculty & Families 
Departures ~ 




f New York/Luxembourg Portion Only $261 
Austin/N.Y. $ 151.00 (plus tax). Return Any Day 
• Call the Europe experts 478-9343 
Serving UT Since J 961 a'f 2428 Guadalupe 
May 16/Aug. 6 
May 20/Aug.22 
May 23/Aug. 7 
May 26/July 26 
May 26/July 5 
. July 14/Aug. 23 
sif 3 < 
NEW HOUSING POLICY!! 
1103 W. 24th 
OCCUPANCY ONLY 
Semi-Private Rooms as Low as $60 
Luxurious Private Rooms $ 
• Maid Service • Private Bus 
per mo. 
per mo. 
• Heated Swimming Pool • Refrigerators • Intercom 
• Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines 
• StudyAreas 
° • 24 Hr. Desk Service • TV in Lobby 
• Off Street Parking • Close to Campus 
• Special Meal Contracts 
Available At Madison House 
Now accepting Fall '74 Contracts 
for U.T. Men and Women 
HOUSING OFFICE 709 West 22nd St. \ 
u * £s 478-9891 ^ 478-8914 
Com& See - Come Live 




SAVE $1.02 ... denim j eans 
Regular 7.99 697 
Great for work, or school, or just about 
anything! Western style jeans Sport 13% 
ounce cotton and nylon vat-dyed denim 
and double-stitched main seams for long 
wear. Waist sizes 30-44," inseams 28-32. 
Save $1.52 ... denim y, 
Regular $9.99 897 
Western looks and rugged 13% ounce 
cotton and nylon denim fabric make 
this jacket a favorite for work or lei­
sure wear. Button front, cuffs, and 
chest pockets. Sizes 36 to 46. 
CHARGE IT 
on Sears Revolving Charge 
mm 
Sale prices in effect 3 days only ,_( fes^va| 
SHOP AT SEARS AND SAV® T 
Satisfaction GytararUeed or Your Money Back .. 
.V * t. s, - y « 
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, By ISABEL MARTIN 
A shiny bald bead with a 
gold hoop earring decorates 
bars of soap in Mexico, in­
stead of plastic containers cif 
liquid cleanser as in the 
United States.' His name is 
"Don Maximo/' not Mr; 
;K&'Don Maximo0 and oUier 
foreign products are on dis­
play in the marketing isid-
Clean, and he's a big seller ministration booth at Show-
south of the border. incase '74. Other examples of 
- v Threadgill'sTave 
May Be 
=> «!- W,' 
i 
*- r-- V. 
•„ " <<- " -„ 
Il*;*- -IT 4' r'-h 
Ki 
t' 
; f By GAYLE BLAKE 
iFate of the once popular 
Threadgill's Beer Tavern on 
North Lamar Boulevard, 
where the late Janis Joplin got 
her start in 1962, may be 
decided by City Council 
Thursday afternoon. 
After Prohibition ended, 
KenneUgThreadgill bought the 
first beer license in! Austin 
ODs Caused 
By Methadone 
By Zodiac News Service 
Methadone officially has 
surpassed heroin as the cause 
of narcotic-related deaths in 
New York City. 
The city's medical ex­
aminer reports that during the 
first half of 1973, 49 persons' 
died from heroin overdose, 
while 50 died from overdoses 
of Methadone. 
ftU. and opened a tavern in the 
converted service station. 
In 1944 or 1945 he brought 
music into the tavern; &s he, 
his friends and passersby 
livened the small structure 
with whatever instruments 
and voice's available. 
Many singers and musicians 
entertained at the tavern in 
the ensuing years before- the 
country-western singer shut it 
down last year, when arthritis 
made it impossible for him to 
continue working the bar. 
Threadgill also decided he 
needed more time to devote to 
his music. The last 25 years 
have seen numerous people 
attracted to this amiable man 
with his distinctive yodeling 
and Jimmie Rodgers' ballads. 
Although-.Threadgill has 
traveled around "the United 
States and has records on the 
juke boxes in England, France 
and Germany, he still 
professes his love for Austin 
and the people he has sung to 
for 30 years. 
"Vandals took over after 
the last renter moved out of 
one of the two houses located 
behind the bar," Threadgill 
said Wednesday. 
The city had condemned the 
structures and at Thursday's 
council session the Building 
Standards Commission will 
try to have them demolished 
if Threadgill will not do it. 
Threadgill hopes the city 
will allow the tavern to stand,_ 
if he paints %nd repairs its. -
Although many people have 
offered to rent the building for 
various business es­
tablishments, Threadgill 
would rather sell the lot. He 
said he would tear down the 
other two buildings on the 
property. 
foreign merchandising are 
French, German and British 
editions of Playboy magazine. 
Their pulchritude , is identical 
to the American version, but 
they have different jokes and 
format. 
"New product ideas that 
Went awry also are displayed. 
One, a colorless bourbon nam­
ed v Fjost 80/80, tasted and 
smelled exactly, like its 
darker-colored original. Peo­
ple wouldn't accept the id6a, 
however, and it didn't sell. 
Now the same product is sold 
widely under another name. 
The only difference is amber 
coloring. 
Judging by another exhibit 
in the booth, Mark Eden didn,t 
come put with the first figure 
remodeling method. An 1897 
Sears-Roebuck catalogue on 
display describes a "Princess 
Bust Developer" for use "if 
nature hasn't favored you 
with that perfect charm and 
symetrically . rounded 
bosom. " A little cheaper than 
the Eden method, it sold at 
$1.46. 
"People were just as gulli-, 
ble back then as they are 
now;" explained the booth 
demonstrator. 
He added with a grin, "We 
can sell anything — except" 




—Taxcm Staff Photo by David Woo 
Carol Bolinger counts pennies. 
By MIKE CROPPER 
With speculation that the 
value of copper will increase 
to a poifit that the copper in a 
penny will be worth more than 
a penny, the vice-president of 
the Federal Reserve Bank of 
San Francisco, Angelo 
Corella, expressed concern'; 
that people might hoard pen­
nies. 
Local coin dealers said 
speculation that pennies will 
be "sandwiched" beginning 
next January because of ris­
ing copper prices, has caused 
the definite upswing in the 
hoarding of pennies. 
IP Present penny hoarding is 
similar to the situation that 
occurred with quarters and 
dimes several years ago when 
the process of "sandwiching" 
the coins with a less expensive 
alloy or metal other than 
silver was initiated. 
Danny Hall, an Austin coin 
dealer, said that possible 
Street Beaunification 





We Care Austin - Women's 
Environmental Coalition is 
scheduled to appear before 
City Council Thursday to 
propose a project to beautify 
Congress Avenue, Jeari 
Bringol, coalition represen­
tative, said Wednesday. 
"We are going to propose 
that the sidewalks and curbs 
at each corner of Congress be 
extended and tress, benches 
and planters be placed 
U.T. STUDENTS 
DO IT IN THE DARK! 
15%OFF 
If you're into photography, or want to be, just bring this 
coupon and your U.T. i.d. to any Austin STUDERS store ... 
and get 15% off all darkroom equipment or supplies. 
Enlargers, chemicals, trays, paper, timers, tongs, safelights 
... the worksl Don't wait ... do it now! 
If You Need 
, or . ! ' 
Just Someone Who Will Listen 
Telephone 476-7073 
At Any Time 







a drug store 
STARTS FRIDAY 
A SECOND ANNIVERSARY SALE 
10-50% OFF HOUSE PLANTS, 
HANGING QASKETS, UNUSUAL 
CACTI AND BROMELIADS 
April 12-21 10 A.M. -6 P.M. 
THE JUNGLE STORE 
29th Street Nursery 
Wo need to bring to bloom again the sacred tree of life. 
SPECIALS 
Tomato and Pepper Seedlings 10' , 
Selloum Philodendrom, 4 in Pot 80*' • 
Coleus 4 in Pot 80* 
wherever possible. We will 
also ask that ramps for the 
handicapped be installed," 
Ms. Bringol said. 
We Care Austin, organized 
in 1972/ consists of 100 in­
dividuals and eight groups in-' 
eluding Austin Association of 
University Women, Junior 
League, League of Women 
Voters, Now or Never, Sierra 
Club, Rollingwood Women's 
Club and Church Women 
United. 
Beautification of Congress 
Avenue is thegroups' long-
term project, Ms. Bringol 
said. 
"Our project is now in the 
planning stage, and we have 
no definite plans drdwn up," 
she said. 
fillers: for tfte penny's <Sopper*€j~ 
sandwich include tin,^T^_ 
aluminum and plastic. yy,; • 
Owners of local coin shops," 
say that penny sales are 
over-all but the great bulk 
customers are looking for un-O * 
circulated pennies. 
Local banks agree there is a 
lack of pennies available to 
their customers, and an 
employe of one bank explain­
ed that Federal Reserve 
' banks' are restricting the 
quantity of pennies to local 
banks. 
Penny hoarding is not 
profitable, Corella said, 
because it would take nearly 
240,000 pennies to make a 
profit of $100 even if the 
current U.S. price of copper at 
65 cents a pound would jump 
to the present. free world 
market price of $1.50 a pound. 
Hall commented that if 
copper prices should rise 
above $1.80 a pound, persons 
hoarding pennies might find it 
worth their while to sell them 




By Zodiac News Service 
The move in Congress to 
change over from copper pen­
nies to aluminum ones may 
have a quick death. 
The National Automatic 
Merchandising Association — 
the lobby group representing 
vending machine interests — 
says that' it will oppose the 
aluminum pennies. 
The association says it has 
tested aluminum pennies in 
vending machines, and found 
that they jam between 5 and 
10 percent of the time. The 
association, which carries a 
lot of influence with Congress, 
says that if the new pennies 
jam 5 percent of the time, it 
will clog up more than four 
* million vending machine 
purchases every day. 
JOSEPH BLINDERMAN, M.D. 
ANNOUNCES tHE OPENING 
OF HIS OFFICE FOR THE PRACTICE 
OF 
PSYCHIATRY 
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400 I. U.'s, loo's 
REG. $3.57 
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Give your cold to Contck, 20*s 




• FRATERNITY CARNIVAL 
• COWBOY BARBEQUE 
• MARATHON DANCE 
• ROUND-UP PARADE 
• UNIVERSITY SWEETHEART 
plus much, much morel 
editiom the Daily Texan 
. - 1 v. •*?; \ --  ̂  ̂ I 
r , * V * 
FRIDAY, APRIL 19, 1974 
CALL 471 -1 
and reserve your advertising space now! 
36,500 circulation and a massive 92% readershi 
will assure your ad complete coverage of this mar L i Vc 
i%-
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°Gov. Dolpb Briscoe has 
created a Migrant Affairs Of­
fice and approved a fuel 
allocation plan to aid migrant 
farm workers' travel,, the 
governor's' office announced 
in a prepared,, statement 
Wednesday. \i 
The new office will serve as 
liaison between government 
agencies and Migrant 
workers. It also will monitor 
migrant-oriented legislation 
and "work to identify present 
and future resources at the 




A mandatory orientation 
.session for students interested 
in serving on any of the 10 
Texas Union committees will 
be held at 4:30 and 7 p.m. 
Thursday in the Union Stu­
dent-Faculty-Staff Lounge. 
At the meeting students will 
be given application 
materials, and the functions 
of each committee and duties 
of the members will be outlin­
ed. Students can attend either 
meeting, 
Also, students will sign up 
for an interview time. Inter­
views will be from 1 to S p.m. 
Monday.and from 6 to 10 p.m. 
Tuesday and Wednesday. 
The committees organize 
academic, cultural and social 
activities on canpu$. The 
committees are Afro-
American Cultural Entertain­
ment, Fine Art& Ideas and 
Issues, Mexican-American 
Culture, Musical Events, 
Recreation, Theatre, Union 
Communications and UT 
Interaction. 
A student can Serve on as 
many committees as he 
wants, and there are "no 
qualifications except being in­
terested and wanting to get in­
volved," Program Council 
Coordinator Janie Strauss 
said. • 
which may be used to affect 
migrant problems." 
Under the new fuel plan, 51 
Texas truck stops will receive 
special gasoline allocations to 
supply the migrant workers. 
Most of the stops will be open 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week 
beginning Immmediately. 
"The mobility of migrants 
requires a high degree of 
cooperation and coordination 
among federal and state agen­
cies to provide delivery of ser­
vices in health, education and 
social services," Briscoe said 
in the statement. 
' "Migrants carry about |100 
million into Texas as earned 
income each year, according 
to the statement. The United 
States,: it was estimated, 
could lose more than $500 
million in gross national 
product if all of Texas' 300,000.. 
migrant and seasonal farm 
workers were preventedtfrom; 
traveling.^; ~ , -
Fast Tp Raise 
Famine Funds 
The Intervaristy Christian 
Fellowship will sponsor a 
famine "nonlunch" at noon 
Thursday on the Union Patio. 
The group will ask students to 
contribute «the money they 
would have spent on food to a 
collection for famine relief in 
the Sudan in East Africa. 
Mike Sheppard, a member 
of the fellowhiip, will present 
information including a taped 
report and a map of the area.' 
A serious drought has 
gripped the Sudan and East 
Africa south of the Sahara, 
causing the Sahara to advance 
upon the marginal grazing 
lands inhabited by the 
nomadic people of the region. 
With their lands dried up 
and cattle dying, these people 
have had to move to more 
densely populated areas, tax­
ing normal food sources and 
creating crowded refugee 
camps. 
Money raised by the non-
lunch will reach the area 







Thomas Jenkins (I) and 
David Mil bring Horn* a 
Mghaulin an Easter *gg 
hunt Wednesday spoil* 
„ sored by th* T*xa> Cow-
?boy*. 
Although applications to 
|^he positions of managing 
^Ijeditor of the 1974 summer 
?-Pally Texan and 1974-75 Cac­
tus editor will be taken until 
*''' >S4:30 p.m. Thursday, no one 
'• Have completed J336 and 
J360 or be registered for them 
at the time of application^ 
SsJIliilii 
V 





Now Availa ble 
t1' •* For information on Austin 
Tomorrow NoighboH 
hood Mooting*, call 474-
4877. Neighborhood 
mooting* will last until 
April 30, \\ 
'BIG DOINGS' All Weekend! 
Shop Us 
Thursday Night 
5:30 to 8 p.m. 
Cool, colorful q 
HALTER TOPS 













AREITT NATURALLY LAZY 
IT TAKES YEARS 
. OF PRACTICE. 
- Th« Mont«zumo Horny Bull:"" 
1 oz. Montezuma Tequila. 
** 5 oz. CONCENTRATED ORANGE 
BREAKFAST DRINK.Over ice. 
It's sensortional.and that's no bull. TEQPHA , 
t*-t974. S^ Proof- T«qui!a Borfon Distiller* Import C6..N»v»Yor(> Now York, 
Applications for Basic 
Educational Opportunity 
Grants (BEOG) of $100 to $800 
are available in the Student 
Financial Aids Office, Jose 
Antu, spokesman for the of­
fice, said Wednesday. 
Fulltime students who 
entered the University after 
April 1,1973, and who are per­
manent U.S. residents are 
eligible under the BEOG 
program, which was initiated 
at the University during the 
1973-74 long term. . 
Grants are awarded accor­
ding to financial need. 
-- Eligible students who wish 
to apply for the CollegeWork-
Study Program or any other 
loan or scholarship must first 
apply for the BEOG, Antu 
said. \ 
"If more students receive 
grant money through this 
program, we will be able to 
provide more of our own funds 
for scholarship and grants to 
independent students. 
Therefore we are requiring all 
freshmen arid sophomores 
who are applying for any 
financial aid to apply for 
. BEOG," he said. 
There is no deadline for the 
application. - ;; , 
Problem Pregnancy: Counfeling Service 
Student Health Center 
105 W. 26th St. (4th Floor-South) r 
Confidential counseling with all alternatives discuss­
ed and referrals made to appropriate resources. Call 
478-5711, Ext. 26, for an appointment, individual 
appointments Tuesday 1-5 p.m., Thursday 1-5 p.m., 
Friday 9-noon. 
Photo Service 




• ' 1-Day 
Quick, Reliable Service 
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"has yet applied. 
Applications are available 
;in the Texas Student 
' ^Publications Business Office 
' (TSF* Buidling 3.200) and must 
be returned there when com- ' 
' pleted. 
To be eligible for managing 
editor a student must: 
• Be registered at the 
University the semester he 
applies. 
• Have completed 75 
semester hours with at least 
two semesters at the Univer­
sity or one semester and a 12-
week summer session. 
• Have a 2.25 minimum 
grade point average. 
• Have completed nine 
hours .of journalism including 
J312, J314 and J322 with a 
grade of C or better. • 
Judge Cites 
Satanic Control 
By Zodiac Newt Service 
Ah Irish judge has ruled that 
discotheques are dance 
parlbrs under the control of 
Satan. 
Judge Lloyd Carr of a Court 
in County Kildare handed 
down his ruling as he denied a 
dancing license to. a local 
hotel. 
,! "Discos are a new develop­
ment designed by the devil for 
crazy youngsters to make 
them even crazier," Carr 
said. 1 \ ~ V ̂ . 1. 
i cants 
• Have served at least once 
per week for 10 weeks on the 
editorial staff during each of 
at least two semesters within 
18 months prior to the 
semester of application. 
must 
• Be regtstered at the" 
University and have 
pleted at least 60 hours, 
• Have completed at least 
30 hours at the University 
with a mimimum grade point 
average of 2.0. 
• Have served on the staff 
of a college yearbook as a sec­
tion editor or associate editor 
for two years. 
• Have served on the Cactus 
staff for. one year as a section 







Carr added that psychedelic 
lights rotated at high speed 
m°SddSd̂ ,̂Ple™W 
Applicants for both 
positions will be interviewed 
and the managing editor and ^ 
Cactus editor will be ap-' V 
pointed at the TSP^Board 
A* meeting April 17. 
GET IN THE SWING FOR SPRING 
WITH 
IZOD-
The Choice of Champion 
SHORTS AH Dacron® polyester with 
comfortable stay-put waistband. 
White, yellow, blue, sizes 32 to 38, 
17.50 
SHIRTS Easy-care knit of 65% 
Dacron® polyester and 35% cotton, 
hemmed bottom with side vents to 
wear in or out. White, navy, yellow, 
blue, sizes S, M, L, LX, 15.00 
SOCKS Cusion sole for comfort; all 
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* 
Something for girls 
Our slings stand high off the ground, 
step into long pants, then boogie! Walks. Dances. Sits. Struts. 
They never stop ... just like you. 
Wear them tonight 
and.„ meet your tall boyfriend 
eye to eye! By Daybreaks. 
. Left: i3 ow knot in 
° . natural rope with 
, : dark brown 
stripe and 
leather, $23. 
Right: The open-toe 
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/ • 'A 
x-Students Tape Show 
niversity Problems 
JPSi 
f&r f r l ne r i  ifdup'Vf: 
University alumni, directing.^ 
questions toschool officiaisonj.v̂ Texas-Ex clubs, radio 
a number of important cam-''stations and the Longhorn 
pus issues, have participated Network will receive most of 
in a taped radio talk show to the tape copies. Slides also 
be released early next week, will be available." 
"The 30-minute tape recor- Alumni, including Gov. 
ding will be distributed Dolph Briscoe, newscommen-
throughout the state to a tator Walter Cronkite, 
number of places," Pat Kathryn Crosby, U.S. Sen. 
Maguire, producer of the Lloyd Bentsen, D-Tex., and 
program and Ex-Students' Dallas Cowboy Head coach 
munication, said Wednesday, questions relating to their par- , 
ticular interests, Universityf 








H HAPPY HOUR 6-8 P.M. DAILY 
^POOL - FOOSBALL - PINBALL - PIZZA 
THE FLAGON & 
TRENCHER 
2513 SAN ANTONIO 476-6795 
Fridays 4-8 $1.00 per Pitcher 
EASTER SUNDAY BENEFIT FOR 
SATTVA RESTAURANT 
Dance to the music of: ;'r'8K?K 
PLUM NELLY • LEA ANN & the BIZARROS I  
LAME BUNNY WINKING - BASILISK 
AND OTHERS 
SUNDAY, APRIL 14 METHODIST STUDENT CENTER 
2434 GUADALUPE 2-11 P.M. (DINNER AVAILABLE) 
.Landry inquired about the^ 
University's athletic program^ 
and its funding. Specifically, 
he asked where the |6 million 
allocated to build the new 
swimming complex came., 
from and whether the expen-' 
diture would hurt otherf 
University athletics. 1|| 
The panel of University of-i%> 
ficials answering questions in-
eluded Chancellor Charles " 
LeMaistre, President Stephen 
Spurr, Regent Frank Erwin, 
Ex-Students' Association 
Director Jack Maguire and 
Head Football Coach Darrell 
Royal. Cactus Pryor local 
humorist, served as 
moderator. 
''We think this program will 
be beneficial to not only the 
University and its graduates, 
but to the taxpayers of Texas 
who deserve to see how their 
money is being used," Mrs. 
Maguire said. 
Since the tapes have not yet 
been distributed, it is not 
known when Austin stations 






Ma1 rare • 
Artists 
mm. 
_ ;(-li —lnn M»l> HwH CNp Kawfmon 
Logunq Gloria employe Peggy Keeland pets her favorite sculpture. 
THE WORLD'S NUMBER ONE PLAYER IN THE 
WORLD'S MOST SPECTACULAR TENNIS ARENA 
and this time the WOMEN play, too. • 
ILIE NASTASE 
NANCY RICHEY GUNTER 
ROSEMARY CASALS 
and another WCT player 




Playing for the 
AUSTIN JUNIOR TENNIS BENEFIT 
Saturday April 20th 12 Noon 
'is. t at 
The Lakeway World of Tennis 
Sponsored by 
westwood Country Club 
The Courtyard 
University of Texas Men's Tennis Team 
University of Texas Women's Tennis Team 
The Lakeway World of Tennis 
General Admission 
Students 
VIP Reserved Seating 
Complete mail, order form 





All ticket profits go to citywide junior tennis development 
program and UT tennis teams 
Name • : Address ' 
City, state & zip Phone 
Please send me ticket(s)~for the AUSTIN JUNIOR TENNIS BENEFIT 
Enclosed is my check or money order for full amount of tickets desired in amount of 
Make check or money order payable to AUSTIN JUNIOR TENNIS BENEFIT and man to Lakeway World 
of Tennis, World of Tennis Square. Austin 78746. For additional ticket information, call.261-6000. 
By BRYAN BRUMLEY 
. Texan Staff Writer 
U.S. IH 27 may be extended 
to connect the Texas Panhan­
dle with Texas ports, via 
Austin. 
Under the Federal Highway 
Aid Act of 1973, the Texas 
State Highway Department 
may submit by October a 
feasibility study to the U.S. 
Department of Transportation' 
for consideration by Congress 
in January. 
The Planning and Research-
Division of the highway 
The Shrimp Harvest 
is easy to enjoy every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday noon and night at inflation-stopper prices. 
Generous servings of boiled Gulf shrimp on ice to peel 
and eat. Cocktail sauce and hushpuppies, too. 
BIG CATCH 3.50 HALF-CATCH 1.95 
Oyster Bar and Seafood Restaurant 
5011 Burnett Road at Hancock 451-8174 




department has conducted six 
public hearings preliminary to 
its report, with a seventh fore­
seen in Houston in May. 
Philip Wilson, engineer-
director of the division, said, 
"The purpose of the meetings 
is to determine .whether they 
think it (IH27) should be ex­
tended, where it should be ex­
tended and the feasibility of 
extension." 
Wilson said that of 11 routes 
thus far proposed^ only one 
would pass through Austin. 
Hearings have been held in 
Lubbock, Lamesa, Snyder, 
Big Spring, Abilene and San 
Angelo, all towns desirous of 
the route: 
John Gray of the Austin 
Chamber of Commerce, 
Homer Reed, Austin deputy 
city manager, and Johnny 
Voudouris,. county com­
missioner of Precinct 3, 
testified in Abilene in favor of 
carrying the route through 
Austin. 
Gray saldp^Dur "route will 
require more construction but 
will provide more direct con­
nection from Lubbock to 
Houston. 
We feel there is "a much 
greater traffic need through 
Austin." : 
Statues 
An exhibit by the Texas -
Society of Sculptors is on dis­
play this :week at Laguna 
Gloria Art Museum in con­
junction with "Sculpture, 
Third Dimension Week" 
declared by .Gov. Dolph 
"This Is an annual statewide ' 
exhibit to create a greater 
public appreciation of cultural 
art," Ms. Mary Nell Carlson, 
Brisfeoe's assistant press 
secretary, said Wednesday. 
The exhibition consists of 
different media such as car­
vings in a variety of stone and 
woods, as well as bronzes, 
metal sculpture, aluminum 
and cast aluminum. The 
styles vary from realistic to 
abstract. 
The exhibition, featuring 
works never previously shown 
in Austin, represents the ef­
forts of professional sculptors 
f rom Aus t i n ,  Da l l a s ,  
Ga lves ton ,  Hun t sv i l l e ,  
Odessa, Port Arthur, San An­




By Zodiac News Service 
The Eugenics Board of 
North Carolina has admitted 
t ha t  i t  o rde red  t he  
sterilizations of 1,620 persons 
between 1960 and 1968. :g 
The board, in response to-a" 
suit filed by the ACLU, stated 
that almost all of the group 
were black women, and more 





Mexican Beer Night - 50® 
Special Spaghetti Dinner - $2.00 
Vi price to first 10 people 
TO7 Bee Caves Rd. 327-9016 
^ 
Committee Interviews 
Mandatory Orientation Session and 




Ideas and Issues 
Mexican-American Culture 
Thursday, April 11 
4:30 or 7:00 p.m. 




Union Communications . 
UT Interaction 
Committee Interviews 
Will be Held the 
Week of April 15 
SPEHDYOIIR MONEY OH 
THE JOWN.NOT THE HOTEL. 
At the Hotel Riverside we deal in basics. For a paltry $4 a night well' 
give you a room with bed and basin. Your bath being men footsteps 
down the had. Make it $8 and well put you in a room with bath. With 
or without, you're in a building with a Luby's Cafeteria and El Poco 
Loco - one of the River's Kvelier nightspots. All right in the heart of 
San Antonio's beautiful Paseo del Rio. 
Make your reservations for a weekend. Or a week. At the hotel that 
figures you get more for yo}ir money 
when you're awake. Than when 
you're asleep. 
»••••••••••*» ******** *••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.*• 
2 l_^ , * 
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} 
f 
f l O H I  
The River's Only Budget Hotel 
Comer of 
Presa & College 
on the San 
Antonio River. 
f m 
... and you win BIG when you. advertise in 
ROUND-lIP EDITION 
-THE DAILY 
• • ' *< % - / < < _ 
coming FRIDAY, APRIL 19, 1974 
• 36,500 circulation • Over 90% readership 
The ROUND-UP EDITION is always a winner ... and your ad should be 
right in there ... to capture the University and Austin'markets, plus the 
many out-of-towners that will be here to see the fun and games of the 
carnival, dance marathon, parade and other BIG events taking place. 
• Mass appeal to entire Austin market! 
471-1865 CALL i f t #  - 0 0 »  :  TODAY | 
and reserve your advertising space in this ROUND-UP * 
EDITION — one of the largest Texan's of the entire year! J 
."V-C.'.f. .'.11. , 
Musical Events Committee presents 
Patio Dinner with 
ZILKER SUNDAY 
and Chicken Fried Steak. Cole S/aw, Mashed 
Potatoes 
All for 80* 
Tonight 5-7 p-,m. Union Patio 
UT Interaction Committee 
, will present 
an informal reception/discussion with 
'Jacques Barzun 
Former Provost of Columbia 
University ^ 
Sign Up 
Union Rm. 342 
Friday, April 12 
IKK) p.m. . 
4  ?  > ,  
Its Sofon Letters Illegal? 
W^MWrnmrnWimiI§f*» 
u - ' -
^ l;By DEBORAH GILPIN 
{.'v and - • 
PATSY LOCHBAUM 
" 'p>\ The legality of providing 
j ^free newspaper space for of-
; . fice holders running for re-
_w - reelection is being reviewed by 
• ^an attorney general's opinion 
,, M:? committee formed last week 
; after State Rep. Ed Harris, D-
> " Galveston, asked for a ruling 
on the matter. 
, The news media has been in­
vited to give opinions regar­
ding the issue and David M.' 
t Kendall, chairperson of the 
committee, said a ruling 
would be delivered "within 
the next few weeks" after 
consideration of media con­
tributions. 
"Running letters from con­
gressmen has been a practice 
for years, because 
Washington was so far from 
the people, " said Sam Wood, 
editor of the Austin American 
r Policy Peruse 
"Our paper run's columns by 
"Jake" Pickle. John 
Tower and Lloyd Bentsen as a 
service to the people" he add­
ed. -
"THIS is a question of 
priority. The office, not the 
man or woman holding the of­
fice is the important thing 
here. If it comes to the point 
that we must give equal space 
to all candidates opposing the 
iwupibent, we most likely 
won't run any free columns " 
Wood said. * r - * 
Michael Eakin, editor of 
The Daily Texan, questioned 
the power of the government 
to "tell a paper who to give 
space to , 
"Better reporting' on the 
role the incumbents play in 
their positions might tell the 
story better than an open 
letter. If they wanted to buy 
space for an open letter that 
Til $0-
'HI 
 ̂  ̂J, R V 
V" <•>„ \ j |  
... 
would be fine. When we en­
dorse, or criticize candidates 
we give room for rebuttal," 
Eakin said. f \ . • -
BOB THOMPSON,assistant 
to the president of a local 
television station, said, "Any 
responsible newspaper will 
provide as much coverage on 
political, campaigns as possi­
ble. The editor must make 
good-faith judgments and be 
open to the feedback of the 
readers." 
Requiring publication of all 
candidates' platforms would 
defeat the purpose of the 
newspaper, Thompson added. 
"The platforms, if handled 
this way, would probably be 
read by only ,5 percent o£ the 
•.readers." n ^ 
John Yemma, 'managing-
editor of The Texan, said, 
"Reporters are to report the 
news. The newspaper is not in-




Gonorrhea cases increased 
by 12 to 15 percent in Texas 
last year, including a 26 per­
cent increase in the age group 
10-14, the'S'tate Health Depart­
ment reported Wednesday. : 
:> However, the Student 
Health Center has not ex­
perienced an increase in VD 
cases, Dr. Paul C. Trickett, 
director, said Wednesday. 
Last, year, 64,210 cases of 
gonorrhea and 5,354 cases of 
syphilis were reported in Tex­
as. 
The health center is more 
aware..of the problem than in 
the last few years, and has 
some advertising programs to' 
inform the students of the 
dangers of VD, Trickett -said. 
Even though there has been 
n<* increase in VD cases in 
general, there has been an in­
crease of VD among women 
at the University. 
"Even today, despite the 
advances being made in bring­
ing out the true facts on VD, 
there still is a 'hush-hush' at­
titude about veneral disease," 
a State Health Department 
spokesman said. 
"The first sign of syphilis, a 
sore called a chancre, usually 
appears where the germ 
enters the body, usually from 
10 to 90 days after contact. 
The painless sore may go 
away, but the disease doesn't. 
"A rash, sore throat or fall­
ing hair may appear from two 
to six weeks after the sore dis­
appears. Again, if the disease 
isn't treated, the symptoms 
may disappear and the dis­
ease will lie hidden, striking 
some vital organ such as the 
heart, brain or spinal cord in 
later years." 
While gonorrhea isn't con­
sidered as lethal as syphilis, it 
is more widespread and 
harder to control. -~ 
The incubation stage is 
shorter, and first signs of in­
fection usually appear within 
^hree to five days. 
"Infected persons may ex-' 
perience a buroing sensatLon-
while urinating, haVfe a dis­
charge from the sex organ or 
have abdominal pain. Males 
normally are acCitely aware of 
these symptoms, but in 
women the symptoms may 
not appear or may be ig­
nored," the department 
spokesman said. 
April is being observed as 
"VD Awareness Month," and 
information about the disease' 




Tha student*' attorneys, Frank 
Ivy and Ann Bower, ar« 
available by appointment from 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday 
through Friday in Union 
Building 301. Telephone 471-
7142. The student*' attorney* 
will handle landlord-tenant, 
consumer protection, employe*' 
right*, taxation and insurance 
cate*. Criminal case* and 
dome*tic problems by appoint-
ment only. 
Thank Heaven 












BILLY JOE SHAVER 
and JIM RITCHEY 
Open for Lunch 11:30 
2 for 1 Mixed Drinks till 6:00 
38th and IH 35 452-2306 
TONIGHT THRU SATURDAY 
AND 
* BILLY C 
Adv. Tickets at Inner Sapctum & Discount Records 
—TONIGHT— J 
HAPPY HOUR PRICES 
ALL NIGHT! 
30' Mag $1.40 Pitcher 75' Highball 
—UVfl— 
.MARIAH 




4613 $o. Congress 
fhonm 444*9114 




OPtN 10 o.m. »•' 6 pirn. 
"GIFTS THA T INCREASE 









$A ttrg from'Z,45 up 









Zilker Surf day 
•Vv,( > y 
^ fc 
: and Chicken Fried Steaks ̂  * 
Cole Stow. , and 
>1* x f V 
f V 
5-7 p.m;!' 







fices and organizations 
recently . have instigated 
some type of recycling 
program. 
The Texas Union has 
be-gun recycl ing 
newspapers, magazines 
and other paper in offices 
housed in  the  Union 
Building. Most of the 
Union's staff offices and 
student activities, Student 
Government and students' 
attorney's offices are par­
ticipating in the project. 
Each off ice  puts  
newspapers and other 
types of paper into marked 
boxes which are emptied 
by the Union maintenance 
crew and taken to a recycl­
ing corporation weekly by 
a student. 
The University Housing 
and Food Service offices 
help by providing storage 
places  for  recycled 
newspapers ,  cans  and 
bottles, Bobby G. Cook, 
Univers i ty  business  
manager, said Wednesday. 
One such station, es­
pecia l ly  for  marr ied  
students, is at Lake Austin 
Blvd. and Red Bud Trail 
This station is designated 
as a Daily Texan recycling 
station. 
Other Texan stations are 
at 24th and Seton, 8100 
Burnet Road and 1800 S. 
Lakeshore Blvd. 
HEW Study 
By ANNE MARIE KILDAY 
^Employment  of  non-
1 academic and staff personnel 
will be the focus of a five-' 
member investigative team 
from the Department of 
Heal th ,  Educat ion and 
Welfare (HEW), which will 
make its third visit to the 
University April 22. 
The HEW investigative-
" tfeam is returning to continue 
an investigation of the Univer­
sity's Affirmative Action 
Program^, H>e probe began 
Feb. 25. % , 
The HEW study tems from 
three charges of discrimina­
t ion f i led  independent ly  
against the University last fall 
by Student Goernment Presi­
dent  Sandy Kress ,  the  
Legislative Black Caucus and 
the GI Forum, a chicano 
organization. 
y AMENDMENTS to the 1964 
'Civil Rights Act require an in­
vestigation when the federal 
government receives a formal 
complaint against a recipient 
of federal funds. 
.The Affirmative Action 
Program,  des igned to  
eliminate discrimination by 
race or sex in enrollment and 
employment, was approved 
by HEW last July. 
In February and March, the 
HEW team visited the Univer­
sity to determine the im­
plementa t ion of  the  Aff i r -
, matiye . Action Program in 
aji-.yaV'J-s>: 
-HSSSS 
lhat our report Will be com­
pleted and given to Dr. Spurt-
about a month after the in­
vestigation," Ms. Williams 
Said, f,yfo§|!yill 
EVKH1 ONE ADMITTED FREE T0NIT 
TOO SMOOTH 
NO COVER MONOAY-THURSDAY 
OPEN 8 p.m. 10th/Lamar 477.3783 
areas of minority enrollment f graduate School admissions have a direct line (471-1293),^ 
and faculty employment. . ."-Requirements, facultyr^ishe said. „• " 
THE FEBRUARY in- ;promotions ait(l hiring prac-v; Whenthefederal teameom-
^vestigation dealt with policies <tices. , 11 1 pletes its probe, it will submit 
of the University concerning .^ Law Dean Page Keetonv>-'a report to University Pres^l 
minorities in areas such as ad+^Wayne Danielson, dean of the' Sdeiu Stephen H, Spurrl^ 
missions, financial., aid,, ̂ 'School of Communication, and Failure to correct any di#iW 
recruitment, student services," ) -A.R. Schank, acting dean of criminatory practices could 
housing,-employment and v^he College of Natural .result in termination of $12 
athletics. /^Sciences were among those million in HEW funds the 
-The team heard from' Questioned, ^ i^University receives annuallj^? 
Ronald Brown, vice-president'V Sandra WilliamS; head of "A very optimistic guess ir41 
for student affairs and acting,/ the HEW investigative teamv 
director of Student Financial said Wednesday the team will 
Aids, David Hershey, director- rastay in April about a week. 
of admissions and records We will be located in thfe 
James Duncan, dean oh^pMain Building 206, and will 
students and Robert Cooke, 
director of housing, about 
University operations and i 
monitoring to assure equal op^s^ 
portunity for minori0fe" 
'''!^tirdents. 
JOHN WARFIELD, direc­
tor of Ethnic Studies, metlv 
with the team then and ex­
pressed concern over the < 
University's lack of action ii\;,^ 
regard to minority enrollmenr3^ 
and. recruitment. 
. Minority student grade 
j appeals and access to campus 
organizations such as the band 
and athletic programs have 
been discussed by Rodolpho 
Garza and Edward Nail, coor­
dinators of Ethnic Student 
Services, with the team. 
WHEN THE team returned. 
in March, deans and departs 
ment heads were questioned 
about policies regarding 
Oddgmakeni have prifeted Jim Sud 
and Bob Frachtman 3.1 favoritea 
-oyer the4)illin brothtfa in repeat 
a* champions of the 38th annual 
C h u c k  T a y l o r  M e m o r i a l  
Challenge Cup al lhc Intramural 




WEST SIDE TAP : 
MIXED DRINKS' 
24th and RIO GRANDE 
Arts and Theatre Committee 
Tonight! 
T0PHAT 
starring Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, 
Edward Everett Horton 
Music by Irving Berlin 
One of the fastest-moving and most popular of the Astaire-
Rogers series of musical comedies. The story, which is set 
in Venice, Italy, centers, around the effort of an American 
dancer to gain the attentions of a pretty society girl. Irving 
Berlin's top hits "Cheek to Cheek" and "The Piccolino" are 
included in the score. 
7 and 9 p.m. — 
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"... Lin* of Demarcation is c/wly the work of a 
master: the craftsmanship is unfailing, the touch con­
sistently sure ... every camera movement every set­
ups every grouping. is there to express something..." 
—Robin Wood, Claude Chabrol 
^ 
' French dialogue; 
> ;tv " ; English subtitles 
— "Our Agent Tiger, "originatty scheduled for tonight 
i: was not'available, and has been cancelled ~ 
v 
7 and 9 p.m. 
Jester Auditoriui 
Admission $1 
A Swwt» of the Oepttment oi 




O CMnfltM King Cwtun. trndlcM. IK. MI flfhtk mm 
•An Outrageous Animated Anthology of Works by Max Fleischer 
and Including: 
I CAB WUMt and MS ORCHESTRA 
I RnA RlO ani HER ORCHESTRA 
• JAMES CAONEYiiFOOTUflHT PARADE 
• WftL R06ERS «t THE AUDIENCE 
• AL JOLSOTTHMAIMY 
| FRIDAY, SATURDAY 7:30-9:20-11:00 
S April 12-13 r . Burdine Aud. $1.00 
Student Gov't 
THE WORLD FAMOUS ZITHER PLATERS I 
THE KUFUIABLE RUBBER SUIT n i 
ZACHHHH-THE HUMAN CANNONRA^I 
WOLFMAN and LAURIE BEC00L • 
THE BW8HTEST TEETH IN T« EAST 






By MARK OSWALD widely known as the author of 
Texan Staff Writer "The City of New Orleans,"A 
• "Some Texas hides here iii&fArlo Guthrie's hit). J^ 
my heart," sang Jimmy^if- TUESDAY NIGHT'S per-
Buffett at Cattle'Creek duringllfiformance had Buffett plowing 
his opening show Tuesday|||_niuch of the. same ground; 
night .  A nat ive 'of  Mobile,  " ' forked - by Goodman and 
Ala., Buffet's music indeed Prine — simple storytelling 
;shows a likeness to the¥?|over -familiar melodies, lln-t, 
nouveau country sounds'*- fortunately, Buffett's tales 
dominating music in Austin usually don't measure up to 
";vjtnd around the state. • "^'Goodman's renditions of 
.i Buffett, who now lives in M Americana or the melancholy 
Key West^.Fla., has "hung 
out" and written with some of 
^'progressive" country and 
western's finer talents, like. 
Jerry Jeff Walker, John prine 
and Steve Goodman (most 
chai-acter portrayals of Prine.' 
Humor seems to be 
Buffett's prime medium. His 
tunes use the usual new coun-
' try themes — drinking, travel­







Cinema •j - ? ¥4 
SEE THE WORLD'S LARGEST 
PAINTING OF "THE -
THREE MUSKETEERS" Hi 
ss; 



















he can spark la laugh or com£;-i;werfe talking to 'this , old lady 
up with a touching lineyffjand eventually started writing 
there's not much new or out or 'Railroad Lady.' I finished it 
the ordi|»ra^„,B»f^em cowboy, .. up later," Buffett recalled; 
Veiii^i#^tefi^^^pl^St^eSswg;' was recorded two 
Occasionally," though, weeks ago by Merle Haggard 
Buffett gets off some notable „ for an upcoming album and 
will also be out shortly as a 
single by Lefty Frizell. '' • : 
Buffet t  has wri t ten a  
number of songs with Good­
man for  his  next  album 
< Goodman also did most of 
the guitar work on Buffett's 
album "A White Sportcoat 
and a Pink Crustacean"). One 
of their compositions, an ode 
to Monty Hall called "Let's 
Make a Deal or My Whole 
World Is Waiting Behind Door 
Number Three," is hilarious. 
tunes.-."Life is Just a Tire 
Wing" is a great ups-and-* 
downs story of how Buffett's 
childhood plaything-returns to 
hang over him as he lies 
moaning after  drunkenly 
smashing his car into a tree,3 
Buffett and Walker co-
wrote "Railroad Lady," a 
ride-the-rails ballad. "Me and 
Jerry Jeff were on train from 
Nashvile to New Orleans and 
got drunk, started rolling 
around,*' Buffett said. "We 
On the Waltons, Widow Ver-
die Grant enlists the aid of 
John-Boy to help her persuade 
an itinerant fruit picker to set-
. tie down and marry her. This 
presents quite a task for John-. 
Boy because the man seems to 
be attracted principally to 
Verdie's home cqoking. To 
find whether the widow 
remarries, see the program at 




24 I Dream of Jeannie 
7 p.m. • 
7 The Waltons 
» The Advocates > . 
' r ' 24 Chopper One 
36 Flip Wilson 
7i30 p.m. . 
24 Flrehouse 
• p.m. • 
' ; 7 Movie: "The Cable Car Murder" 
J ' 9 Evening With Champions 
24 Kong Fu ;",,V 'V 
36 Ironside 
•9 p.m. 
• 9 A Tribute to Casals " 
: 24 The Streets of San Francisco 
,36 Music Country USA 
10 p.m. j 
7. 24, 36 News 
9 Book Beat 
10:30. p.m. 
7 .Movie: "Twilight of Honor" 
9 Nova 
24 ABC Wide World of Entertain-
• -.ment • v-'V . • - ' -i 
'36 Tonight Show 
A sample: 
' "I don't want what Jay's got 
on his table 
rOr the Box Carol Merrill's 
pointing to on the floor, 
I'll hang on just as long as JL , 
am able '1^ 
. TitPi; can unlock that magic ' 
BUFFETT'S MUSIC, |  
whatever it may be, is in any 
case becoming popular. "Livtv , 
ing and Dying in 3/4 Time," • • 
his latest album, stayed on the 
charts seven weeks, outscor-
ing most of his "progressive" : 
C&W friends. ' 
Buffett also will soon be 
scoring a major motion pic­
ture. Director Frank Perry 
("Diary of a  Mad 
Ho usewife,"  "L ast  
Summer") is making a new 
movie, "Rancho Delux," 
starring Jeff Bridges and Slim 
Pickens, and Buffett will 
write songs for the film, 
which he describes as a 
"modern Western." -
® INTERSTATE THEATRES 
$1.00 til 3:00 p.m. 
2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00 P A R A M O U N T ^ ,  
•  :  i  r n A v F N M f  
TkOfctftOfi tempoAy ptfaH 
6en»HocfenkM« 
Comwsahon 
Wnnen. Produced A Ovectcd by 
Brands Ford Coppola 
Color by TECHNICOLOR -
A nntMin 
S T A T  E $1.00 til 3- p.m. 
2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00 
ELLIOTT KASTNER presents A ROBERT ALTMAN Film • 
ELLIOTT GOULD, 
THE LONG GOODBYE' 
C STARTS TOMORROW O 
Three boys wanted to be like their hero, Harry Spikes. 
They got their wish. 
Soon they were worth 
afortune. 






Village Cinema Four 
rnin w qflBTO ''mft 
THE! NO PASSES 
PA mm uueiru ri HftllTflN HFITflN 




CO ME TO THE CINEMA 
AND REGISTER TO WIN 
A SUPER-SIZED STUFFED 
DOG 




SIEVE Dusm IKBH1SI 
mcqira HOHmn (UNBiTlKOFESCAH! 
.iiRAiw.wi.scwntiite, 1:10-3:50-4:30-9:20 
PBHUjn PG >1.00 HI 5 MOH.-THURS 
PG 
HaflMm 
_ THIS TIME THI BUUIJS AM 




$1.00 HI 5 M0N.-THURS 
MIDNITE MOVIES IVIKT FRIDAY SATURDAY 25 
Motorcycle Thrills and Spills 
"ON ANY SUNDAY" 
Wk THE MIR1SCH CORPORATION presents^H 
Lee Marvin Gary Grimes 
Ron Howard • Charlie Martin Smith 
___ as 
9L.The Spikes Gang' H 
AWUmMIMSCH-IUCiiAimiUISCiiERPRxlKllaai 
hi AMOdMkpwtlklKVING ItAVETCH 
Saeeaphgr by IRVING RAVCTCH and HAJUUET FRANKJH ' 
Marie by FREDKARLIN • Prodnccd by WALTER MOUSCH 
ami Ptocted by RICHARD FLEISCHER liratad 
 ̂̂  ftcitwta 
VARSITY ,  
: I; »*• i Pf STREf T 
$1.00 til 3:00 p.m 
2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00 
STARRING SCAN CONNERY... 
BEYOND 1984, BEYOND 200! 
BEYOND LOVE, BEYOND DEATH 
A RICH, EXCITING FILM... 
Buffett Will be. at Castle 
Creek through Saturday. Fans 
of the..new country music, , 
ready^i'i for  another 
downhoitiish troubadour, may 
enjoy Buffett's variations on 
the urban country theme. -
Tickets are available at Inner 
Sanctum and^ Discount  ^ 




r  J- ;  
. • - • • • 
• Next Tuesday Castle Creek 
will be the site of a benefit 
concert for the sister of Ernie 
Gammage, bass player with 
the Austin group Plum Nelly. 
Gammage's sister is suffering 
from a serious illness, and the 
show's proceeds wil l  go 
towards a needed operation-
Plum Nelly will perform, as 
well as whoever else the, 
benefit's organizers can get 
on the bill by Tuesday. "The 
entire door and a good percen­
tage of the bar will all go 
towards the operation," a 
spokesman for Castle Creek 
said. 
m 
(Editors -NotaP"Danfon and Dawn Spiv»y, 
who prepared I hi* column, are local utroloaora ( 
•poctallxlng in natal charts, personal Intor-
' viowt, analysis and astrology dassos.) 
ARIISi You are the analyst of other 
people's troubles today. Don't ex­
clude yourself. 
TAURUS: Your respect and desire for 
culture Is intensified. Share your 
knowledge. 
OCMINlr Don't be in too much of a hurry. 
You might miss something impor­
tant,. 
CANCER; You get from one place or idea 
to another. Basic principles come to 
the fore. 
UO; You may not enioy what you thought 
you wanted once you've obtained It. 
" Vmo6r DOTOH "W' cHanges'mSy"^"Srtii. * 
perhaps regarding partnerships. 
Stay in communication. 
UMA: A conservative aspect of your 
nature Influences your creative 
thinking and activities. 
SCORPIO: You will probably substitute 
- thought for action today. It's lust as 
well. 
SAOinAMUS: It could be you're on the 
wrong track. Don't let your quest 
-'—' -become a crusade. 
CAPRICORN There could be a need to 
"talk out" your emotions. Com­
municate with an obiective party. 
AQUARIUS:There are money-making 
ideas found7 through travel, the 
media, communication on several 
levels. 
piSceSiExpress your Ideas, perhaps 
~ Ihrmi^'wflflrig"dfTSeTivfojilTiitoicK 
activity Is Indicated. 
'Dance, Dance, Dance' 
Dance Program Slated 
The University Drama Major Series will-present "Dance, 
Dance, Dance" April 17 to 20 and April 22 to 27 irt the Drama 
Theatre Room. The program will consist of a classical comic 
ballet and the world premier performance of a contemporary 
dance drama based on the John Faustus story. 
The ballet, "La Fille Mai Gardee," features choreography by 
Igor Youskevitch and music by Peter Ludwig Hertel. Cast 
members include Jess Walters of the music faculty, Kevyn 
Jones, Denny Bernadoni, Whit Haworth, Michael White and 
Dennis Higgins. 
"The Magical Mystery of John Faustus, PhD," was created 
by Powell Shepherd of the drama faculty in collaboration with 
Jerry Willingham. 
The pi*oduction takes the form of a "space opera" performed 
by an intergalactic touring company which arrives on earth in a 
space ship. 
Tickets for "Dance, Dance, Dance" are available in the 
University Box Office in Hogg Auditorium from 10 a.m. to 6 
p.m. Monday "through Friday. Admission is $1.50 for students 








1930 EAST RIVERSIDE DRIVE 
I haverft had such a good time 
at a new movie in years." 
GWIEHMN 
jui quPMOj itun nvnoroo 
ML auunnmnu tnrnioo 
lun-inr-Hi '  




fc7S7 AIRPORT IIVO 
454-2711 
(ctyRAck 
\?,-»j i r w-/r»\ you crazy 
JONVOWHT 
"CONRACK" 
20th Cenlufy'̂ on ptesenis A MAftTIN RlTT/mVING RAVETCH PRODUCTION 
Aisosiamng PAUL WMFIELD^ HUME CRONYN 
Directed by MARTIN RITT produced by MARTIN RITT and HARRIET FRANK; JR 
Screenplay by IRVING RAVETCH & HARRIET FRANK. JR 
Based on the boolrThe Water is Wfefe'bv PAT CONROV Music JOHN WILLIAMS 
PA^AVISION* COLOR BY OELUXE* 
M 
IMtATOE* TODAY THRU MONDAY-
FEATURE 
AT 1:20-3.20-5:20-7:20-9:20 FOX TWIN 
12:30 Peter Dogdanovich, 












REDUCED PRICES Til 6:15 
TRANS TEXAS 
12200 Hancock Drive—453-6641 
The same producer ^ 
and the same proud, warm feeling that 
made "Sounder" last year's best-loved film 
where the lilies bloom 
_ TRANS • TEXAS 
w'Si'i 




( T. OPEN 7:15 FEA. 8:15 
$1.00 TIL SHOWTIME 
16400 Burnt Ro»d — 4656933 ~ ® 
Just a person*who protects children 
and other living things AT 8:15 & 12:15  ̂
BuarMOt 
| TECHNICOLOR® PLUS AT [CT| <38 
10:45 ONLY : 
1423 W. Sen White Blvd. ^-442 2333 




This time the bullets are 
hitting pretty close to home! 
OiitEastivood 
is Dirty Harry in 
VILLAGE - 12:40-3:00-5:20-7:40-10:00 
WITH $1.00 TIL 5 MON.-THURS 
S0UTHW00D 6:00-8:15 
WITH $1.00 til 6 MON.-SAT. 
EXCEPT HOLIDAYS 
2700 WEST ANDERSON LANE 
451-*352 














MON. THRU THURS. 
mcQUEEIK 









> ; OPEN 3:30 $1.00 til 6 p.«n, m 
Features 3:45 - 6:00 - $:15 
Haanum 
Force 
«sUB.' ALSO STARRING HAL HOIBROOK 
^IPG 
TRANS* TEXAS 
~1 Mwdthipt SI -47MW4 




• C.Oi.UM9tA»>iCTU«C S iNOMlNATED FOR 
iJACK NICHOLSON IO ACADEMY AWARDS 
THK HASF IMMTTP„^JNCLUDING_ 
igi I BEST ACTOR 
rmGA BOND 
_'l  tasl  S»»IH S t r t  472 
FEATURES: 6:35-8:10-9:45 
ONE WEEK ONLY! 
MARILYN MONROE • CANDY BARR 
^ IAND A HOST OF OTHERS IN 
"THE EROTIC FILM 
CIRC 
"jjiitifte the 'Best of the New York Erotic Film Fentival'.... the Ma­
jor it yo/pictum in (hit group are bath erotic and atnuning ... 
"The one to wait for, without a doubt, ii 'Apple'Knorkert and 
Coke\ a nhort nag film made around 1948 with a x'ery young> very 
ahject'looking Marilyn Monroe. She ti'alh in front of thtf camera, tilt 
down beneath a fake tree and commence* « >tow utrip-icate. later roll­
ing an apple up and down the famout torno and tipping a coke." 
Doria Mill*, Wmhinftton Star Nrwn 
J»age 12 Thursday/April 11, 1974 THE DAkLY TEXAN 
m 
M ;  
ifslfHie Sugariand Express,'* starring: 
£ Goldie Hawn; screenplay by Hal ~ 
| Barwood and Matthew Robbing; 




funny.A movie/ such as" "The Frencif*V^sHal featw'o^ &nd ftlatthefwlRbbljins, 
Connection'" showed the car crash as ' .fHtnore newcomers, wrote the script 
an end in itself; ^The Sugariand,Ex- ' * . from a true incident that took place in 
« — *— **-• J " Texas in 1969. A young woman named. 
M 
m i-
press ' goes so. 
reversal itself. 
far-Jthat the trend' 
1'"-Ltlk'lBy SPlEfe;; && 'h^TEVE SPIELBERG, directing his 
Nervous speed is used to highly -:, first feature at 26, has the peculiar film 
entertaining effect in The Sugariand-,,- gift of humanizing objects, especially 
Express. The responses the movio; <*? cars, and he has a way of expressing a 
works for are the primitive ones of caf|^ love of pop culture that is ambiguously 
• crashes and comic bluster, yet it has * comic. He loves destroying property as 
so appealingly acted and directed - a surrogate for destroying people—it's 
that a frightening, comic stylization is^ humanism by default. 
\ achieved. \ 
Bullets whiz and cars smash without -
: Lou Jean (Goldie Hawn) in the movie, 
persuades her husband (William Ather-
;ion) to break from prison while 
va waiting release, to prevent .their child 
hysfferla mood'6f'''fl/nttie Conquering 
Hero," but perhaps not even Sturges 
could have done this ending. Although 
the movie carries over the Sturges 
style of humorously exaggerating 
every action slightly so that it has an 
unequal and uncalled-for reaction, it 
^ remains true to its view of pop cult^e 
J confusion leading to disaster. This may be a commercial-mini''" from being adopted by a family in ^Sugariand. 
it1 's1 EN ROUTE, they take a patrolman movie, but it isn't a dishonest one. If^.the chase. 
r*><Michael Sacks) hostage, and as they you go too fast, get too tensed up, , Atherton, 
travel across the state, what looks like something has to give. rsj hasn't mucl 
Mpffi 
^V»|P * _ ' *> 
betweefl people 
in wide-open Texas spaceS and bravura 
color effects, but none of Jit is foircedor 
clicked — it's all there to beam using, 
and none of the technical ye^jiutyjs 
meant to be serious.^ )'& 
Only the characterise; ahld tfiey t'oo 
are amusing, even if the script goes by • 
the hoard. Least is Ben JVinson, as his 
usual self in the role of the captain of 
derstands histwo captors, but never 
^ally giving in to them. 
s^g; 
as Lou Jean's. husband, 
h originality, but he is con-
If there is any justice, this film will 
finally end the obligatory car chase in 
recent" movies, because "The 
Sugariand Express" is one long 
cavalcade Of cars, choreographed to 
the point where they become abstractly 
atiyone being scratched, at least until 
the end, when Spielberg has to become 
serious. But he prepares the audience 
for the finale., F^or such a quick­
tempered movie, bloodshed is kept at 
the absolute minimum 
MISS HAWN is another surprise. Hei1, 
self-consciously dumb act has been on-
and-off funny in the past, but she never 
gave signs of being able to play a . 
character. Here, both more assured 
and more deranged, she is the am­
bitious housewife in extremis, a sly 
woman who knows how to get what she • 
wants, yet impressed by the crowds 
and the marching bands and immersing 
herself in trading stamps (the ubi­
quitous "Texas'Gold? stamps)^: 
•50!/ 
. every police car in Texas tags along, To be entertaining it helps to be$l|vincing as a perenially henpecked vic^,,. 
joined by crowds cheering the outlaws, ^ .f without guile, pretension or condescends^ tim of circumstance, ' 
— and the press. The whole thing sion. So far, Spielberg is not onlyfH Sacks, the gawking hero o|^'% me ena. a title informs us that the 
begins to look hopeless, and sure '' without these, but he has his own sensef#;' "Slaughterhouse-Five," is unexpected-4?-^ '-Vteal Lou Jean regained custody of her 
enough, in the movie as in life, the ; / of rhythrii, movement and composition.-^ ly good as the captured patrolmaniJV' child and is now living peacefully It's 
story ends semi-tragically. , t HE AND cinematograipher Vilmo^i maddeningly polite and affable iri besl^ believable. She probably had enough 
Isiemond eo in for wild ancles, trickv Texas tradition, a. well hrmipht-iinp^ pwitamont tnr * ~t» _;J_ Most of the movie could have been ,• Z ig g g ky,^  b ought-up5' 
made by Preston Sturges in the near- } \capework in the cutting, strange back^| young man having fun because he un-
Varied Poets To Entertain 
By VIRGINIA TIMMONS 
Texan Staff Writer 
Poets from five of the seven 
continents will read their 
works at the University's 
fourth International Poetry 
Festival sponsored by the 
College of Humanities and the 
School of Communication at 8 
p.m. Thursday in the Com­
munication Building (CMA) 
Auditorium. Admission will 
be open to the public free of 
charge. 
The nine selected poets will 
read in their native languages 
while an English translation 
will , be projected 
simultaneously. 
Dr. Christopher Middleton, 
acting chairman of the 
Department of Comparative 
Studies, and professor of Ger­
manic languages who invited 
the poets, based the ̂ election 
on how good they were, not on 
how well-known they may be. 
"We didn't want any well-
known poets; we wanted good 
poets, When you get well-
known people that's publicity 
— that's not poetry,'' he said. 
"ACTUALLY, some of the 
poets are quite well-known 
and celebrated, but they don't 
make headlines.. They are 
young and doing their best 
work now; they aren't ia 
history books ... yet," he con­
tinued.. 
"We wanted to have a wide 
range of ethnic backgrounds 
represented for the festival," 
he said. i 
Middleton, who worked with 
Dr. Beverly Whitaker, 
professor of speech com­
munication, her two as-
assistants, Elizabeth Bell and 
Roddy Austin and David 
Wevill, associate English 
professor, have invited poets 
from all> over the world. 
READING THURSDAY 
Apart," '''No Longer at 
Ease," "A Man of the 
Pe'ople" and "Arrow of 
Gold," writes poems concer­
ning contemporary, African 
life. They are reflective 
poems with painful compas­
sion for suffering people and 
scenes dealing with the tragic 
Biafra war. Achebe also edits 
"Okike," a journal of new 
African writing and criticism. 
GONZALEZ IS NOW an 
Austin resident ,who is a 
visiting professor in -the 
University Department of 
"Spanisfi-Poftuguese. His ex­
plicit themes concern social, 
political and public problems. 
- Brinkmann, a writer of 
aleatory poetry, considers 
himself as an "antipoet." His 
work contradicts all the 
riight will be Chinua Achebe of . values of conventional poems 
Nigeria, Angel Gonzalez of as he creates a - text-made. 
quotations irom pop songs?.:-? 
AI, WHO has a multi-folded 
heritage, writes caustic, 
straightforward > poems in­
volving extreme human con­
ditions, rather, than pleasant 
or favorable subject matters. 
One explores a woman ; 
masturbating, while another 
concerns a midwife having a 
child. Ai writes, "All you see 
in my work is the Southwest 
and the influence of many. 
cultures and experiences.". 
J Friday's program, also 
beginning at 8 p.m., includes 
James* Welch of the United 
States. Valerii Valaoritis of 
Greece, France, and the 
United States, Russell Edson. 
of the United States and Ana 
Blandiana of Rumania. 
Readings at each session 
musical selections will be 
played. 
: I; Many of the authors' books 
' will be on display and can be, • 
'purchased locally.-
• GULF STATES DRIVE-IN V 
Show town USA 
JUST OFF EAST RIVERSIDE ORIVE 
kMwy1»3*C^^ 
Soiuhsidt 
710 E. Bw WhlW444-2296A 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 7:30 
SHOW STARTS DUSK 
WHO Ml SURVIVE? 
.8WMIP BEHMD-HB1 AHEAD! 
excitement for a lifetime after her ride 
on "The Sugariand Express." 
• »»»»»» •• » » • »»< 
444-3222 
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"A RtCH*ROD.ZANUCK/OW» WKWH PR£5ENTAI)ON.i 
•J* 
Spain, Rolf Dieter Brinkmann 
of the German Federal 
Republic, and Ai of the United 
States. 
Achebe, a novelist whose 
credits include "Things Fall 
from disconnective and ran-' 
dom compositions. His 
poems, which are "free non-
referential poetry," (meaning 
they don't refer to anything 





A wide-angle image of life 
more revealing than life 
itself, Mr. Eustache is doing 
what he wants, and that 
accounts for the beauty of 
this absolutely marvelous 
Marathon of a film!"——— 
—Norma McLam Stoop jjalBglEBfflS 
After Dark 
"EXCEPTIONAL jjj5$ 
ORIGINALITY. THE FILNf™ 
ACHIEVES A FRANKNESS 
AND FRESHNESS RARELY 
FOUND ON SCREEN. 
The torrent of talk is jgHg 
unceasingly fascinatingH 
The acting is superb. Thp 
movie is well worth a visit 
— Frances  Her r i r i ge ,  N  Y  t  
"POSSIBLY THE MOST 
IMPORTANT FILM OF 1973!" 
- J.iiiit'b Monaco. 
in The Now York 
"EXTRAORDINARY^^ 
"UNIQUE!" 
t- ri v O'^l " N Y tiaiiv Nnwsi™ 





MASTERPIECE. A GREAT 
FILM. Its stars are 
electrifying. You must find 
the time to see it or miss 
out on ONE OF THE 
IMPORTANT CULTURAL 





^ An intense, intelligent, 
Innovative and stunningly 
impressive work. ONE OF 
THE MOST IMPORTANT 
FILMS OF THE YEAR!" 
—Crawdaddy ii . 
"Jean Eustache shows the 
influences not only of 
St Bertolucci and Rohmer 
i:~- but also of Godard and 
Warhol in a work that is 
nevertheless very much his 
own. There's a stark 
mc beauty and honesty. His 
Mi' leading players are 
f'/- impeccable in their 
revelation of self!" 
—Judith Crist, 
New York Magazine 
i"A Classic1 
—WH "A CLASSIC OF 
• SEXUAL INTIMACY! 
|Hrhe script is so rich that it 
Hj pushes the movie even 
jHdeeper than 'Last Tango'. 
|||j A long, funny and finally 
• frightening glide into the 
Hmarrow of modern sexual 
• feelings. Many people, 
• especially young people 
|S| deserve to see a movie 
HI that cuts to the quick of 
Bk^H|human emotion!" 
tiiiMii —David r:IItot. 
Chicago Daily News 
"AN INTELLIGENT, FUNNY, 
DEMANDING WORK BY 
IAN EXCELLENT 
FILMMAKER. The talk is 
marvelous — extravagant, 
ironic, witty. Francoise 
Lebrun provides the richest 
and most beautiful 
tperformance. But neither 
Bernadette Lafont nor 
Jean-Pierre Leaud have 
ever been better!" 
•Roger Greenspun, Penthouse 
"AN IMPORTANT, NEW 
^CONTROVERSIAL WORK. 
I found it fascinating!" 
—Will iam Wolf,  Cue Magazine™ 
ED'SON, whose poems areN 
like tiny stories or parables, 
has strange, frightening and 
even funny events take place. 
, Valaoritis regards himself 
as a Greek surrealist and has 
edited a Greiek avant-garde 
literary magazine in Athens. 
Readings by all the poets 
will be at 3 p.m. Saturday in 
the CMA Auditorium. Also, 
during intervals between the 
l$1.50 til 6 p.m; v: 
"M HELD OVER * " 
»;FIA. 2-4-6-8-10 
PlfKH aiMMD AM UCXI 
. . all it takes is a Iitfle^onfi3eince. 
Wfitlen by DAVID S. VW\RD • o,.«•>«< s., GEORGE ROY HILL 
MARVIN riAMllSdil • ProaiK*ii)»TONY BILL and MICHAEL & JULIA PHILLIPS Mu*cAa,8"db' 
TECHNCtXOR* A UNIVERSAL PICTURE 
ruausvtiv ON MCA scco*» AHD tw 
BUTCH CASSIDY AHD 
THE SUNDANCE KID" 
HELD OVER $1.00 til 6 
FEA. 2:40-5:00 7:25-9:50 
HDPDiurnii 
Color by TECHNICOLOR' A Paramount Release 
A aKBAShAN WttRNAtQNAt TK: HfttTSfrEl CASEWCPUW GAKHT BAIT 
PLUS CO-HIT 
| | (  
COLOR 
sraia i & 3 „ 
21»> 8t Guodolupe Second l»vel Dobta Mall 477-1324' 
"A DARK AND FRIGHTENING 
EXPERIENCE UNLIKE ANYTHING 
J EVER FILMED!" 
| —Paul D. Zimmerman, Newsweek 
^THRILLS AND SUSPENSE! 
i DIRECTOR NICOLAS ROEG 
AND HIS STARS WILL 
HOLD YOU IN THRALL!" 
I —Judith Crist, New York Magazine 
"THE THRILLER OF 
| THE YEAR!" ' "'( 




Cwahwirtl'aurBpuMnit APettfKto./WnonyB Unge^lVoduclioin JULIE Donn 
CHIIISTIE SIITIfEllLHIID 
"DOITT LOOK nnwi 
HI 
l&THE 
CANNES FESTIVAL 1973 
GRAND SPECIAL JURY PRIZE 
Starring • Bernadette Lafont • Jean-Pierre Leaud • Francoise Lebrun 
Produced by Pierre Cottrell 
A New Yorker Rims Release . 









FRIDAY in Jester Aud. 
SATURDAY in Batts Aud. 
7:30 ONLY Adm. $2.00 




with • , 
V 
Humphrey Bdgart 
Gina Lollobrigida 'tS 
Peter Lorre 
Robert Morley 
Directed by ̂  
John Huston M 
FRIDAY, SATURDAY 
April 12-13 11:30 ONLY 
FRI. in Jwter 









SCREEN I at 12:00 
$1.25 (X) 
COME AND HUDDLE WITH... 
-
I Dtetribut6dbVCINEMATK)N jNPUSTRESl 
SCREEN II at 12:20 
 ̂MAGICAL \NHIRL 
INTO 




BUENA VISTA.0t8Tfll8UT(0N CO, INC 
^ 1974 Well DHMW Product kxii 
WAIT DISNEY'S 
TNI THONOUOHBIKlb 
11:30 A.M. $1.00 til 1:30 UNDIR 12 YRS. $|.00 AT All TIMES 
TODAY'S! 
screenings 
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mom Wsmlam-.. 15 word mini u ?,aj 
Each word one time i 10 
Each word 2-4 times j $.09 
Each word 5-9 time . $ .07 
Each Word 10 or more times ..$ .04 
Student rate .each time .....:.$ .75 
Classified Display -
1 col * 1 Inch one time . :M$2.96 
I col. * 1 Inch 2-9 times . S2.66 
1 col. x 1 inch ten or more times$2.37 
OEAOUNt SCHEDUtl 
Monday T«an RMay ..i«...1.00 p.m. 
Ttwiday Ttxan Monday.....10:00 a.m. 
[day Texan Taesdey. .10:00 a.ife 
Tttainday ftnn Wtdiwwigy .10:00 a.n». 
Friday Taitan Ttwndoy... —10:00 a.m. 
"In tha «Ml «f anoft. mad* In an 
adwrtiiwwiil, Iwmadlat# nalka mutt ba 
given at Ho pubtithart an mpmMi for 
wilyONt iikaiKl imiillai. AM daimt for 
adjuttmMrtt thaufal bo mad* MA la 
than 310 dayt af»o* publication."" 
LOW STUDENT RATES 
15 word minimum each day ••$ -75 
Each additional word each day$ .05 
1 col. * 1 inch each day.......$2.37 
"Unclassified*" 1 line 3 days .$1.00 
(Prepaid. No Refunds) 
Students must show Auditor's 
receipts and pay in advance In TSP 
Bldg. 3.200 ( 25th & Whltis) from 8 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. 
FOR SALE •• FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS. 
m 
LEAVE COUNTRY, must tell '68 Mer­
cury.Ldadtd. FAA stereo. 71000 miles, 
excellent condition. S1.000. 478-9074. 
STEREO EQUIPMENT. New Shure V-
15 type 111 cart. New Dual 1218 turntable. 
477-8380. 3453011 , 
•71 TOYOTA COROLLA 1400. 28 mpg. ' 
AC, radio, tape deck, new tires, make 
Offer. 442-3190. . . 
INTERNATIONAL 420 class sailboat, 
14' racing sloop, trapeze, compass, spin­
naker, trailer plus complete solitaire 
rig. $1650. (Call 452-8024. 
'71 CHEVELLE MALIBU. All part* 
replaced, plus new tires. Good gas 
mileage, excellent condition. Call 478-
.8635.' . . • 
'71 14'x51' MOBILE HOME. Furnished, 
AC, washer, dryer. Saaga, very 
reasonable, located U.T. Trailer Park. 
474-1308, 
1972 CHEVROLET VEGA, R8,H. AC 20,-
000 miles, excellent condition. Phone 478-
8688, 
LADIES 5-speed Schwinn bicycle. Ex-
cellent condition. $60. With book rack, 
$65. After 6:00. 924-9798. 
Rb67 90mm f3.8 revolving 
!3 
MAMIYA 
back'. Excellent condition. 451-772. 
between 6 and 8 p.m. $450. 
FOR SALE l_] 
COMPONENTS 
1974 Component sets (only 3) complete 
with speakers and dust covers. To be 
sold for $88.00. each. Cash or terms. 
UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 6535 N: 
Lamar. Monday-Friday 9 to 9. Saturday 
•9 to 6. - " - ' ' 
FOURSQUARE 
FURNITURE 
Custom made furniture. Price for un-
linished begins at: Chair-$25, Couch-S35, 
0esk-$40, Coffee Table-$20, Dining 
Table-S20. Trundle Bed-$95. We also 
strip frame canvases. Between 6th and 
7th on Red River. Monday. Wednesday, 
Saturday, 10:00 to 5:00. 
478-3252 
AX-7000-GARRARD 
Garrard's famous professional turntable 
is the heart of the AX-7000-Garrard 
stereo system 2S0 watt amplifier and 
precision AM/FM multiplex stereo tuner 
with FET circuitry, AIR SUSPENSION 
3 way 10 speaker system. Features 
heavy duty B" woofer, 5'«" mldrange, 4" 
horn tweeter, and 3' a duocone tweeter 
in each speaker .enclosure. 1 year 
guaranteejon parts and labor. Lists at 
S529 but.will sell at $299. Cash or Terms. 
UNITED FREIGHT SALES. 6535 N. 
Lamar, Monday-Friday 9-9, Saturday9-6 
Vintage Threads 
has company! 
Happenstance has moved in with a 
whole new world of fine handmade goods 
and art objects. To make foom for them -
and for our Spring Finery and duds for 
strutting • we're selling our Winter 
clothing at 25%-75% reductions. 
VINTAGE THREADS/ 
HAPPENSTANCE-
2405 Nueces - upstairs 
1973 HONDA 125 SL. Excellent condition, 
less than 120 mites. $695.836-4210; after 6 
p.m. 453-2116. 
RIDE BUS TO UT. 4 bedrogm, 2 bath 
home, large living area ana big. hobby 
room. All for $28,500. Located North. 
Feather Homes. 451-7697. 
$10,500. USE YOUR VA. Two. bedroom, 
one bath home, only 10 blocksfrom UT, 
off 19th Stneet. Clean home with pay­
ment less than $100 month. Feather 
Homes. 451-7697. 
HUGE FENCED YARD. Immaculate 
three bedroom, t'/i bath home. CA/CH.. 
Located South, one block city bus. $21,-
800. Feather Homes. 451-7497. 
'73 NORTON 750. Great shape, 4,000 
miles, Misc. Harley parts, '74 trike 
-frame, 5x14 ttre-and rim.Cail Freneh.-
444-8154. w 
SEARS RADIAL TIRES. Guaranteed, 
36,000 miles. New. Set of 4. $140.474-4629. 
RALEIGH 10-speed bike, 26". Car 
carrier, lock and chain. 'Sailboat, 
Dolphin Jr. - new sail, saiibag, car rack. 
476-9284. 
CANNON 814 Autozoom. Macro, Case, 
Etc. Only three rolls shot. Perfect condi­
tion.Asking $265. 451-2017. 
WANT A QUICKER; sportier VW? New 
performance engine, many extras, $695 
or trade. 454-3435. 
1966 YAMAHA 305, inspected, many new 




Vour time is valuable 










Efficiency, 1, 2, and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Offer the solution to. 
your housing. 
The South Shore's central location 
provides easy access to U.T. 
Come by and see our new efficiency and 
I bedroom apartments on the banks of 
Town Lake.. Complete with shag 
.'.cardppg;. accent wall, modern fur-' 
nlture. plus an individual deck overlook­
ing, the water." 
From $145 — all bills paid 




33rd 8, Speedway 
Walk UT or Shuttle at door. 
split level luxury living. Beautiful studio 
units designed for 3-5 ' ' " 
New contemporary 








ZIG ZAGS $56 
Just received in original factory cartons 
3 Zig Zag Singers that make buttonholes, 
sew on buUoes, do decorative stitches 8. 
monograms — much more. Inspect to­
day. UNITED FREIGHT SALES. 6535 
N Lamar. Mon.-Fri. 9-9, Sat. 9-6. 
TOP CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
old gold. Capitol Diamond Shop, 4018 N. 
Lamar, 454-4877. 
YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
with every guitar, Amster Music 1424 
Lavaca. 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED In-
struments repaired at reasonable 
prices. OUDS, LUTES, DULCIMERS, 
etc. Custom built. 20% discount on all 
strings. Geoff Menke - Amster Music. 
1524 Lavaca. 478-7331. I 
GUITAR REPAIR, new and. used 
acoustics, electrics, amps. Discounts on 
strings and accessories. THE STRING 
SHOP, 1714 San Antonio, 474-8421. Tues.-
Sat. 10-6. 
OVATION steel string acoustic guitar. 
Almost new. Must sell. Penny, 442-0782. 
FOR RENT - Cameras, Lens, Projec­
tors, Accessories. The Rental Depart­
ment at Capitol Camera. 474-3581, Doble 
Mall. 
LARGE INNER TUBES for swimming 
or tubing. All sizes to choose from. $3.00 
up. 2201 Airport Blvd. 
MYSTIC ARTS. 504 West 24th. 10-4 
Tuesday-Saturday. Handmade clothes, 
rose pottery. True soaps 
ADDED $2050 IMPROVEMENTS '70 
Town-Country 12-44, SSE Austin, elec­
tric. $6000. 442-0971, Phil Ward, 441-1776. 
HELPS- YOUR FUTURE. 5.125 acre* 
east near Colorado. Live on it or use as 
investment. 459-9574. 452-4205. 
1971 MALIBU CHEVROLET, $2000.' 
Great shape, new equipment. Call 477-
4562 or 924-7761. 
FIDDLE AND BOW. Excellent but must 
sacrifice. $50 or best offer. 477-2080 
between 6:30-7:30. 
SET OF 4 HR70 X 14 radials. $115. 477-
6666. 
GIBSON SOLID WOOD guitar with case. 
New, retail price $325, selling for $225. 
453-1673. 
FINE GUILD iumbo 12-string guitar, 
new condition, hardshell case. Call 474- . 
1074 afternoons. 
NEW GUITAR with case and shoulder 
strap. $55. Call 452-5503. 
DESK, BOOKSHELVES. Special prices 
to students or will make to order. 4300 
Ave. B. 
SONY COMPONENT STEREO; slant 
tape deck, new Shure cartridge. 914 W. 
James. 7-9 p.m. 
WALK SAFELY! Mace-Hke 
"BODYGUARD", pocket aerosol tem­
porarily blinds, incapacitates attackers! 
Safe, legal, just $2.95! Baron Associates, 
Box 271B, Sycamore ILL. 60178 
FENDER JASS BASS, no scratches, thin 
maple neck, brown body, hard case, also 
acoustic 140 bass amp. Both 10 mo. old. 
441-5634. 
LUDWIG CLEAR VISTALITE drum set, 
cymbals, used less than 60 days. 444-
5935, 452-7714, after 6 p.m. 
AKC REGISTERED show quality 
Afghan puppies below average price. 




l carpet. Quiet 
elegant atmosphere. 
King size one bedrooms also available. 
Leasing for Summer and Fall 
Drastically reduced Summer rates 
No calls after 7:00 p.m. 
477-5540 or 477-7451 
You Belong Af 
EnglishAire 
Efficiencies, studios, 1, 2, and 
3 bedrooms, furnished or un-
• furnished, and all the extras 
you expect — like laundries, 
saunas, exercise rooms, game 
rooms, pools, putting green, 
PLUS a great restaurant AND 
the Cricket Club. Soon there'll 
be a water polo pool and hand­
ball courts, too. Come loin us 
now! From S145 
444-1846 
2101 Burton Dr. 
(off East Riverside) 
•\ EFFICIENCIES -
FROM $119 plus E 
1 BEDROOMS 
FROM $130 plus E. 
FURNISHED ON SHUTTLE 
38TH 8. SPEEDWAY 
453-0540 472-4142 
BARRY GILLINGWATER CO. ; 
4'j BLOCKS TO CAMPUS 
1907 SAN .GABRIEL 
SUMMER-FALL RESERVATIONS 
Upperclassmen, air conditioned, 1 
bedroom, full kitchen, bath, quiet, lots of 
parking, amid. 1 person $130 mo„ 2 per­
sons $135 mo. plus electricity. Summer 
Rates $5 mo. less per person. 453-3235 
LIVE NEAR CAMPUS 
S U M M E R  -  F A L L  
RESERVATIONS NOW 
Air conditioned, 2 bedroom efficiencies 
tor 2 or 3 persons, quiet, parking, maid. 
$75 month each 2 persons, $40 month 
each for 3 persons. Fall rates - $5/month 
more per person, upperclassmen. Plus 
Electricity. 453-3235. 
Why waste time on a bus? 
Walk to class. 
Old Main Apartment 
Unique^ Efficiencies. Fur­
nished. All Bills Paid. 25th and 




Nicety furnished with dishwasher, dis* 
posal. Between Lamar and Guadalupe 1 
block North of North Loop. 606 Franklin. 
Call 453-2835 or 451-4352. 
SU CASA 
203 West 39th 
451-2268 till 6 
Now leasing for summer 
Quiet atmosphere 
Shuttle on corner 
Pool, party room & Bar-B-Que 
Water and Cable Paid 
1 BR, 1 BA. - $135 
2 BR., 2 BA. - $230 
ASK TO SEE 
OUR BRAND NEW 
I've Got a Secret Apartments. Located 
in the heart of UT area. 1 block to shut­
tle SI49.50, $169.50, ABP. 
472-8253 472-2518 
TEAC A-4010SL tape deck. $275. Gibson 
ES-330TDC elec. guitar. $250 with case. 
AR turntable XA. $50. Laves Slght-N-
Sound Center, 217 E. 4th. 
FORD PICKUP, Red 1949 classic Chev 
V8, radio, radial tires, $750 or best offer. 
477-3733. 
1968 NAVY BLUE Squareback 
Volkswagen. 63,000 miles. Good 'condi­
tion. $1,000. Call Jerry (nights) 476-8481. 
TREES & VIEWS 
Nice 2 bedrooms turn, or unfurn. only 3 
mini from downtown, 5 mln. from UT. 
Large walk-ins, extra storage, private 
balconies, lots of glass. From Si79 plus 
E..OAK KNOLL. 620 South 1st (use 
^Timbercreek entrance). 444-1269, 472-
4162. Barry GiHingwater Company-. 
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms 
shag - paneling 
giant walk-ins - balconies 
Spanish furnishings 
2423 Town Lake Circle 
444-8118 472-4162 
Barry GiHingwater Company 
KENRAY Apartments and Townhouses 
under new ownership, 2122 Hancock Or. 
next to Americana Theater, walking dis­
tance of North Loop Shopping Center 
and Luby's. One half block from shuttle 
tnd Austin transit. 2 bedroom 
townhouses. extra large. Two bedroom 
fiats, one and two baths. CA/CH> dis­
hwasher, disposal, door to door garbage 
. pickup, pool, maid service if desired, 
washateria in complex. See owners. Apt. 
113 or cail 451-4848. 
WATER SKIING boatrlde on 
Austin, Call 476-3550 mornings. 
Lake 
vw BUG, good tires, new starter, radio, 
heater, body fair, blown engine. 472*0260 
nights. 
COLOR TV - Sears 18", 2 years old. Ex-
cellent value and condition. $150. 451-
5513. 
30-WATf LAFAYETTE Stereo 
amplifier. Eico mono tuner. Olympla -
portable typewriter. Call 454-8895. After 
5:00 p.m. 
RENAULT '67 great gas mileage. Good 
condition,, new clutch. Call 471-5863. 
'7T-3 YAMAHA 250MX. Softened suspen» 
sion. extra fast. S725 or the best offer. 
Call 474-4209. 
1970 YAMAHA ENDURO 175. Perfect 
condition. Knobbies, great gas mileage. 
447-4849 S350. 
WOODWARD APARTMENTS 
1722 E. Woodward Office 107 
444-7555 
1, 2, or 3 bedrooms 
•unfurnished or furnished 
From $140 - S265 
2 swimming pools, playgrounds, 
washateria, lighted grounds, 5 minutes 
to UT. minutes to B.A.F.B., steps from 
IRS, on bus line. BILLS PAID, Free 
channel TV. 
12 x 60 TWO BEDROOM mobile home, 
CA/CH. Assume payments, $2600 







1920 SAAB 96.14,000 actual miles. Great 
car Needs tune-up. $1395. 454-2327. 
*74 CUTLASS SUPREME. Fully 
equipped FM Stereo and tape. Assume 
payments Small Equity.. 441-1832 
evenings. ^ 
COMFORTABLE 14 x 60 Mobile Home, 
two bedrooms, shag carpet, bay window, 
raised ceiling, CA.CH, excellent condi­
tion. S6600. 385-3352 after I p.m. 
8-TRACK. HOME unit with amp. 50 taj 






Summer Rates Start Today 
I BR SI55 2 BR S190 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Shuttle Bus Route 
D«ihTvasncrs • 2 Large Pools — 
Security 
Ou&room, Volleyball Court 
Move m Today 
1901 Willow Creek 
444-0010 
SUPER! NiCO 560. Brand new. 
Automatic fade in - fade out. Sound 
capability. Original cost $550. Sell for 
$400. 472-7979 after 1:00. Ore? 
1973 BOiOt Centurion. 2 door hardtop. 
Air, auto, AM/FM, extras. 836-2919. 
ALFA ROMEO COUPE 1965, Excellent 
mechanically. Speed transmission, 




Summer Rates Start Today 
7 BR. Furn. $165 
I BR, Furn. $140 
-AC Paid • Bright Shag Carpet 
Disnwashor 2 Large Pools 
„ SMUTTLfe BUS CORNER 
1020 E Win 4S2-0060 
B R I G H T  A N D  
' CHEERFUL 
MINI ONE BEDROOMS 
Deluxe with all extras. Close to shuttle 
bus. new shopping ce/iter, 290 and 
Koenig Lane. Call today. 
472-8278, 9-6 and 
892-2215. 6-9 
SUMMER ON THE LAKE 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
For the three summer months only. 
Town Lake Apartments will give a 
substantial rent discount to UT students. 
On Town Lake, cable, all bills paid, ' 
'disposal, telephone lacks, laundry 
facilities, club room, pool, pets, spacious 
efficiency. 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom, 3 
bedroom apartments. Shuttle; bus. 
Lease now; make this a great summer. 
1500 East Riverside, 444-1458. 444-3750. 
TENNIS ANYONE? 
Located by UT courts giving you 40 ten­
nis courts in your backyard. Of course, 
there are 2 swimming pools, barbeque 
pits, and all of the other things you want. 






Lease Now for Fall to get a 
g i f t  o f  o n e  m o n t h  r e n t .  
Students and singles will love 
o u r  g a r d e n ,  p o o l  a n d  
clubroom. Your town private 
bus, group trips, and many 
other adventures for fall. 
Flats and Studios from $125 
308 East St. John 
451-8155 452-5326 
THREfc ELMS 
400 West 35th. Furnished - Unfurnished. 
Summer rates. Start $135 - $185. Also 
leasing lor fall. 2 bedroom, 2 bath, 1 
bedroom, 1 bath. Close to campus, shut­
tle bus, extra large, shag carpet, dis­
hwasher, range, disposal, refrigerator, 
large closets, private patios, storage, 




Large 3 bedroom duplex townhouse in 
convenient Northeast Austin, WD conn., 
vaulted ceilings, orange shag, fenced 
yard, large walk-ins. 6413B Auburn. 926-
6614, 472-4162. Barry GiHingwater Com-
oany. 
THREE ELMS 
400 West 35th. Furnished - Unfurnished. 
Summer rates. Start. $135 - $185. Also 
leasing for fall. 2 bedroom 2 bath, 1 
bedroom 1 bath. Close to campus, shuttle 
bus. extra targe, shag carpet, dis­
hwasher, range, disposal, refrigerator, 
large closets, private, pantry, storage, 





Free April Rent On Shuttle Bus Route. 
Efficiencies. Sparkling new Luxury. 921 
East 46th. No Lease. All Bullt-lns. Near 
Hancock Shopping Center. Close to 
University. On Shuttle Bus.Rpute. 
454-3854 ' 451-6654 : 472-8226 
PLAYBOYS 
Ultra-modern duplex apt., includes > 
hanging fireplace, panelled walls, 
slanted beamed ceilings, Terrazzo 
floors, fully draped, modern furniture 
and all file bath, 2 bedrooms, air con­
ditioning, central heat, kitchen, private 
yard/patio. Lease required • rent 
$l55/rjionth. No utilities: Tenants will 
show. 3408-B West Avenue. To lease calf 
or write Apartment Rentals, 1009 Main 




Make a little money go a long way dur-
ina Woodslde's summer special, effec­
tive June 1. See our spacious one and two 
bedroom apartment with huge closets, 
beautiful decor and optional fireplaces. 
Sundeck, pool and cabana are available 
(or your total relaxation. Lovely view of 
Austin's hills. On the shuttle bus route 
cjo w ntown'^romsl 39^0 $204! furnished, 
WOODSIDE 
* 2200 Willowcreek Dr. 
444-6757 
CONSUL 
ON TOWN LAKE 
New Roof - New Management 
• 2 and 3 bedroom townhouse and falts 
from S180 all bills paid. Summer from 
SI65 On shuttle bus route, dishwasher, 
disposal, centra! air, pool, game room. 
Call 444-3411, or come by 1201 Tinnin 
Ford Road, Apt. 113. Turn East oil IH35 
on E. Riverside Drive. 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom 
apartments available. Carpeted," 
CA/CH, pool, sundeck, built-in kitchen. 
311 East 31st 
478-6776 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DI-FFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated ^separate 
oedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus 8. shopping and conveniently 
priced from $125. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-6394 Central Properties Inc. 451-6533 
ELEVEN POOLS 
EFF., 1 and 2 
BEDROOMS 
FROM $132 ALL BILLS 
P A I D  
A new concept in apartment 
c o m m u n i t y  l i v i n g .  F i v e  
architectural styles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
all built-ins, available unfur­
nished for S120 all bills paid. 
1 5 0 1  K i n n e y  A v e .  N o .  I l l  
451-6533, 447-3983 
Central Properties Inc. 
" ANTILLES APTS. 
,1 BR. FURN.$165 
,, 2 BR. FURN. $180 
ALL BILLS PAID 
2 NICE POOLS , 
. • 1 - 1 Dishwasher 
, Fully Carpeted 
2204 Enlield Rd. 478-0609 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
PARK PLACE 
, ' APTS. -
2 Br. Furn. $180 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Central'Air Condition - Large 
Rooms - Fully Carpeted -
Covered Parking Area 
4305 Ave. A 452-1801 
LOOKING FOR AN APT.? 
Choose from over 10,000 units. 
Advantage Point Apt. Locater 
Free '.'.'-".-{'V' 
451-8242 - No fee. 
bedroom $1S0; one bWrpom $120. -AC,-
carpet, dishwasher/ disposal, walk- n 
closets. 32nd and interregional. 477-0010 
or GL3-2228 
MINI APARTMENTS, also one and two 
bedrooms. Close to> campus. Fully 
carpeted, CA/CH, rich wood n a paneling, 
pool, all built-in Kitchen.. From $119.50. 
2506 Manor Road 
Students Welcome 
Walk or bicycle to class 
Efficiencies only 
$50 deposit 
Lowest Rates in town 
Going fast! 
$124 bills paid 
474-5550 477-3651 
HARTFORD PLACE 
1405 Hartford Rd. •. 263-2390 
Large furnished 1 bedroom and 
efficiency apartments,. CA/CH, shag 
carpet, quiet atmosphere. Just off 
Enfield Road, convenient to UT, Capitol, 
shuttle bus. Some vacancies now, pre-, 
lease for fall and summer. 
TANGLEWOOD 
EAST 
Hurry! Hurry! Hurry! 1 
Summer Rates 4 
Start Now! i 
2 BR Furn. $140 
1 BR Furn. 5120-S125 
Nice shag carpet - central air -
Large pool 
Ride Bike to UT 
2604 Manor Road 477-1064 
VERY SECLUDED 
$130 ALL BILLS PAID 
Efficiencies, 1 and 2 bedroom 
apartments, perched on a cliff overlook­
ing a creek in one of Austin's prettiest 
parks. Fully shag carpeted, CA/CH, 
pool, built-in kitchen, beautiful fur­
niture. 513 Pecan Grove. 442-8094, 451-
6533. 
Central Properties, Inc. 
4200 Avenue A. 451-6533,454:6423. Central 
Properties Inc. 
STEPS TO UT. 1 & 1 bedroom efficien­
cies, Nice pool area, study room, orien­
tal furnishings. From $139 ABP. 405 East 
31st.« 472-2147, 472-4162. Barry 
GiHingwater Company 
QUIET ENFI ELD AREA. One bedroom i 
with built-ins, vaulted ceilings. Small 
community living. $139.50 plus electrici­
ty. 801 West Lynn, 477-8871, 472-4162. 
Barry GiHingwater Co. 
NORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE, 
Highland Mall, 8. Capitol Plaza. Large 1 
8. 2 bedroom with all the extras; From 
$137.50 plus electricity. 1105 Clayton 
Lane. 453-7^14, 472-4162-. Barry 
GiHingwater Company 
SEMESTER LEASE. Large new 1 8. 2 
bedrooms with shag, icemaker, 
clubroom, TREES. Secluded location in 
Northeast off Manor Road. From $159 
ABP. 2602 Wheless Lane. 926-4202, 472-
4162. Barry GiHingwater Company. 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from $139.50 plus electricity. 807 West 
Lynn. Barry GiHingwater Company. 477-
7794, 472-4162. 
GREAT PEOPLE! Brand new two 
bedroom apartments, completely fur­
nished. Frost-free refrigerator, self-
cleaning oven, dishwasher, $149.50 
monthly, $/5 deposit. Convenient 
Bergstrom and Highway 183. Students 
and families welcome. Manager 385-2043 
after 4:00. 
PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN. Colorful 
efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near 
Enfield shuttle. $139 ABP. 1211 West 8th 
(off Blanco) 476-3895, 472-4162 Barry 
GiHingwater Company. •. . 
FLEUR DE LIS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
student. Lovely one bedroom. Walk to 
campus. Shuttle. Summer rates. 477-
5282. 
APARTMENT FINDERS service. 472-
4162. % • 
OfiE BEDROOM Apartment - $155.00. 
^Luxury, extra nice, close to campus, 
f- shuttlelbus. Warwick Apartments. 2919 
: West Avenue. 474-1712. 
f .(• . • 
NORTHEAST. Huge one and two 
bedroom. Complete kitchens, lots of 
storage. From $125 plus electricity. 1402 
East St. Johns (by Reagan High School) 
453-6308. 472-4162. Barry GiHingwater 
Company. 
LARGE ONE and two bedrooms. 
CA/CH, disposal, dishwasher, pool, shut­
tle. $150 up, ABP. Now leasing.' Ver­
sailles Apartments, 4411 Airport. 452-
8385. ' 
LAW SCHOOL - one block. Large orte 
and two bedrooms. CA/CH, disposal, 
pool. $150 up, ABP. River Oaks, 3001 Red 
River. 472-3914. 
SAVE $40 to $50 per month on summer 
rates. Save $180 to $240 on year leases. 
Also taking Fall leases. Swimming [tool, 
study room, security, no pets, walking 
distance to UT and Capitol. 1802 West 
Avenue. Phone 476-5556.-
FURN. APARTS. 
$12S-t115 SUMMER RATESi North near'-
; Highland Mall'and City park and ride 
terminal at Fox Theater Shag carpet, 
dishwasher, disposal, CA/CH, pool,. 
sundeck, laundry..No children, pets. 902 
Mayfleld, 454-3137, 452-1156 
MINI APARTMENT. Open t*am cell-
ing, shag carpet throughout, .all built-in 
kitchen, color coordinated. CA/CH, pool, 
near campus. 4000 Avenue A. $134.50 v 
bills paid. 452-5533. 451-6533. Central 
Properties Inc. 
2200 NUECES efficiency bills paid $135. 
Call 453-6857. 
NEW EFF. No rent till May. Walking 
distance, to UT. 451-7937, 453-3974. 
UNEXPECTED VACANCY/ Furnished 
one bedroom luxury apartment on shut­
tle. 4103 Speedway Np. 202, Manager 
451-2832, 345 ~ Apt. 103. : -4555. 
$144, ONE BEDROOM Sao Paulo 
Apartments. Shag, pool, balconies, 
walnut paneled. One block pack. Tavern,, 
shuttle. 476-5072, 476-4999. . 
NOB HILL APTS., 2520 Uongvjew, Now 
leasing summer and fall. Large 1, 2 
bedroom. Dishwasher, disposal, shag 
carpet, pool, laundry. 1 block tennis 
courts. W block IC shuffle. Summer 
rates, 477-8741... 
LA CASA - $125 up. AH furn., very nice 
and clean, quiet atmosphere." All con­
veniences, 5 minutes to town, off South 
Lamar. 2024 Goodridge. Call 454-1170 or 
441-3139. 
MODERN 1 BEDROOM, No deposit. 
$135 month. Central air, dishwasher, 
shag carpet. Call David 477-3457 after 4. 
NOW LEASING foi- summer. One 
bedroom apartment and . 2. bedrooms. 
One and two bath apartments. Large 
pool, CA/CH, i'/j from UT Law School. 
Shuttle bus route, ABP. Casa Del Rio 
Apartments. 3212 Red River, 478-0672. 
EFFICIENCY, one and two bedroom 
from slip ABP. One block Law School. 




bedroom. Pool, cable, city  
buses. Nice neighborhood. $130 plus elec­
tricity. 476;8835. 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM. Walk to 
school, shag carpet, disposal, cable TV, 
sundeck, CA/CH, laundry, shuttle, great 
location, ABP; $155. 2812 Nueces. 472-
6497. 
UNEXPECTED VACANCY. Large, fur-
nlshed one bedroom, north of campus. 
Inlcudes CA/CH, dishwasher, disposal, 
shag carpeting, cable. 1700 Houston, 
Manager Apt. 201. 451-1375, 451-2832,345-
4123. 
ENFIELD ROAD. One, two.bedrooms. 
Pool, AC, shuttle. Moderately priced, 
fair to mediocre management. From 
$145, bills paid. 2600 Enfield. 477-6845. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment. 
$127.50 plus electricity, available now. 
Quiet sixplex. 3707 Tom Green.-476-5694. 
EFFICIENCY, carpeted, one block Law 
School, $95/month.- 2700 Swisher. 
Manager apartment no. 203. 478-6550.; 
$124 ^ $159. GAS, WATER, and TV cable 
paid. One and 2 bedroom, pool, paneling, 
and dishwasher. Two blocks to shuttle. 
West 39th and Avenue B. 454-0360, 452-
4342. 
RENT NOW! One bedroom furnished. 
Walk to UT or shuttle. $150 pluselectricl-
1 ty. 442-4187 after 6 p.m. -
TWO BLOCKS 
TO CAMPUS 
1 & 2 Bedroom Efficiencies 
Full kitchen 
CA/CH, carpeting 
Large walk-in closets 
Oriental furnishings 
Study room 
Peaceful courtyard with pool 
Only steps to shopping 
405 East 31st 
472-2147, 472-4162 
Barry GiHingwater Company 
Summer Rates Start Today 
1 BR, I BA; 2 BR. 2 BA; 3 BR, 3 BA 
$155, $210, $290 
Large Pool - All Bills Paid 
Move In Today! 
• Best Rate on the Lake 
Shuttle Bus Front Door 




Summer Rates Now 
2 BR Furn. S125-S135 
1 BR Furn. $115 
Central Air Conditioning 
Carpeted - Large Pool 
RIDE BIKE TO UT 
HALF" MONTH RENT FREE. Large 
furnished one bedroom, CA/CH, cable. 
452-3076, 258-1832. 
WALK TO CAMPUS. Newly remodeled 
rooms $75., all bills paid. (908 West 29th, 
In the- rear). Efficiency apartment 
$99.50, ail bills paid. 2907 San Gabriel 
Apt. C. Central Properties Incorporated. 
451-6533. 
BEAUTIFUL ATMOSPHERE. Shuttle 
at front door. Park with tennis courts 
across street. Swimming pool. Efficien­
cy, one bedroom, two bedroom. Leasing 
at summer rates. 4410 Avenue F, Apart­
ment 103. 454-2092. 
NEED TO FILL new efficiency 
apartments. Walking distance UT. 
S129.50. 451-7937. 
LARGE EFFICIENCY summer sublet, 
fall lease option, 2 blocks campus. 400 
West 29th, No. 1. 477-7653. 
GARAGE APT., west University area 
for sedate grad student or working per­
son. $125 plus electricity. 454-3124, 6-9 
p.m. 
CLEAN NEW EFFICIENCIES, near 
shuttle, CA/CH, shag carpet, residential 
neighborhood. S120-S125. 1111 West 10th, 
No. 106 or call 472-0829.. 
ROOMMATES 
NEED TWO LIBERAL roommates now 
share 3 bedroom house. CR shuttle. $45 
plus bills. Cary 472-9728. 
NEED TWO FEMALES NOW! Own 
room, Estrada Apartments; Riverside. 
Beckle 478-3448 before five, 447-4864 after 
five. 
NEED FEMALE roommate immedlate-
ly. Own room in huge house. Close to 
campus. 474-5532. 
COOL FEMALE roommate share nice 2 
bedroom apartment, near campus, shut-
tie. $76.50. Available end May. Diane 454-
6139. 
ROOMMATE TO SHARE new 3 
bedroom, 1 Vi bath house with two male 
graduate students. $72.50/month, fur­
nished, no deposit/lease. 
MALE ROOAAMATE needed to share 
one bedroom apartment In N. Riverside. 
Call 444-6825. 
COOL FEMALE ROOMMATE to Share 
large 2 bedroom, own bath. Shuttle. 
Pam, 474-5931, ext. 203.8-5.447-1428 after 
5. 
2401 MANOR -RD. 474-4665 
buretors, low mileage,' new paint, 30 . 
many extras. $1990. 472-4806. 
1951 FORD AMBULANCE. Runt good. , 
$400. 444-2546 1392 Parker Lane, 1_; 
tlfSED COLOR TV sets- Good working 
order. $125 and up. Homarin's TV Ser-
vice 5249 Burnet Road. 459-9911. 
FOR SALE smalt stereo component. ' 
syttem $200 br best otter. Call 447-337*, 
;NiftkOR JSmm .perspective Control =?• 
Lens, Brand new. Lists Jot-oyer $300. 
"»S»17 Asking $250 with c*$e. W! 
M CARAT FUkWLESS Diamond r«ng 
«et. Must setl. Accept any reasonable 
.ttffer. 45t-M4l alter 11 a.m. 
$115 
PLUS ELEC. 
;• Colorful Shag Carpet 
• Central Air • Pool 
. • Shuttle Bus 3 Blocks ' 
-RETREAT APTS. 
4400 Ave, A 459-0058 
' AAOVEMN TOO A V;X\ a,'. 
jSwrtiistNG new efficiency apart-
»r.ent. One s«meifir'w longer. 
»l35.mon»hrAil bills toaid 2700 Manor 
Rd.. 477-4118 2504 Manor Rd ;.47*2201 
LE MARQUEE 
Close to campus. Luxury efficiencies 
si 15, one bedroom $130, two bedrooms 
5170. Pool, sundeck, fully carpeted, cen­
tral air and heat. < 
302 W/38th '' 
451-2461 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
METHING DIFFERENT 
elevated separate ~ 
-mous one and two 
with 
is enor
bedroom contemporary apts. with every . 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. . 
OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus ! shopping and conveniently 
priced from $129. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-6394. Central Properties Inc. 451-6533 
• Transportation 
• Professional Service " 
• 24 Hour Phone Service 





MYRTLE WILLIAMS & 
ASSOC. 
472-7201 324 So. Congress 
PALO BLANCO 
APARTMENTS 
Furnished one bedroom apart­
ment. 3 vacancies. 




Apartment living ''a block from Campus 
individual applicants matched#!" 
compatible roommates 
2910 Red River 476-5631 
. A Paraaon Property 




206 West 38th 
1 or 2 Bedroom Furnished. Convenient to 
UT. Beautiful Pool and Patio. 
' Reasonable. Shuttle '/j block. 




Huge 1 8. 2 Bedrooms furn. or unfurn.; 
with large walk-Ins, beautiful landscap­
ing. From $154 ABP. 1100 Reinll. 452-




1 Br. Furn. $145 
2 Br. Furn. $190 
Dishwasher - Shag Carpet 
Central Air & Heat 
1403 Norwalk 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
472-9614 
THE WILLOWICK 
Live in Wooded Seclusion 
Larger Apartment? wHth shag carpets, 
modern furniture, accent wail and con­
venient central location. " 
1 Bedroom" 
SU5 unfurnished S160 furnished 
2 Bedroom *• 
$178 unfurnished S198 furnished 
All Bills Paid 
600 South First St. 444-0687 
EL CID APTS. 
1 BR. $130 
Summer Rates Start Today 
• Dishwasher - Paneling 
Central AC - Carpeted , 
3704 Speedway 453-4883 
SHUTTLE BUS FRONT DOOR 
MARK XX APTS. 
1 BR, - $130 2 BR - $150 
Summer Rates Start Today 







WEST OF CAMPUS 
New semi-efficiencies 
Shag carpet, cable, gas, 
water furnished 
RED OAK. 2104 San Gabriel 




Part-time help needed to work noons. Ex­
cellent working conditions. We have an ex­
cellent scholarship program for college 
students. Good starting pay. 
Apply between 5-7 p.m. daily 
at 1003 Barton Springs" Road 
FURN. APARTS. 
& N E W E S T  /  
FINEST 
VANTAGE POINT 
I've Got a Secret Apartments. 
Located in the heart of UT 
area. 1 block to shuttle. $149.50 
- $169 50, ABP 
472-8253 472-2518. 
RESERVE YOUR APT. FOR SUMMER 
& FALL. Shuttle bus service at your 
doorstep. Rentals begin at $135, all bills 
paid. Spacious efficiency, on* and two 
bedrooms. Closets, galore. Party bars 8. 
wet bars. Private patios 8. balconies. 
Clubroom, game (ooms, saunas, two 
pools. Individual heating and'cooling. 
Professional resident management. 1845 
Burton Orlve at Woodland. Second red -
ilghti«asl of IH 35, take Woodland exit. 
1 Phone 442-6789 
MARK V 
SUMMER RATES START TODAY 
1 Br. $130 
Luxury one bedroom apartment, fully 
carpeted, dishwasher, pool. 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 




2 Br. Furn.-$150 
1 Br. Furn. - $130 
Summer Rates Start Today 
Private 
Balconies - Dishwasher 
Pool Central Air. 441-0584 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
MINI APARTMENT. Open beam cell­
ing, shag carpet throughout, all built-in 
kitchen, color coordinated. CA/CH, pool/ 
near campus. 4000 Avenue A. $134.50 
bills paid. 452-5533, 451-6533. Central 
Properties Inc. ^ 
EFFICIENCIES. $115 plus electricity. 
. Pool, AC, carpet, paneling, no pets Hun-' 
tlngton Ville. 4«th and Ave. A. 454-8903 
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM fufnlshed 
apartments. Good location, near cam?;, 
pus, shopping center, and .Shuttle bus. , 
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NEW THIS WEEK! Ponce"de teon IIV 
22nd and San Gabriel. Extra large two, 
bedroom, two bath apartments ABP. 
Most outstanding apartments In the. 
University area! Call Rod Wetsel at 472* 
8941 or 472-8253. 
'4149.50 ALL BILLS PAIA";T"bedroom 
"furnished, CA CH, built-in kitchen, near, 
campus. 4307 Avenue A. 451-6533,, 451-
3840. .Central Properties Inc. 
Large new contemporary efficiency apartments leasing 
for Summer. 
$125- $129.50 plus electricity 
• vvalk-in closets and outside storage area 
• pool 
• cable 
• laundry and parking 
• on shuttle bus route 
• Optional studio couch or double bed : , J 
451-4364 305 West 35th 
, (6 blocks to campus) 
UNF. APARTS. 
SUMMER RATES 
. AT CIRCLE VILLA 
— - 2323 Townlake Circle ° 
SIGN A 9 MONTH LEASE AND GET 1 
MONTH DURINd THE SUMMER FREE 
, 1 Bedroom - unfurnished - $130 plus electricity 
2 Bedroom - 2 Bath - unfurnished - $170 plus electricity 
Shuttle bus, muzik, pool, shag carpet, small complex, 
very clean. ^ 
£81(341-0014° 0r * " 441.3020 
1974 THE DAILY TEXAN 
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TYPING HELP WANTED 
JUst;>North of 27th 
Guadalupe COPY SHOP It 
RBC/Bond Paper Super 
•" *$*!? 
Copies 




T4/1S,__ Taking applications for full time wort#"? 
• Typing, Multilithing, tilnaing ij$cs<s mainly J :4S p.m. to 10 p.m. shift. Outlet"''' 
The Complete Professions I •" • • include the tare, training and trwtment^ : ' • 
11 f/ of mentally retarded residents. Apply.'*? 
jgthe Personnel Office, "Travis State 
School 2 miles east of Austin on FM Wi pir,„f.. 
-J if«j WW- « t6 11 a.m. or 1 to 4 p.m., B ndtag. SflUttMNMStt 
* MP** Frhtoy. .... 
i: Ao Equal Opportunity Employer Gourhtel on me Oraa|» 
ySjval!V.:' 
2200 
; -f'; FULL-TIME Typing y-
; Service ;ipJP 
^^P:;;;RESUAAES;^| 
- VWith or without pictures. 
i> vr.>. 2 Day Service 
472-3210 and 472-7677 




w TYPING II 
A Responsive Typing Service 
HOLIDAY^ 
,rr v» No. i 
UA. , f r^ X e r 0 X  0 r  , B M  house: ! COPIES 
Part-time nnnn holr> • *'' -^ii'Also. Thesis-Dissertation Reproduction, 





On the Drag 
Thesis 
a •, Resumes 
Scientific 
Next to Gourmet 
RESEARCH 
SERVICES 
A TYPING SERVICE 
specializing in 
—theses and dissertations 
—law briefs 





THE CROCKETT co. 
TYPING - themes, theses, dissertations 
XEROX COPYING 
OFFSET PRINTING 
' Complete set of OFFICE SUPPLIES 
Drive thru window for quick-service 
453-7.987 5530 BURNET RD. 
A to Z 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
lueses," CT&slrtatlons, Themes, 
: P:R.'s, BC Reports, Resumes 
'' - Multilithtng, Binding 
Everything From A to Z . 
~ EXCELLENT 
SECRETARY TYPIST 
producing finest quality typing for 
students and faculty members in every 
field for IS years, will take meticulous 
care to type iaw briefs, research papers, 
B.C. reports, theses, and dissertations 
accurately, observing proper forms. 
Latest model IBM Executive carbon 




All University and 
business work 
Last Minute Service 






472-8936 30A Dobie Center 
ABACUS 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
1301 S. Interregional 
444-0816 
Typing. (50* page). Printing and Binding. 
One block south of Riverside. At the 
Sunnyvale shuttle stop. 
time help to work noons. EX: 
eel lent scholarship 'program 
; offered to college students. 
Experience not necessary.^ 
Good pay and excellent work4 
ing conditions. Apply at 1003 
Barton Springs Rd. Between $i 
7 p.m. daily. 
FROGS DON'T FLY 
craiy captions do> catch the eye. B6 
nappy doing the things you like best, 
talking to people on the telephone. New 
offices, 5 days a week, free parking,, 
.friendly atmosphere, bonuses plus 
salary. Call 451-2357 between 9:00 a m. 




Excellent opportunity with old outstan­
ding school. Leads furnished. Work late 
afternoons and nights. Must have late 
model car, good education and 
character. Mature, weli-groomed. Good 
sales experience preferred. 
THE FLOWER PEOPLE need people to . 
sell. Highest paid commission, lowest 
prices, paid dally. Call 453-7156 or come 
by 4301 Guadalupe. 
FLOWER SELLERS needed Thursday, 
Friday afternoons, all day Saturday, 
Sunday. Freshest flowers, highest com-
mlssion. 476-3060, 453-1508, 453-2761. 
PART TIME WORK 3 evenings and 
Saturday. $300/per month. Call 452-2758. 
NEED COMPETENT loving babysitter 
for fun baby girl. SI per hour. 441-8524. 
• fit' • . ' 
7ELE>»«aNE OPERATORS, must 
speak well, have neat appearance, no ex­
perience necessary, will train. Apply in 
person .only.. 300 East J.ltlv Room 134, 9. 
a.m. to 9 p.m. 
BUS DRIVERS WANTED. Experience 
helpful but not necessary. Call Transport 
tatlon Enterprises, 928-1660. 
NURSERY SCHOOLTEACHER. Prefer 
child development background and/or 
preschool teaching experience. 5 mor­
ning program. Send resume to 6108 
Janey, Austin, Texas 78731. 
WILLING, AGGRESSIVE, neat, part-
time help. Time to study. Pick your own 
hours. 6 hour minimum, more time if 
desired. Must be able to manage with 
direct supervisor. 452-2666. 
PHOTOGRAPHER needs models for 
Spring and Summer assignments. No ex­
perience necessary, must be versatile. 
P.O. Box 9781. Austin, TX. 78764. 





The law school represent 
tative to the Student Senate 
will be chosen Thursday in a 
runoff between Dick .Price 
and Don Williams. 
The March 28 election 
returns gave Williams 82 
votes, Price 76, Rick Anton 46 
and Michael Steinheimer 9, 
forcing the runoff. 
The new race for the law 
school seat dates back to 
g-tM March 10, when the original 
two runoff candidates, 
Royal Masset - and 
Steve Russell, withdrew 
because of controversy over 
Russell's eligibility. 
H 
the College of Humanities and 
the Department of Speech 
Communication, will feature 
poets from nine countries. . 
Readings by Chinua Achebe 
of Nigeria, Angel Gonzalez of 
Spain, Rolf Dieter of 
Brinkmann of the German 
Federal Republic and Ai of 
the United States are schedul­




L%An emergency meeting 
University American 
Sch&ol Hiitibff Scheduled!) today 
The polls for Thursday*^ students and supporters has 
runoff will be open between been .set for 8 p.m. Thursday 
8:45 a.m. and 4 
•' Although we will b£ tlismjg" 
paper ballots, I am predicting 
Regulation," will be held at -
Scholz Garten, 1607 San Jacin­
to St., at 8 p.m. Thursday.* 
His book, based on internal 
corporate documents, shows 
how regulatory agencies have 
failed to protect the public 
from abuses by corporate con­
glomerates. As a former 
counsel of'the antitrust sub­
committee of the House 
Judiciary Committee, 
Winslow concludes, "The 
public loses in the end from 
the continuing trend of cor­
porate concentration which 
ts on inflation." 
mmM 
Union Bldg. 306 at 0:30 a.m.' 
is open to all students. f */• 
i- v.; •: • :-^tWWtOW<ttlll»rtl':' '' .':f. 
ttRAOUATIKNOOl Of UHUUtY KW4CI will 
: . tpontor • laetur* by Edward Miliar, 
coordinator of neighborhood library 
services for the Houston Model City 
Project, at • p.m. Thursday tn 
; Humanities Research Center 4.8£2. 
His topic Is "Service to the Disad­
vantaged <n the Houston Public 
Library," 
MAIMNO AND ITUDY SXIUS lA*OaATOMY 
witi discuss concentration and 
creative time us* at noon Thursday 
„ In Jester A332. Pre-enrqllment ls not 
necessary. 
. .MAMNO AND fTUDT SKtUS UUKMATOtV 
Vj^- will discuss study reading at 4 p.m. 
' ' Thursday in Jester A33S Pre-
enrollment Is not necessary. 
&kwK 
42 Dobie AAall" ?;476-9171 
Free 
7 a.m, • 
v 9 a;m.« 
Parking 
10 p.m. M-F a' P 
5 p.m Sat. 
FREE RIBBON 
With any typewriter or 
adding machine repair 
Reasonable Rates. 
Sales, Service, Rentals 
MasterCharge , BankAmerlcard 
Call 474-6921 or 474-4239 
ABC TYPEWRITER CO. 
607 San jaclnto Blvd. 
4C copies* 
PRESS ON 
THE TEXAS UNION 
COPY CENTER 








Austin Maternity Counseling Service 
otters residential and non-residential 
programs. Located 2 blocks from UT 
campus. 510 West 26th. 472-9251. 
. We have been In this business 
.•-*- for 50 years 
ALTERATIONS 
Zippers, waist, length 
We are now doing 
outside alterations at 
easy prices. 
Bob Elliott's 
2426 Guadalupe (On the Drag) 
Open Thursday til 8:00 p.m. 
early returns," Election Com­
mission Chairman Robert 
Lanius said Wednesday. .,,, 
Egg Hunt 
Travis State School for ttie 
mentally retarded is seeking 
volunteers to help in the 
school's annual Easter egg 
.hunt. 
Volunteers will hide Easter 
eggs and then help Travis 
students during the hunt. 
Interested persons should 
report at 9:30 a.m. Friday to 
the Volunteer Service Office 
at the school. The campus is 
on East 19th Street, four miles 
east of Airport Boulevard. 
More information can be ob­
tained from the Volunteer 
Service Off ice at 925-2410, ext. 
253. 
in Union Building 304. 
At the meeting, sponsored 
by American Indians Now 
Texans (AINT), plans will be 
made to mount a: campaign to 
remove a recent American In­
dian grave from display at the 
Texas Memorial Museum. 
Since initial appeals to 
museum officials .have been 
unsuccessful, the possibility 
of a campus petition, 
Prison 
^risbn" students interested 
in careers in the prison 
system or related correc­
tional jobs can attend a 
seminar Thursday presented 
by a counselor from the 
Huntsville Job Information 
Center for Correction. 
?,The seminar will cover 
careers in social service 
counseling; probation "and 
welfare. Jobs in the Mental 
Health-Mental Retardation 
viconmenn. Lake O' thePihes Dam-
: site, Marlon Countyr Texas." \an<| 
Waiter R. Lee per, who will speak on 
- "A Transo^Hlng Shoreline Near 
Freeport, Tetias." 
(MADUATI MWNMttTUOiNTt WVK CtUK 
will meet at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at 
Farm & Home Saving!.Association,: 
1400 Lavaca St. Guest speaker will; 
be Mary Nell Garrison, Austin}. 
realtbr.-iShe ^wlll. speak about 
purchasing a home, what to look for 
and how to avoid pitfalls. 
INNBWJH Mil nuor Will meet at 9 p.m. 
Thursday in Union Building 317 to 
study the Bible in -a non-
\ denominational atmosphere. 
MIXIC AN. AMIftlCAN YOUTH 
oeoANiZAtiON win meetat):30p.m, 
. Thursday, in the Catholic Student 
Center. 
tlXAS UNION MOO*AM COMNCH will held 
mandatory orientation. In the 
Union Student-Faeuity-Staff 
Lounge. 
UNIVHSITV UNMRWATM lOaiTV Will 
_ m*et at 8 p.m. Thursday In 
Buslness'Sconomlcs Building 166. 
I&SS.'. Lonnle Peters, of the Texas Depart­
ment of inland Fisheries, will speak | 
on the stocking of Texas lakes with| 
game fish, and new policies conter^ 
Eg • 
iMpa Theatre.' Admission to the film 
»&!&£{ which stars Fred Astaire and Ginger 
Rwtrs, is si for studehts, faculty 
iv and staff; *1.50 for members. 
WKM MUSKM iVtHTS COMMITTH will 
Sponsor a patio dinner from S to 7. wlfk 
p.m. Thursday In the Union Patio. 7 yofno Ti*nl a pv 
Entertainmenttiy Zilker Sunday and !?>,( < nlng spear fishing. 
reasonably priced food will be,f \> .-wv*,s 
provided. j tiMINAM 
,^fWCA will start a short course In parap- ^ 
TKchology, the science of ESP, OfpARTMINT or mvstcs will present 
I. I?clay •',he YW5A' 405 WJ I«5 >- ' >i relativity seminar at 3 p.m. Thurs-S'®& 
St. Classes start at 9 a.m. and 7;30 ' /• day In Robert Lee Moore Hall 9.222 ' ';Sr. 
SCc-s p.m. with weekly sessions for five -,V Tom Crlss will discuss "How to^JJ? 
jii' weeks For more Information call yvaste Computer Time Drawing Pic-SFv 
o , 478-9873. ^ r;, lures" 
YWCA will sponsor a class for women , ' if'*: 
picketing, a state lobby effort deDartment wn, ^ disc. 
and enlisting support of ^ 
naMftnal Indian loaHorc uritl Ka • ~JJ' i 4. 
The Jdb Ihforihation Center 
STARK TYPING. Experienced theses, 
dissertations, PR's, etc. Printing and 
Binding, Specialty Technical. Charlene 
Stark, 453-5218. 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs. Experienced typist, 
Tarrytown. 2507 Bridle Path. Lorraine 
Brady. 472-4715. 
BOBBYE DELAFIELD, IBM Selectric, 
pica/elite, 25 years experience, books, 
dissertations, theses, reports, 
mimeographing. 442-7184. 
BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL TYPING. All ' 
your University work. Fast, accurate, 
reasonable. Printing-Binding. Mrs. 
Bodour. 478-8113 
MABYL SMALLWOOD Typing - last 
minute - overnight available. Term 
papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 
MasterCharge. BankAmerlcard. 892-
0727 or 442-8545. 
FRANCES WOOD Typing Service. Ex-
perienced, law theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts. 453-6090. 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and undergraduate work. Choice'of type 
styles and sizes. -Barbara Tullot, 453-
5124. 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
Services. Graduate and undergraduate 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenig 
Lane. 459-7205. 
NEAT, ACCURATE and prompt typing. 
60 cents per page. Theses 75 cents. Call 
447-2737. ' • ' ' " 
HOLLEY'S TYPING SERVICE. A com-
plete service from typing through bin­
ding. Available until 10 p.m. Experience 
ed In all fields. Near campus. 1401 Mohle 
Drive. 476-3018. 
Apply In person - Heflin Manor. 2505 
Longview. 
THE BACK ROOM is now taking 
applications for cocktail persons and 
part time bouncer and barback. Apply 
2021 E: Riverside. 
PART TIME SALESPE RSON 
.demonstrating cosmetics in beauty 
salons. Call 345-2346 after 7 p.m. 
STEAK AND ALE needs day bus help. 
Possible advancement to waiter. Apply 
only If planning to work through 
summer. Call 2-4. -
WAITERS, WAITRESSES - full time 
and also temporary for May, June, July, 
August."Inn of The Hills, 1001 Junction 
Hwy. Kerrville, Texas or call Mrs. 
O'Hara, 1-896-2300. Reasonable housing 
available. 
OPPORTUNITY, sparetime, earn up to 
S150 weekly addressing circulars In your 
home! Send stamped, self-addressed 
envelope. W.G. Smith Enterprises. Box 
1287-CI, Palmdale, Ca. 93550. 
EXPERIENCED "CHINESE 
waiter/waitress. Speak fluent English. 
Part-time, full-time. Call, between 4:00 
p.m., 5:00 p.m. 452-5704. 
TOAD HALL SALOON -needs day 
waitress/waiter from the hours 11:00 un­
til 2:00. Salary plus tips - call Charles 
Petty at 476-5365 weekdays. 
NEED DRUMMER and lead instru-
ment. No celebrity. Hard working 
"musicians only. Gigs soon. 385-4705. 
EXPERIENCED PROOFREADER. 
Monday and Tuesday. 837-2390. Mr. Ray. 
FAST, ACCURATE typesetter, Monday, 
Tuesday^ Friday. 837-2390. Mr. Ray. 
COUNSELORS: CAMP WAZIYATAH 
for girls, Harrison, Maine. Openings: 
Tennis (Varsity or skilled players), 
Waterskiing, Swimming (WSI), Pioneer-, 
ing and Trips, Canoeing, Sailing, 
Archery, Teamsports, Gymnastics, 
Pianist. Season: June 26 to August 23. 
Inquiries invited. Write: (INCLUDE 
FULL DETAILS) Director, Box 553, 
Great Neck, N.Y. 11022 - Telephone: 516-
.482-4323. 
FOREIGN CAR REPAIR 
Service and repair on 240-Z Toyota, 
Datsun, Volvo, Opels, and VW. Major . 
t u n e - u p  $ 1 6 . 5 0  p l u s  p a r t s .  F r e e  
diagnosis, estimates, compression 
checks.-Please try us. For information 
836-3171. 
THE BUG INN Volkswagen Shop. Ex­
pert repairs, moderate prices. 
Guaranteed work. T024 Airport. Call 385-
9102. 
PRO-LIFE ALTERNATIVES. Call 472-
4198 for help in pregnancy decisions. 
FOR BUSINESS serving UT communi­
ty. Approximately 2500 sq. ft. basement 
area. Ideal for office storage, typing ser­
vice, etc. $450/month including utilities. 
Plenty of parking. Only 5 blocks from 
campus. 477-9487. 
WE REPAIR electronic equipment; 
Reasonable and guaranteed. Lafayette 
Radio. 2901 N. Lamar 474-6441. 
TRAVEL 





Austin Parachute Center 
For information Please call 
272-57lTanytime 
YES, we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
good grades! 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
: 2707 Hemphill Park ~ •< 
FURN. HOUSES 
LAKE /NISTI.N - 15 minutes cam­
pus/downtown. 1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
mobile homes. $85 to 1140. Mack's 
Marina. 327-1891, 327-1151. 
ONE BEDROOM stone house West 38th. 
Private yard. S95 plus bills. Sublease 
May-August.^ Harry/Day 453-7269, Even­
ing 453-8177. 
NEED TWO BEDROOM House, dose to 
campus or shuttle route. Will sublet 
summer only. Call 454-0218 or 472-1177 
after 6 p.m. . * 
NORTH 3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, two car 
garage, air conditioned. S239. 4S2-4012. " 
UNF. APARTS. 
ONEBEDROOMSTUDlO'nearcampws, 
EC Jbus. Study Included. S140 plus elec­
tricity. Begin renting June 1. Call Mgr: 
477-4282 or 452-2121. 2703 Swisher. ' C- • • ' , • 
SUBLET MAY-AUGUST. 2-2 unfur: 
nithsd: $190. Electricity, 2 blocks shut-
i West 35th, Apt. 110. 451-3635. 
NELSON'S GIFTS: Zuni Indian 
jewelry; African and Mexican Imports. 
4612 South Congress. 444-3814. Closed 
Mondays. * 
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR."Beginner 
and advanced. Drew ThomaSon. 478-
2079. 
PAWN LOANS made on most anything 
of Value. 613 West 29th. 476-2207. 
EDGAR CAYCE PHILOSOPHER. 
Dreams, reincarnation, meditation, free 
lectures. Next 4 Mondays. 7 p.m. 1115 
West 12th. 444-2222. 
SPJSND AN UNCHAPERONED month 
in Europe this summer seeing Italy, 
Switzerland, Germany, France, 
Belgium, Holland, and England by VW 




SANTA ELAINA HOUSE. 2411 Rio 
Grande. CA/CH, maid service, kitchen. 
$75. 472-3684, 258-1902. 
TEXAN DORM. 1905-1907 Nueces. Dou-; 
ble available at $42.00/month. Daily 
maid service, central air. Refrigerators, 
hot plates allowed. Two-blocks from 
campus. Co-Ed., Resident Managers, 
477-1760. . - ; . .' . 
SUBLEASE. ROOM ffext to campus. 
S50/S90. Maybe cheaper. Call Gary, 836-
5163. 
ROOM & BOARD 
BELLSON OORM for Men. Excellent 
home-cooked meals.. Air conditioned, 
maid, swimming pool. Now taking reser-. 
vations for summer and fall. 2610 Rio 
Grande. 474-5680. 
$200 REWARD for the return of the 
following items stolen from my 
apartment: Sansui 5000X amplifier, 
Dual 1229 turntable, TEAC A-350 
cassette deck. Realistic DX-150A 
shortwave receiver, Nikon F2 camera. 
Call Stan. 451-5867. 
REWARD FOR RETURNING 
sunglasses which were lost Monday mor­
ning on first floor of Journalism 
Building. 454-9020. 
COST ON SUNDAY 4/7/74 - Woman's 
'GRUEN |eweled watch. Reward 
offered. Call Stephanie. 477-7070, or 471-
4295. 
LOST: LONG-HAIRED male German 
Shepherd. Black/cream colored. 1 year 
old/ Vicinity 12th and W. Lynn. Reward. 
444-3211, 452-0710 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Piano need tuning? 474-5153 (early)v,|'| 
Move now Bid. eff. $120abp 452-9663 
'64 Bug excellent25:30mpg 454-6176 
' • '  ^  ^  . ;  • ,  .  - •  •  •  •  
Want -good old car cheap 926-6800. : > 
Need ride Pt. Isabel Pete 472-0212. .V ;> 
•61 Chev. $75.451-6130 f"1 ' V 
2-2 speaker boxes, $15, 442-6311. . 
ESS amtlT$400. 8'mo. old. 454-3074. 
Ludwig drums 4 sale,. After 9 • 451-3441. 
, Complete darkroom, $250. 477-3102. . 
Mex. pots, hammocks. 452-6110 
4 F78-15 tires. $30. 1610 West, Apt 3 , 
AC~wiidw unit 4000 BTU. $75 837-1730. 
io 
WEST, BLOCK SHUTTLE, two 
bedroom, large den. shag carpet/ 
CA/CH, stovt, refrig., dishwasher. $200. 
327-1590. 
NORTH 3 BEDROOM. 2 bath, 2car gar-
alr-condltloned. >225. 4S2-«12. 
TUTORING 
Buy silver; 200% of face. 472-2135. 
MATH TUTORING that you can unders­
tand. 476-0757. 
4 ft. Swedish ivy $20, 474-1833., 
ft ffTre'ffen chiSawTwioiMlTi: 
Female, own room, *huttle. 
Veterans 
Rgpresentatives from the 
dean of students office will be 
at the East First; Street 
Neighborhood Center, 1619 E. 
First St., at 7:3ft p.m. Thurs­
day for an informal gathering 
with veterans and students 
older than average. 
Mrs. Frances Plotsky, coor­
dinator of Continuing Educa­
tion for Women (and Men, and 
Ramon Gonzalez and Ron 
Sulcer, members of the 
University Veterans Associa­
tion will answer questions 
about the 3 return to formal 
education and veterans' 
educational benefits. 
They also will discuss 
Scholastic Aptitude Tests, 
Gradua te  Record  Ex­
aminations, the College Level 
Examination Program and 
the admissions process. 
^ Poetry 
The fourth International 
Poetry Festival will begin 
Thursday at the University. 
The festival, sponsored by 
atio al Indian leaders vyjjl} be 
: ^Scussed^i^^gl^^ 
AINT counc i l  member  
Burke Armstrong expressed 
confidence, saying ''Several 
years ago other Indian groups 
received satisfaction on 
demands made to museums 
that they respect our dead, 
and .our requests are modest 
in comparison." . . 
New Book 
An au tograph  par ty  
celebrating publication of 
Univ« tos i ty  l aw school  
graduate John F. Winslow's 
book-f— '-Conglomerates 
Unlimited: The Failure of 
women "get into their bodies' 
through a combination of massage * 
lessons and , bloenergetlci-
movements, Bring oil, towel and and 
614; bt4nk«t./: -V '•'"'y'''! 
for Correction has been open • ^Mmi tfa** 
" • Thursday In Union Building 329 to;f 
have fireside oh the Baha'i faith. /: 
seminar ^t noon Thursday In Lee""11", 
Hall, Schaffer Lounge. The topic l#*"*-
tA hn lAiUK Vm» I 
since last September and
campus visits are relatively 
new in the recruiting of those 
interested in correctional 
work, Megan 'Seaholm, a 
counseling specialist at the 
University and a coordinator 
of the seminar, said Wednes­
day. 
. "So many state correction 
agenc ies  employ  huge  
amounts of people, and the 
Job  In format ion  Cente r  
provides a clearinghouse for 
jobs in the correctional field,". 
Ms. Seaholm, said. 
The^seminar will be held in 
0100 
cmm roK asian stuwis will meet at7^ 
p.m. Thursday in Parlin Hall 1 to watch 
What To J3o With Your LanguageS 
Major?!'/ Speakers wilt dl»cu»» op-f 
pprtunitlei available to language 
maiors in areas of education and 
teacher certification, graduate^,.,; 
school, Ihfirria^lohal law and inter®!. 
the film, "The East Is Red." L, 2i'!uS uhl! o M L? T' ^r,dB" 
CHIID DIVItOPMINT CAKCSHS ~ ^ I Room 203.Or. 
ORGANIZATION will meet at 7 p.m. j  Singh, Of the Department 
Thursday In the Home Economics j Plychology will speik on "Obesityj^tek 
Library, fourth floor, for the last ' snd "*sp<>n$e inhibition," 
•;.v- meeting of the semester. A speaker • _.»« m 
from the child Welfare UcVnsIng ^SeS°Srt 
Division will discuss the licensing 
and establishment of day care" \ •„ ijni?„ Smrth?o 
XI>0r VMr W'"^ ' Mershberger, a local expert on?dl^J 
COltMnn will'meet at 7 p.m. Thursday % ble p,an,t' wl" $p*ak' 
In Russell A Stelndam Hall 210 for tlNIVMNTY CHRISTIAN CHURCH will »pon-tvf 
; its regular.meeting, Pledges shouldsor a soup end sandwich semlnar btt' ^ Wj^ 
i meet at 6:30 p.m ,?i "insights In thfc Middle Bait" al^% 
H^ARTMINT O*OROlOOtCAlSCHNCIS will , S, noon Thursday In the Nordarf^.V# 
1-, meet at 1 p.m. Thursday In Geology, Lounge of the church. The speakeiti^Si 
, » Building 100. Guest speakers will Be7^;; w||| be Dr. Paul W. Engllsh^cii# 
, „ Daniel Fortler, who will speak on?^ « professor of geography. T 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday | 
TURTLE CREEK 
t. 
1 Every Hghr is? 
iwsiourant 
HP 
S, 6 Oar ^*-
••••••• 
5econd Level. Dobie Moll 2 tsf 0 Guodolupe • 
free parking in the reor 
mm 
EL PASO CATTLE COMPANY 
. , SUNDAY, MONDAY, & TUESDAY ' 
FOR THE BEST IN ) 
t PROGRESSIVE COUNTRY MUSIC 
CAU FOR DETAILS 
831 HOUSTON ST. ^459-8851 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
* TONIGHT . ( 
t TOAD HALL SALOON 
1 E. 6th & Trinity 476-5365 
DOAKSNEAD 
:v*fllBANt) 
(Maying Original Progrwiv* Country) 
















(>_* * *  *  . IL  IM Iv l i l  lU IWI  i  
D. WYLIE JORDAN, M.D. 
Announces the opening of his office ~ ' 
for the practice of . •/ 
PSYCHIATRY 
The Jefferson Professional Building* 
1600 West 38th, Suite 426 




Student flights all year round. 
CONTACT: . 
ISCA 
6035 University Ave. No. II 
San Diego, Calif. 92115 
TEL: (714) 287-3010 
(213) 826-5669 
EUROPE-ISRAEL-AFRICA. Travel dis­
counts year-round. Student Air Travel 
Agency, Inc. 201 Alien Road, Suite 410. 
Atlanta, Ga. 30328. (404 ) 256-4258. 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST AFGHAN hound, brown/grey. 4S»-
8278, 471-5266. REWARD ' ? 
LOST: Embroidered Jacket in/near 
Mexes Hall, Wednesday, March" 27th 
around 5 p.m. Please call 442-9680. 
Reward. 
LOST MALE SIAMESE cat. Near 28th 
and Guadalupe, on March 25. Please call 
451-7124, Reward. 
A Third Court of Civil 
Appeals ruling Wednesday 
gave San Marcos the ex­
clusive authority to regulate 
electric utility rates charged 
by the Lower Colorado River 
Authority (LCRA) within city 
boundaries. 
However, the ruling will not 
a f fec t  Aus t in ,  an  LCRA 
spokeman said Wednesday. 
"Austin generates its own 
electricity and will not be 
affected. Its rates are set by 
the City Council, and there is 
no connection between the 
utility rates charged in Austin 
and  the  LCRA,"  LCRA 
General Manager Charles 
Herring said. 
The appellate court ruled 
that San Marcos, as a home 
rule city, has the sole authori­
ty to set utility rates within its 
boundaries despite dissenting 
arguments presented by the 
LCRA. 
Basing its arguments on 
1934 special legislation which 
established the organization, 
LCRA contended  tha t  i t  
should set utility rates charg­
ed to customers within cities 
served by the authority. 
"This ruling will be appeal­
ed to the Texas Supreme 




• 2 bedroom, 1V4 bath 
• large enough for a ' 
study room 
• furnished 
• all bills paid 
only 
*175.00/mo. 
• plenty of parking 
- • city transit to campus 
• 2 swimming pools 
• 24 hour maintenance 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CAU: 
444-7555 
, i1 Individual Life Insurance 
ROCK - BOTTOM 
COST! 
Age 20 (Male) 
t $100,000 Annual Renewable Term 
Annual Cost: $117.00 . 
Please call: Sara or Bob Roebuck, 836-8230 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER BLANK 8 m 
Students' viyq 
Attorney 
Th* students' attorneys, Frank 
Ivy and Ann Bower, ar« 
available by appointment from 
8 a.m. to 5: p.m. .Monday 
through . Friday ,ln' Union 
Building 30^ / Tel»pbon# 471-
/t4i |Im students' attorneys 
will handle landlord-tenant, 
consumer protection, employes' 
rights, taxation and Insurance 
cases.' Criming!, cases and 
domestic problem* by appoint­
ment only. 
ANTED 
in / * ^ • 
BUY, SELL.: All types girley magazines, 
books, records, guitars, stereos, radios,, 
jewelry, musical instruments. New 
buyer on duty. Aaron's, 320 Congress. 
Downtown. 
SURFING ANYONE? Need ride to 
.Brownsville or. Pt. Isabel. Will share ex-
penses. Pete, 472-0212. Leave message. 
WANTED REMINGTON model » -12 
guage automatic vent-rib shotgun. 472-
1451. 477-2S63 between tarn - 5pm, 
BUYING U.S. STAMPS; Plate blocks, 
collections, sheets, accumulations. 



























CLIP AND MAIL TODAY! 
WRITE YOUR AD HERE 
u 
V'Vc-ir 
, Use this handy chart to quic 
- at cost. 
 ̂ (15 word minimum] 
kly arrive + w 
No. ,  ̂











Cost per word 10 18 35 60 1.20 
15 1.S0 2.70 5.25 9.00 418.00 
H 1.60 2.88 5.60 9.60 19.20 
17 170 3.06 5.95 10.20 20.40 
11' 1.80 3.24 6.30 10.80 21.60 
1? 1.90 3.42 6.65 11.40 22.80 
Amount Enclosed. 
Number of Days-
Mpil to: : 
1:^ ̂ fDAILY TEXAN CLASSIFIEDS 
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mrnsm 4. 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Watergate irif' A Watergate grand jury indicted 
Vjestigators have evidence that somebody Jacobsen for perjury* sayinghelied when 
removed $10,000 from a bank safe-deposit he swore that the money remained in the 
Oibx. where a dairy cooperative's lawyer ' safe-deposit for nearly two and a half 
&ys he placed the money, offering it for - years until removed in the presence of an 
use by former Treasury Secretary John B^,..FBI agent last Nov. 27. 
Connally, informed sources say. • ' Jacobsen has pleaded innocent* but tlie 
iThe money was replaced later by new 
(tills bearing serial numbers that show 
they were not in circulation at the time the 
original bills were stashed away, accor­
ding to two sources familiar with the case.> 
' CONNALLY HAS SAID he was told the 
money was put away for his political use, 
he has denied that he actually used it. 
* Meanwhile, columnist Jack Anderson 
reported Wednesday that FBI agents 
working for the Watergate special 
prosecutor have evidence that? Connally 
pocketed the $10,000, then hastily returned 
it after the dairy group came under in­
vestigation. 
•• Austin attorney Jake' Jacobsen, 
time lawyer for Associated Milk 
Producers Inc., has testified that he put 
the money in the box for Connally and that 
Connally refused it. ' 
impossible^spjucces 
one-
banknote serial numbers make his 
testimony 'logically 
say.' 
ANDERSON REPORTED that accdr-" 
ding to FBI sources, Connally first 
accepted the money, then gave back the j 
sum in $100 bills. Later, worried that the * 
bills could be traced, he substituted 
smaller bills, Anderson reported. [:i • 
But though the year on the bills showed 
they had been printed before the original 
payment was made, they had not been cir­
culated until after Jacobsen said the 
money went into the safe-deposit box, the. 
columnist reported. 
Connally said' Wednesday: "I have 
and I do so today." 
Jacobsen had no comment on the Ander-
. son column. 









Golda MeirAnnounces Resignation 
TEL AVIV (AP) — Premier Golda Meir of Israel announced her resigna­
tion Wednesday in the. midst of a domestic political dispute and month-long 
military conflict with Syria on, the Golan Heights. 
'This time my decision is irrevocable," leaders of her Labor Party quoted 
the 75-year-old leader as saying at a closed meeting in Jerusalem. "I have 
reached the end of the road ..." 
They said she planned to submit her resignation formally at a Cabinet 
meeting Thursday.; • " f " . 
Sluggish Market Down 3 13 Points 
NEW YORK (AP) — The stock market was flat and listless Wednesday in 
session shortened by 26 minutes because of equipment problems at the 
New York Stock Exchange. 
The Dow Jones averages of 30 industrials was down 3.13 at 843.71, but ad­
vancing issues narrowly outpaced declines on the Big Board. 
Mitchell Takes the Stand 
NEW YORK (UPI) - Former U.s! Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell took the 
witness stand in his federal court Conspiracy trial Wednesday to deny that he 
conspired to impede a government investigation of financier Robert L 
Vesco. 
Mitchell, the first former Cabinet member to answer an indictment since 
the 1923 Teapot Dome Scandal, denied under oath that he ever did anything 
to block a Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) investigation in 1972. 
Senate Backs Campaign Financing 
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Senate Wednesday strongly endorsed federal 
financing of presidential and congressional political campaigns and moved 
toward final passage of the landmark reform bill. 
Senate Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield said the bill would be approved 
shortly — definitely before Congress begins its Easter recess Friday. 
On a 55-31 vote, the Senate defeated a substitute offered by Sen. Robert 
Dole, R-Kan., former GOP national chairman, which would have stricken al 
provisions dealing with election financing. 
Defense Rests in Boyle Murder Trial 
MEDIA, Pa. (AP) — The defense in the murder trial of former United 
Mine Workers President W.A. "Tony" Boyle rested Wednesday after 
presenting testimony to support Boyle's claim he did not order the murder oi 
union rival Joseph "Jock" Yablonski. 
Both sides were to present summations, and the case was expected to go to 
the jury by Thursday. Earlier, Judge Francis Catania turned down a defense 
motion for a directed verdict of acquittal. 
Four former members of the union's International Executive Board 
testified Wednesday that Boyle was not in the hallway where a key prosecu­
tion witness quoted him as saying: "We've got to kill Yablonski, take care o; 
him." 
ask chief U.S. Dist. Judge George t. Hart 
Jr. to throw out the indictment on the 
technical grounds that the Watergate; 
special prosecution force, through a Slip*| 
up-in wording, failed to charge Jacobseiifp! 
.yrith an offense. 1f§ 
pThe matter of the $10,000 has been of 
Special interest to Watergate in- ; 
vestigators, who suspect it may have been ,; 
for Connally in return for bis help in get»||| 
ting an increase in milk price supports in; ~; 
1961. : 
Although both Jacobsen and Connally 
iay the money was offered for use by Con- ; 
nally as a campaign contribution, it was 
disclosed recently that the cash came 
from the corporate account of the milk 
producers coop, and not from its political' 
trust.. Federal law prohibits use of cor­
porate money in campaigns. 
Jacobsen has testified that he met twice 
with Connally to ask his aid in getting milk ^ 
price supports increased. "He said he : 
would do all he could to helpus," Jacobsen 
said. - - ' s i 
ON MARCH 23, 1971, Connally made a 
strong personal appeal. to Nixon to 
overrule the Agriculture Department and 
some other presidentMadvisers who op­
posed an increase. 
....-Recording to a White House statement, 
Connally told the President of "the 
political power of the dairy industry lob 
by;" said failing to raise prices would cost 
farm votes in the presidential race, and 
"noted that the industry had political 
funds" for congressional candidates. Nix­
on ordered prices increased,, and the an­
nouncement was made two days later. 
Jacobsen then contacted the milk 
producers' chief political treasurer, Bob 
A. Lilly, and asked for $10,000 for Connal­
ly. On May 4,1971, Lilly took out £$10,000. 
loan from the Citizen's National Bank of 
Austin, a bank in which Jacobsen had con­
trolling influence. Lilly later repaid this 
and other loans with corporate money that 
was funneled to him through various con­
duit arrangements. 
Jacobsen has been quoted as saying he 
offered the money to Connally on two 
different occasions, for'use by him in mak­
ing political donations. Connally has said 
he refused it because at that time, before 
he switched parties, he was a Democrat in 
a Republican administration and didn't 
want to give money to either party. 
Wamm m 
Conflicting placards demonstrate varied reaction to Nixon speech; 
s<?r\ 
Michigan Visif Draws Mixed Reaction 
BAD ~AXET,' Mich. (UPI) - President 
Nixon drew cheers from thousands 
Wednesday as he swept .through a 
traditionally conservative area of eastern 
Michigan to test his,<pp{t^rity at the 
grass roots and campaign for a 
Republican congressional candidate. 
Even in this GOP stronghold of 
Michigan's. "Thumb" area the President 
heard frequent heckles, boos and calls for 
his impeachment. ' , v _ 
Nixon spoke four times during a 57-mile" 
motorcade that lasted nearly five hours. 
He chose never to mention the Watergate 
scandal or charges of other wrongdoing 
against him and high members of his ad­
ministration. 
Instead, the President spoke repeatedly 
about his administration's success in 
foreign affairs, his desire to open the way 
for a "a full generation of peace" and nis 
efforts to deal with key domestic 
problems, especially inflation, unemploy­
ment and the energy shortage. 
Nixon came from Washington at the in--
vitation of James Sparling Jr., a former 
presidential aide who is running in a 
special election in the Eighth 
Congressional District. 
Nixon's appearances were his first of 
the year in behalf of a congressional can­
didate. In four previous special con­
gressional elections of 1974, Democrats 
have won three. 
At Tri-City Airport, just outside 
Saginaw, Nixon delivered a campaign:..; 
style speech to a fneiidly crowd of more 
than 5000. He flew on by helicopter to Bad 
Axe, where he basically repeated his 
remarks. -
Nixon singled out the fuel shortage and 
chided Congress for refusing to approve 17 
of his legislative proposals. "We have 
moved ... but the bottleneck is in the 
Congress," he said. He urged people to 
show their dissatisfaction by voting for 
Sparling next Tuesday. 
"...If you want more jobs, if you want 
more for your farms, I can only say the 
way to do it is to get a man in Congress 
who will not be a rubber stamp for anyone 
except you," Nixon said. 
"Welcome" signs were visible 
everywhere and many — printed in red, 
white and blue — looked identical, in-: 
dicating they were distributed by organiz-' 
ed Nixon supporters. Nixon frequently 
stopped to greet well-wishers in the 
crowd-, standing sometimes five deep on 
the small town sidewalks. His backers 
-shouted words of encouragement. " 
The President's detractors made their 
presence felt, too. Occasionally they 
sought to interrupt his speeches with chan­
ting. At one point, they almost drowned 
him out with repeated shouts of "Impeach 
Nixon now." 
Critics also waved signs reading 
"Throw the Bum Out," "Jail to. the 
Chief," "Nixon the Traitor," "Impeach 
With Honor" and "Impeach the Thief." 
Tract 
>4 
Environmental Statement Released 
By LINDA FANNIN 
and 
RICHARD FLY 
Texan Staff Writers 
This pensive fellow 
(Editor's Note: This is the second story in a 
two-part series.) < 
Increasing controversy over the; Wilding tract has led 
the developers to release their environmental impact 
statement to the press. 
A request by Wilding for the extension of the city 
sewer line and approval of a fresh water supply district 
(FWSD) will be the subject of a 1 p.m. Thursday public 
hearing before City Council. 
, Southern Living and Leisure, Inct, a major 
stockholder in the 3,500-acre development on Lake 
Austin, has been criticized by various Austin groups and 
citizens for not allowing the public to view its en­
vironmental statement. 
Representatives of Southern Living have maintained 
that the statement was prepared not for the public, but 
as an in-house planning tool. 
ONE OF THE developers indicated, however, that if 
his group had anticipated public demand for the docu­
ment they would have prepared one suitable for dis­
tribution. 
Although a partial statement was made available 
earlier to City Environmental Director Stuart Henry as 
'"la personal favor," the document, which was drawn up 
by the development's architect-engineer, was released 
to -The Texan Wednesday. 
Major long-term adverse impacts of the development 
listed in the statement are the consumption of land 
which is presently used for cattle grazing and construc­
tion of roads and dwelling units whose use would entail 
some inefficiencies of energy consumption. 
Listed as "unavoidable adverse impacts" are: 
• A short- and long-term increase in local air pollution 
resulting from construction activities, auto exhaust 
emissionsand residential heating and cooling 
emissions. 
• A long-term reduction in deer habitat area because 
Easter: 
of the change of some land to incompatible use; 
• A short-and long-term increase in energy consump­
tion because of the land use change from agricultural to 
residential uses. 
• A short- and long-term increase in some, localized -T 
forms of noise from the introduction of automobiles and 
construction equipments 
To combat the dust pollution caused by construction _ 
the developers are planning to spray water on the sites 
to reduce rising particles. 
Southern Living anticipates that auto emissions, as a 
percentage of Austin area emissions, will start at a 1974 -
low of .5 percent, rising to a high of 5.4 percent in 1988. 
The quality of Lake Austin may be affected on a short-
term basis by increased siltation caused by construc­
tion. The study suggests that this effect could be 
minimized by stabilizing vegetation and building check 
dams to slow the creeks feeding into the lake. 
OVER THE LONG run, however, storm water run-off 
is expected to increase because of parking lots and 
roads. Run-off carrying chemical fertilizers will in­
crease the nutrient level of Lake Austin, the document 
concludes. 
To help reduce the effect, the study suggest barriers 
to slow run-off and allow ground infiltration by the 
water. 
. Additional traffic introduced by Wilding on area 
roads, the statement predicts, would not result in a 
significant overload. 
Discussing social impacts, the study says the addition 
of Wilding's 11,000 living units will "contribute to the 
social goal of increasing the quality and quantity of the »•-
housing supply in the area." 
Amogg the beneficial effects of the development, the 
study points out: 
• Increased recreation amenities. 
• Economic development of the region. 
• Eventual reduction in the rates of erosion and silta- , 
tion in Lake Austin through introduction of new ground 
cover. 
• The permanent preservation of Panther Hollow and 
other significant open space areas. , iV ; 
Henry, who declined to evaluate the adequacy of the 
environmental statement on'the grounds that he had 
studied only an abbreviated form, said he did not intend 
to make a recommendation on the project unless 
specifically requested by City Council. 
"THE CITY has never required the developer to file 
an environmental impact statement,'' Henry said. 
Although he agreed that a city-conducted environmental 
study would be a good idea, "The city's capability for 
conducting such studies is severely limited," he said. 
Although some Austin residents have urged postpone­
ment of City Council's decision until completion of the 
Austin Tomorrow program, Southern Living vice-
president Ron Hammonds said, "A six-month postpone­
ment would be just like a denial. 
"THE LENGTH of time you can sit on the front end of 
a project without revenue is limited," he added. 
City Planning Director Dick Lil% also said he did not 
feel the decision should wait. 
"If the subdivision meets ail requirements, the City 
Council cannot deny services," Lillie said. 
Under state law, if the Wilding development's request 
for a FWSD is denied by both the council and the Com­
missioners Court, the development may petition the 
city for water and sewer services, taking "the decision to 
court if necessary. 
Although the city "probably will annex the area," 
Lillie said, "There's no telling how long it will take to 
annex it." 
BECAUSE OF zoning and land use plans already 
developed^ for the area by Southern Living, Lillie said, 
"The city would have no more control over the area if 
we annexed it than if we didn't. 
"The only advantage to annexation is that we would 
be able to enforce building codes," he said. ' -
Following action on the issue by City Council, the 
developers must approach Commissioners Court for 
county approval of the water district. 
An assistant to Johnny Voudouris, Precinct 3 com­
missioner, said the request must be filed through the 
county engineer's office, with plat approval taking from 
30 days to six months. < 
Bunny's 'Bumme 
By BOBBIE CRISWELL 
Texan Staff Writer 
Easter morning brings cries of delight 
from children who wake up to find straw 
baskets filled with candied eggs, maybte 
and fluffy spotted rabbit, a fuzzy yellow 
duck, or perhaps a young chick dyed bright 
pink. 
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The kids lust love it. but what about the 
animals? _1 
The Humane~"Society of the United 
States reports that only 10 percent of all 
the holiday animals sold survive rough 
handling by their children owners. 
"Most of the deaths result from acciden­
tal cruelty and lack of proper feeding and 
living conditions forthe animals," John A. 
Hoyt, president of the society, said. • 
The Austin Humane Society hopes the 
selling practice will stop because the 
society usually ends up receiving several 
of the chickens and ducks, often after the 
birds have been injured. i v > 
LeAnn Harrington, the society's in­
vestigator, said, "It is just a pathetic 
situation. These are farm animals that 
have trouble surviving in the city." 
It seems as if most Austin stores are 
heeding tlui society'* words. All major 
Austin department stores were contacted 
this week and none reported selling 
chickens, rabbits or ducks. 
Only Central Feed Store on Airport 
Boulevard sells the chicks, which they?-
keep in stock year round. 
^ -Store manager Jay Thompson said they 
sell from 200 to 300 additional chickens" 
during the Easter holidays. 
Highland Mall has a display of rabbits 
chickens and ducks set up, but they are not 
for sale. They will be given away as prizes 
in the mall's coloring contest. 
Mike Ceay, manager of the Woolco pet 
department, said the store received a 
bulletin from its main office telling them 
not to sell chicks, ducks or rabbits. A 
Ms. Harrington, from the Humane 
Society, said the stores were probably not > 
making enough money on the animals with ^ 
all the deaths involved in shipping aiid (he' 
required feeding .before the aqimals are 
sold. ^ 
She said the Humarie Society of the 
United States is working to have a bill 
passed by Congress which would prohibit ? 
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